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Overview

A Comparative Evaluation of Emerging Methods for Errors of
Commission Based on Applications to the Davis-Besse (1985) Event

Abstract

In considering the human role in accidents, the classical PSA methodology applied today
focuses primarily on the omissions of actions required of the operators at specific points in the
scenario models. A practical, proven methodology is not available for systematically
identifying and analysing the scenario contexts in which the operators might perform
inappropriate actions that aggravate the scenario. As a result, typical PSAs do not
comprehensively treat these actions, referred to as errors of commission (EOCs).

This report presents the results of a joint project of the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI, Villigen,
Switzerland) and the Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS, Garching,
Germany) that examined some methods recently proposed for addressing the EOC issue. Five
methods were investigated: 1) ATHEANA, 2) the Borssele screening methodology, 3)
CREAM, 4) CAHR, and 5) CODA. In addition to a comparison of their scope, basic
assumptions, and analytical approach, the methods were each applied in the analysis of PWR
Loss of Feedwater scenarios based on the 1985 Davis-Besse event, in which the operator
response included actions that can be categorised as EOCs. The aim was to compare how the
methods consider a concrete scenario in which EOCs have in fact been observed. These case
applications show how the methods are used in practical terms and constitute a common basis
for comparing the methods and the insights that they provide.

The identification of the potentially significant EOCs to be analysed in the PSA is currently
the central problem for their treatment. The identification or search scheme has to consider an
extensive set of potential actions that the operators may take. These actions may take place
instead of required actions, for example, because the operators fail to assess the plant state
correctly, or they may occur even when no action is required. As a result of this broad search
space, most methodologies apply multiple schemes to identify EOCs. The following elements
for error search may be distinguished: task, action, system failure, and scenario. All of the
methods use at least three of these elements.

The review of the methods suggests that there is space for and a need for integrating them. In
the area of identifying potential EOCs, for instance, it may be desirable to combine the
deductive search for EOCs as additional contributors to hardware failure events (as is done in
ATHEANA and the Borssele method) with a search centred on the range of safety actions
considered in procedures and training (as proposed in CODA). In combining these search
strategies, a key constraint is to maintain the required effort at an acceptable level.

Development is also needed to address the quantification problem. In contexts that "force the
error", for instance, contexts in which the plant cues potentially motivate inappropriate
actions, the decision error has a high probability. In these contexts, the problem reduces to the
quantification of the probability of the context, which can be based on engineering evaluation
of the associated scenario. On the other hand, quantifying the probability of decision errors
remains a problem in other cases. The CAHR methodology suggests a solution by basing the
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probability on a relative error frequency (how often similar errors appear in a database of
events); efforts are being made to validate this procedure.

In the longer term, dynamic, simulation-based PSA tools may provide a means to manage the
range of new scenarios introduced when EOCs are comprehensively treated in the PSA. The
report discusses finally the state of dynamic methods and how, in the mean time, dynamic
simulations that treat the interdependent plant and operator responses can support the analysis
of EOCs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The categorisation of errors as omissions or commissions is strongly related to the classical
PSA model of accident sequences. In this model, the nominal, designed response of the
human-machine system leads to a safe system state when a sequence of hardware systems
operate successfully and the operators perform a set of required actions at the appropriate
points in the scenario evolution. On the other hand, unsafe system states are reached through a
combination of hardware failures and/or omissions of required actions.

As a result of this nominal model, the classical PSA and the HRA methods have focused on
the omission of required actions at selected points in the scenarios. More generally, the
operators may erroneously perform an action that will aggravate the scenario at any point in
the scenario evolution, even if no action should be performed at that time. Accounting for the
possibility that the operators perform actions other than the required actions introduces
additional scenarios (scenario variants). As a first approximation, alternative actions that are
ineffective may be neglected. As a result, errors of commission (EOCs) are defined as actions
other than the required actions that aggravate the accident sequence. In this definition, the
"required" actions are defined by the nominal model.

The operators might perform an alternative action, and hence an EOC, at any point in the
event sequence model where an action is required. For example, the operator could make an
erroneous situation assessment at that point in the sequence and identify the alternative action
as the appropriate response.

A practical, convincing methodology for systematically identifying potential EOCs is not
available today. At this stage, a complete and systematic screening has only been published
for one plant, the Borssele plant in the Netherlands, for both full-power and shut-down
conditions. It is based on identifying recovery opportunities and excluding low probability and
low consequence scenarios. An additional issue is the quantification of EOCs.

The main efforts for identification relate to the characterisation and identification of error-
likely (also called error-forcing) conditions. This has been based on the state of knowledge in
the area of human error psychology, on operational events and on operator performance in
simulator events.

The main quantification efforts are connected to operational event analysis (the analysis of
past events).

A medium-term approach to errors of commission could be based on

the identification and screening of error-likely situations

the modification, if necessary, of the related PSA sequence models

A broad consensus view of the longer term is that comprehensive treatment of EOCs would
require a modified PSA framework, e.g. based on dynamic event trees or simulation
approaches. It should be noted that the proposals for frameworks based on dynamic
approaches intend their use only for scenarios with a significant human interaction
component; such models would co-exist with the traditional event tree/fault tree models for
the remaining scenarios.
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1.1. Objectives

Beginning in May 1998, PSI and GRS carried out a joint project on Errors of Commission
(EOC). The work described in this report was performed during the course of O. Strater's visit
of the HRA group of PSI (S. Hirschberg, V.N. Dang, B. Reer).

The main objectives of this work are:

• To evaluate the methods that have been proposed for the assessment of errors of
commission. The methods are reviewed in light of the research conducted by PSI and
GRS. Considered methods* (sorted by the time of publication) were:

The screening methodology for the Borssele nuclear power plant in the Netherlands
(Julius et al., 1995, 1996), referred to as the "Borssele-Method" in this report.

CAHR (Connectionism Assessment of Human Reliability) analysis and
quantification methodology (Strater, 1997),

CODA (Conclusions from Occurrences by Description of Actions) approach (Reer,
1997, 1998),

ATHEANA (A Technique for Human Error Analysis), the NRC-sponsored analysis
framework and quantification methodology (NUREG-1624, NRC, 1998)

CREAM (Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method) methodology (Hollnagel,
1998)

• To carry out a limited-scope case application.

• To consider the implications and potential of plant-operator simulation models for the
support of EOC analyses

• To explore the possibilities for co-ordinated research in the area of errors of commission
involving PSI, GRS, and possibly other partners.

Additionally the characteristics of cognitive errors and cognitive-likely situations that are
known to the project participants were considered, such as:

the EARTH results and insights,

basic psychological knowledge about the issue,

techniques for screening and task analysis covered in Task 97-2 of PWG5.

Finally, the methods descriptions relate to their state of development up to mid-1999. Some of
the methods were developed further or are under development so that some of the statements
made in this report may have already been taken into account in current versions of these
methods.

* The recently developed approach MERMOS (Methode d'Evaluation de la Realisations des Missions Operateur
pour la Surete) of EdF was not considered in this work. The interested reader is referred to e.g. LeBot et al.
(1998, 1999) and Bieder et al. (1998, 1999). The published information is, however, not sufficient for external
application of the method.
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what needs to be
treated?

dynamic

Can the simulation
viewpoint help to structure
retrospective analysis?

retrospective
CODA CAHR

Requirements on tool?
How to use to support
EOC analyses?

What is to consider in
^analyses?

prospective

Figure 1. Perspectives and questions related to the objectives of the project

1.2. Tasks

Methods for the medium term were proposed and tested in a preliminary manner in this work.
This includes:

• A critical review of the existing methodologies

• Case studies: an application of the methodologies

The case application should consider the problems of:

• analysis and characterisation of the cognitive errors
• screening and integration of cognitive errors into PSA-models
• examination of the capability of existing methods to deal with the selected event
• quantification of these errors e.g. using CAHR and/or other methodologies

An event sequence of a scenario is used to illustrate the problems and to develop approaches
for solutions. Scenarios related to the 1985 Davis-Besse event are used (NRC, 1985).

The report documents the results and insights of the case applications, identifying issues
related to each method. It proposes some modifications and possibilities for future work.
Chapter 2 will review existing methodologies. Illustrative case applications are given in the
appendices. Chapter 3 discusses the potential application of dynamic, simulation-based
methodologies to treat EOCs and summarises the main challenges for these. Chapter 4 will
deal with the identification of additional requirements on dynamic models for supporting the
analyses of errors of commission.

1.3. The 1985 Davis-Besse Event

The Davis-Besse event was selected because it is well-documented and known (NRC, 1985).
The event contains several different EOCs of different nature and EOCs in combination with
technical failures. In addition, the event sequence is interesting for the PSA (important
precursor for PSA-relevant sequence). A detailed description of the event and of the defined
EOCs is given in Appendix A. The EOCs identified are described in Table 1.
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Table 1. Identified EOCs (errors of commission) in the Davis-Besse Event 1985 (see
Appendix A for details)

Scenario
Loss of main feedwater (MFW),
before auxiliary feedwater system
(AFWS) start-up signal

MFW and AFWS unavailable, crew
omits the initiation of feed & bleed
cooling, pressurizer safety valve
(PORV) fails stuck-open, crew fails
to recognise PORV status
PORV re-closes by itself, crew fails
to recognise PORV re-closure,
AFWS recovery success.

Error of Commission
EOC#1a:
• Start-up of the AFWS
decided
EOC#1b(given#1a):
• Isolation of both SGs

EOC #2:
• Closure of the PORV
block valve

EOC #3:
• Opening of the PORV
block valve

Adverse Consequence
Introduction of a chance of AFWS
degradation

AFWS failure (over-speed trip of
both AFWS pump turbines)

Core damage, if
• AFWS recovery actions fail
and
• block valve remains closed

(Feed & Bleed failure)
Loss of coolant (LOCA), if
• PORV re-closure failure

In the common work of PSI and GRS, the event was evaluated with the different approaches
and the observed EOCs were assessed. By this procedure, different advantages and
disadvantages of the different approaches were elaborated. These case studies are described in
the Appendices B to F.
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2. REVIEW OF EXISTING METHODOLOGIES

The methods reviewed in this chapter may be categorised as approaches for:

operational event (retrospective) analysis
identification
screening
quantification

Basically the methods need to be reviewed in light of their intended use. The identification of
potential EOCs (which includes the characterisation of the key error-forcing factors), and their
quantification (which includes psychological scaling techniques) are emphasised.

2.1. Borssele-Method

The information concerning Errors of Commission about the Borssele-Method were taken
from Julius et al. (1995) and OECD NEA (1998).

2.1.1. Overview of the Borssele-Method

The Borssele-Method presents an inductive search scheme for the identification of global
errors of commission and a deductive one for local errors of commission. No method for HEP
assessment is presented. Figure 2 presents an overview about the screening process of the
Borssele-Method. Further details are presented in Section 2.1.2 below.

c EOCto
be assessed

screened out

screened otit

screened out

screened otit

screenedout

No
Assessment

Global EOC
(between procedures)

Phase 1: initial screening
Screen the initiating events of PSA based
on frequency (factor 100 less than CDF)

Phase 2: identification of the opportunities
for global misdiagnosis by developing a
procedure response matrix (PRM)

Phase 3: screening
Identify the critical indicators and alarms cor-
responding to entries in PRM by using a PIM

Screening on the basis of insignificant
consequences (using PRM and PIM)

Screening on the basis of the potential
for recovery

Screening on likelihood
(e.g. additional hardware failure)

T't Assessment of likelihood of
global misdiagnosis

Local EOC
(within procedures)

Identification of EOC
opportunities: slips or mistakes

Assessment of potential recovery
from local misdiagnosis (mistake)

Assessment of the potential for
recovery from slip

Assessment of likelihood of
local EOC (slip or mistake)

Figure 2. Overview of the screening process of the Borssele-Method.
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2.1.2. Discussion of the Borssele Method

Overview

The full-scope discussion of the Borssele-Method is presented in Appendix C as follows:

Step (quoted from the method description) Review Findings
Davis Besse EOC analvsis

General discussion

The main review findings are summarised below. The general discussion is structured by four
headings:

— EOC classification.

— Identification of global EOCs.

— Identification local EOCs.

— Quantification/screening.

Davis Besse EOC Analvsis

All errors of commission occurred during the Davis-Besse incident (see Appendix A, Table
A.I) would be screened out on the basis of our application of the Borssele-Method.

As a global misdiagnosis, EOC3 (LOCA through stuck-open PORV not noticed and,
consequently, PORV block valve opened) would be screened out because of the low
frequency of the scenarios where the EOC was possible. This frequency is low, because the
LOCA occurred in the course of a loss of feedwater scenario. Otherwise (if no screening out
due to this reason), EOC3 would retain as a significant error, i.e. the further method step
would not lead to screening out. But this is rather a result of the wording {error retained if
recovery cannot be guaranteed) used in the Borssele-Method global misdiagnosis HRA
procedure than of a context-specific analysis; see Appendix C, Table C.2, Steps 1 and 6.

As local errors of commissions, EOC1 (both SGs isolated) and EOC2 (closure of PORV block
valve) would be screened out, too. Here again, this is due the wording {recoverable error
cases may be screened out) in the method description; see Appendix C, Table C.3, Steps 2.3
and 3.5.

EOC Classification

The Borssele-Method classifies EOCs as follows:

/. Global EOC (misdiagnosis)

II. Local EOC (in procedure execution)

A. Local slip

B. Local mistake
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This classification is rated here with both positive (+) and negative (-) features.

• (+) The global vs. local distinction is compatible with the current HRA framework where
the distinction between diagnosis and execution is made.

• (+) By accounting for mistakes (i.e. intended but wrong actions) under the heading of local
EOCs, the method addresses post-diagnosis decision-making as well.

• (-) The definitions of the key terms (global/local; slip/mistake) understress the links to
observable crew behaviour.

Although it comes clear from the application results presented in OECD NEA
(1998, App. F), it is not clearly stated in the method description that global EOC
means entry into a wrong procedure.

The concept of operator's intention formation is not referred to when introducing
the slip/mistake distinction. According to well-known standards (cf. Swain &
Guttmann 1983, or Reason 1990), this concept is essential for understanding the
distinction:

slip - unintended performance of an action that is wrong;

mistake - intended performance of an action that is wrong.

These definition force the analyst to specify the action - the unintended or the
intended one.

• (-) For a given EOC, it is unclear whether the analyst is requested to classify the error either
as a slip or as a mistake. In principle, both categories must be addressed. Furthermore, it is
not clear why the slip/mistake distinction is made. Does the method rely on the assumption
that slips are more likely to be corrected than mistakes?

• (-) The Borssele EOC classification is obviously incomplete. Under the heading of global
EOC, no distinction between slip and mistake is made. The term misdiagnosis is used in
connection with global EOC. This implies that the Borssele-Method considers only
intended selections of wrong procedures (i.e. mistakes). However, reasons for unintended
selections of wrong procedures are credible as well, e.g.,

reactor operator misunderstands the oral instruction of the shift supervisor, or

reactor operator misreads a section number when referring to the binder of
procedures.

But such errors are also seldom addressed explicitly in current HRA practice. Often, the
HRA relies on an implicit assumption that such errors are negligible or covered by the
diagnosis HEP.

Identification of Global EOCs

In the Borssele-Method, the identification of global EOCs can be characterised as inductive
search for a wrong action as a negative deviation from a task. The search process starts with
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the scenario that refers to an initiating event, i.e. the starting point of a PSA-modelled event
tree. On the basis of the task of the operators defined by the diagnosis procedure, incorrect
decisions are identified (at the points of the diagnosis procedure where transfers to other
procedures are stated), and each resulting action (denoted as transfers into a wrong procedure)
is checked for negative consequences (system failures).

Regarding global EOC identification, the Borssele-Method is rated here with both positive (+)
and negative (-) features.

• (+) The requirement to specify decision points in the diagnosis procedure is a good way to
address plant-specific conditions related to human performance.

• (+) Besides faulty indications (due to instrumentation failures), the method addresses
misleading indications as well for the identification of misleading indications as well (cf.
Table C.2 in Appendix C, Step 9). This encourages the analyst to focus on human-machine
interactions such as cueing signals and the operator practices and habits in perceiving and
interpreting these signals.

• (-) Applying the search scheme in a consequent manner could be highly sophisticated.
Many decision points in the diagnosis procedure need to evaluated. Each of them
introduces new courses of sequences, especially when the decision requires entry into a
procedure with a high number of execution steps or with steps related to system state
diagnosis. All decision options have to be combined with complicating factors such as
instrumentation failures. In principle, this is a disadvantage of all inductive approaches to
complex systems.

• (-) The method puts too much stress on rules stated in the procedure and too little stress on
system process rules that should be known by the operators, e.g., if PORV closed then
PORV block valve can be opened. Finally the physical state of the system - and not the
content of the procedure - determines the crew behaviour that is appropriate for accident
prevention.

Identification of Local EOCs

In the Borssele-Method, the identification of global EOCs can be characterised as a deductive
search for a wrong action as a system failure cause based on the evaluation of the procedure to
be followed. The search starts with a scenario defined as a success path of an event tree. For
each path, the failure of the first system function is addressed as the system failure to be
considered as human-induced. For finding out a system-failure-inducing human action, six
failure mode examples are presented. Furthermore, some guidance for the identification of
failure mode reasons is given.

Regarding local EOC identification, the Borssele-Method is rated here with both positive (+)
and negative (-) features.

• (+) Focusing on the event tree success paths implies some quantitative screening since the
success paths represent relatively likely scenarios.

• (-) It is not very clear how to identify EOCs and failure mode reasons. The method
describes the process as follows:
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Identify possible human induced failure modes of the first function of a given
success path, e.g., initiate system prematurely, terminate system prematurely,
create diversion path, provide too much flow, provide too little flow.

Identify reasons for activating these failure modes by reviewing the procedure
being followed to identify steps requiring some action as a result of a " result not
obtained" statement, or a symptom-driven requirement to perform some action.

Each such step constitutes an opportunity for an error of commission if it satisfies
the following:
a) changes of the state of the system from that required;
b) there is no automatic realignment;
c) an override of an interlock is not necessary (the necessity to perform an
override of an interlock is a powerful argument against the occurrence of a slip,
though less so against a mistake).

The meaning of identify steps requiring some action as a result of a "result not
obtained" statement, or a symptom-driven requirement to perform some action needs
to be clarified.

It should be clarified how, in principle, a step can constitute an opportunity for an
EOC. What is the meaning of step in that context? Correct or wrong action?

However, it is difficult to specify the local EOC identification process in advance
without referring to a concrete emergency operating procedure.

Quantification/Screening

The quantitative part of the Borssele-Method does not have an HEP assessment component.
Quantification is performed by screening on the basis of consequence, likelihood and recovery
factors. Likelihood refers to the probability (or frequency) of scenarios and error producing
conditions. For an EOC that retains after screening, it is recommended to increase the failure
probability of the affected system function or component. The amount of increase is not
specified.

Regarding quantification/screening, the Borssele-Method is rated here with both positive (+)
and negative (-) features.

• (-) The benefit of screening in the sense of focusing the task analysis effort are diminished,
because the screening procedure to be followed requires already task analyses:
consequences of entries into wrong procedures need to be assessed; error-producing
conditions need to be identified and quantified; recovery factors need to identified and
assessed qualitatively. All this would provide a good basis for assessment of HEPs for the
important EOCs.

• (+) The global EOC screening procedure is straightforward and quite reasonable.

• (+) Useful elements of a taxonomy of local EOC mechanisms are presented (cf. Appendix
C, Table C.3, Steps 1.2 and 2.1). It is important that the method mentions that an EOO in
procedure following could result in an EOC in the sense of an aggravating intervention.

• (-) Some of the screening rules related to recovery are specified inadequately, e.g., if
recovery cannot be guaranteed, proceed to frequency screening.
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• (-) In screening out errors, there is a potential tendency for optimism. In view of well-
known events from operating experience where recovery failed, decisive rules (see Table
C.3, Steps 2.3, 2.4 and 3.5) like the following should be applied carefully

errors, for which there is an opportunity for recovery, may be screened out, or

recoverable error cases may be screened out.

• (-) Well-known failure modes of recovery factors are addressed inadequately, e.g.:

unavailability of feedback (needed for error detection) or hardware (needed for error
correction);

ambiguity of feedback;

feedback is not in the focus of operator's attention;

shortage of time available for recovery.

• (-) The local EOC screening procedure needs to be clarified and optimised, see Appendix
C, Table C.3, Steps 3.2 to 3.4. Especially the implications of the slip/mistake distinction
(for local EOCs) are not totally clear.

Summary

The Borssele-Method can be denoted as a deterministically-oriented EOC screening with
some potentially non-conservative tendencies. Such approach cannot replace a full-scope
quantitative analysis including HEP assessment. But the qualitative part of the Borssele
Method must be seen as milestone in EOC analysis. The Borssele application of this screening
method addressed the full scope of the PSA, considering all PSA event trees, for both full-
power and low power and shutdown conditions.
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2.2. ATHEANA

The ATHEANA-Method proposes a method that combines an inductive with an deductive
search scheme. The ATHEANA-method as described in NUREG-1624 addresses the
following key-aspects for a more realistic HRA and including EOCs into PRA:

• General approach for integrating EOC into PRA

• Cognitive model

• Coherency of prospective and retrospective analysis

• Search process

• Quantification of EOCs

During the project-phase special attention was taken on how these key aspects were realised.
The investigation of these aspects is outlined in the following.

2.2.1. Overview of the ATHEANA Method

General Approach for Integrating EOC into PRA

The ATHEANA-method distinguishes between EFC (and there between PSF and plant
condition), error mechanism (EM), unsafe act (UA) and human failure event (HFE). It
performs a static modelling for HRA. This overall approach to the problem of EOC in current
PRA seems to be appropriate.

The general approach of integrating EOC in PRA by describing the coherency between EFC
and UA is borrowed from the multi-aspect framework of Rasmussen (1986). This concept of
integrating EOC in PRA is valuable. It clarifies that human errors are always influenced by
multiple PSF's and it considers the complexity of assessing human errors. It also forces the
analysts to investigate what happens between the tasks and the errors that are assumed and
modelled in HRA. Most important links between EFCs, EMs and UAs are the EMs
(sometimes called cognitive tendencies or behavioural mechanisms by other authors). The
EMs are the keys for modelling EOCs. The framework outlined in Figure 2.1 of NUREG-
1624 is the key-framework that should guide the entire methodological approach for analysis
of EOC within the ATHEANA-method. The EFC-EM-UA bridge and especially the concept
of EM are keys for the whole ATHEANA-method.

During the application study, it was observed that the definitions and distinctions between
EFC (and here between PSF and plant condition) and the EM are not sharp enough defined for
understanding the EFC-EM-UA bridge. It is not clear what is to be considered as a PSF, what
as a plant condition or what as an EM. The fuzziness of definitions in the current status of the
NUREG-1624 also may cause problems to meet the claim for organisational factors,
recoveries and dependencies. It is stated that these important aspects of HRA are considered
by the ATHEANA-method but it is not clear how to deal with these factors in detail.

It is also unclear why such a differentiation is made without using these different parameters
in the assessment afterwards. An analyst may ask himself why to distinguish a PSF and PC if
there is no further use of this distinction in the quantification.
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Cognitive Model

To model how an error-forcing context (EFC) may lead to an unsafe act (UA), a situational
model is introduced that distinguishes monitoring and detection, situation assessment,
response planning, and response implementation. It is assumed that all these are interrelated
with each other. Furthermore, the approach states that Human behaviour is depending to a
great extent on certain situational conditions (i.e. context).

Such a model has the advantage to offer a new way in cognitive modelling and thus to avoid
the problems of currently established approaches, namely:

• "Classical", SOR-related approaches assume sequential processing of stages. This usually
leads to classification problems because the processing stages are highly interrelated in
reality.

• The distinction of skill-, rule-, and knowledge-based is a descriptive classification scheme
and does not tell the analyst anything about why an error was made. This descriptive
classification also leads to classification problems because e.g. behaviour on the
knowledge-based level always involves some behavioural elements on the skill- and rule-
based level that are used to perform knowledge-based thinking. Hence, classification of an
error regarding these levels is depending on the level of abstraction an assessor chooses
and on the important aspect of the error he is focused on.

• The role of context is poorly considered in current HRA methods.

The ATHEANA-method attempts to avoid these problems by the approach chosen. Therefore,
the cognitive modelling approach is reasonable. However, this basis is currently not far
enough elaborated to be used systematically. The criteria for classifying possible failures with
respect to the cognitive aspects are currently not clear and conclusive. Currently the
classification leads to highly ambiguous statements if a classification is to be performed. This
has an effect on the role of the cognitive model for getting a basis for structuring the error
mechanisms. It is difficult to get a clear link between the cognitive model and it's role within
the process of the ATHEANA-method.

As a problem of high importance, the following one was observed during the application on
the Davis-Besse event: Particularly in the search process mistakes and slips are distinguished.
On the other hand, mistakes and slips are concepts that are strongly related to the skill-, rule-,
and knowledge-based distinction (slips on the skill-based level; mistakes on the rule- and
knowledge-based level). Depending on how to classify the EOClb (as a slip or a mistake),
completely different outcomes of the analysis are to be expected (cf. Appendix B).

Consequently, one should have doubts whether the statements that slips are recoverable
simply and mistakes are difficult to recover are generally true. This seems to be too
simplifying because the potential of recovery depends on several aspects that are clearly
beyond the slip and mistake distinction such as the relations among hardware failures, task
demands, convictions, and attitudes for instance. A modelling of recoveries related to the error
mechanisms may have the advantage to distinguish these different recovery potentials more
appropriately.
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Coherency of Prospective and Retrospective Analysis

The scope of the ATHEANA-method was defined as enabling prospective analysis of events
as well as retrospective analysis within HRA and PRA. For both, prospective and
retrospective analyses the ATHEANA-method suggests the same basis, i.e. the framework of
Figure 2.1 and the cognitive model of chapter 4 of NUREG-1624.

This general approach is necessary if retrospective analysis should support prospective HRA.
This approach meets the opinion that prospective and retrospective analysis should be
compatible to each other and should gain from each other in order to improve overall safety of
plants. Especially the tables in Appendix B.3 illustrate that the ATHEANA-method has
potentials in acquiring important aspects for EOCs from plant experience.

Bringing together prospective and retrospective analysis is a very important feature of future
developments in HRA. The CAHR method and the CODA method for instance follow the
same approach. However, some essential methodological aspects for retrospective analysis are
currently hardly realised in ATHEANA such as: Taxonomies for actions, errors and PSFs.
Rules for event decomposition. Rules for stopping analysis. The retrospective analysis has
also to be formalised more in order to achieve statements which can be elaborated in a
statistical sense as CAHR propose it.

Besides this, the current data base is too small to be usable for prospective analysis in a
statistical sense. Currently, only nine events were analysed with the method and these are not
enough to generate any statement of broader or extensional meaning. Also the application of
the ATHEANA-method to cases known from other information sources seems also to differ
somewhat. The Davis-Besse event analysed and documented in this report does not agree very
much with the analysis documented in the ATHEANA-document.

Search Process

The search process has the task to identify HFEs, UAs, EMs and EFCs. The conceptual basis
of the steps themselves and the helps to find the necessary information is elaborated quite
well. The tables 7.6 to 7.8 are a good conceptual example of how the search of an analyst may
be guided by the NUREG-1624.

Because the following questions are of considerable importance for a successful search
process, most attention should be paid on these:

1. Is the search process able to find the relevant error-forcing contexts (EFCs)?

2. Is the search process able to identify all EOCs that may lead to core damage?

Ad 1: The main part of the search that concerns the identification of the most likely causes for
unsafe acts (UAs) relies on a "creative thinking process". This is a point that should concern
further development of the methodology. Usually, relying one of the most important steps of
the method on creative thinking process instead of a guided procedure will cause a high
variance in any application of the method that cannot be controlled.

Ad 2: Within the search process the distinction between mistakes and slips is used again.
Here, the same problems may come up that were already discussed in the part about the
cognitive model. This point may be of high importance because decisive errors may be
screened out if the search process remains as it is.
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The E0C1 (isolation of the steam-generators) in the Davis Besse event may be classified as a
slip and sometimes as a mistake (depending on the analyst). If classified as a slip, the search
process would stop in Step # l l b because it would have been a recoverable slip in a
prospective analysis. Indeed the slip was not recoverable due to additional hardware failures.
If classified as a mistake, this action would have been quantified by the ATHEANA-method.
As this example may illustrate, the completeness of the analysis depends on how actions are
classified (as slip or mistake). This distinction of slips and mistakes is less helpful at this
point.

Quantification

On the basis of the qualitative analysis performed, ATHEANA-method suggests an equation
for quantification. However, this equation does not represent all the information that has to be
collected during the qualitative analysis steps. Consequently, an analyst may ask himself why
he has to perform such a detailed analysis, if this will not be used for quantification.
Especially the problem of recoveries and dependencies seems to be underrepresented in the
analysis and quantification process. The quantification approach of ATHEANA was presented
in an extended way on the peer-review meeting in summer 1998. There, the following
quantification-procedure was suggested:

1. Assign a probability of 1.0 if EFC is compelling

2. Assign a probability based on experience of trainers in virtually identical scenario

3. Assign a probability based on comparison with historical experience

4. Estimate a probability using suitable HRA methods like HEART or INTENT

In the current realisation of the quantification process, it is also difficult to understand why the
HEART method was introduced for quantification. The errors mentioned in HEART are not
compatible to the approach that is suggested in the ATHEANA-method (e.g. HEART does not
consider error mechanisms).

As suggested by ATHEANA, the EOCs observed in the Davis-Besse event were consequently
quantified with the INTENT method, because the authors found that this method has some
Items fitting better to the observed behaviour. The Quantification is outlined in Appendix B.

2.2.2. Discussion of the ATHEANA Method

Overall, the general approaches and concepts developed in the ATHEANA method are
appropriate to deal with the problem of EOC. The ATHEANA method as currently
documented contains a lot of important aspects for understanding and integrating EOCs into
PRA.

However, many aspects are only mentioned implicitly. An explicit and concise elaboration is
necessary to assure practicability as well as system emanate and immanent quality. The
implementation of the basic approaches is sometimes not elaborated far enough. This makes
the use of the method in the current status difficult and may cause high variance between
different users. In order to have a usable and profound method, the basics has to be refined
and extended.

Especially, there is a danger that the whole suggested procedure may fail if the role of the
cognitive model (i.e. to work out and structure error mechanisms) is not elaborated further.
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The cognitive model has a considerable effect on the consistency between error mechanisms,
the compatibility of prospective and retrospective analysis, the link between error-forcing
context, error mechanism and unsafe act as well as the quantification procedure. It would be
helpful, if this task of the cognitive model is supported by appropriate tables or other
procedural guidance to assure practicability of the entire approach.

Work on the ATHEANA methodology continued during the course of the project reported
here.* This work addressed in part some of the aspects of ATHEANA commented here; some
of these comments had been presented at the ATHEANA peer review meeting in June 1998.
Moreover, the pilot application of ATHEANA also resulted in some findings that overlap with
those made here. The reader is invited to examine the new developments in ATHEANA in the
forthcoming NUREG-1624 final report, to be published in 2000.

Note that this comment applies as well to the other methods examined in this work.
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2.3. CREAM

2.3.1. Overview of the CREAM Method

Figure 3 gives an overview about the CREAM methodology (Hollnagel, 1998). CREAM is
not intended solely for use within a PSA. This discussion assumes that CREAM is applied
within a PSA context (as opposed, for example, to a design evaluation) and that event trees
have been defined. The page numbers cited in this section refer to (Hollnagel, 1998).

Steps 1-3 are part of the "basic" CREAM method while steps 4-7 are additional steps
performed for the "detailed" or extended method. The key (intermediate and final) results
from an application of the CREAM method, including both basic and extended analyses, are
shown in bold in the figure. An example of the application of the method is documented in
Appendix D.

Safety scenario
to be analyzed ~
e.g. from PSA

Basic method
i
Construct Event

Sequence
(Task Analysis)

Assess CPCs
(and Adjust)

Extended method
4

Build Cognitive
Demands Profile

CPC quality
vector

Combined CPC
score [triplet]

Determine Probable
Control Mode

y
General Action
Failure Probability
(intervals)

% obs-interp-planning-exec
for each task

Identify Likely
Cognitive Function

Failures
Credible failure type
for each subtask

Determine Action
Failure Probabilities

Specific Action
Failure Probabilities

Figure 3. The CREAM methodology (adapted from p. 235 (Hollnagel, 1998), to show
outputs).

Basic CREAM Analysis

Step 1. Construct event sequence.

Step 1 involves a task analysis. The resulting event sequence should be compatible with the
event tree from the PSA, although it will usually be expressed with more detail than the PSA
event tree.
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Step 2. Assess the CPCs and adjust these for inter dependencies

The assessment of the Common Performance Conditions (CPCs) results in a set of CPC
ratings as well as a combined CPC score. Each CPC is given a rating on a relevant qualitative
scale. For example, the adequacy of organisation and the crew collaboration quality are
assessed from very efficient to deficient while procedures are assessed from appropriate to
inappropriate. The CPC ratings are then adjusted for interdependencies. The resulting set of
CPC ratings is referred to as the "CPC quality vector" in this report.

In the detailed method, the CPC quality vector is used explicitly; in other words, each CPC
rating is used individually. For the basic method, a combined CPC score is calculated from
this vector. The score is expressed as a triplet that represents the number of CPC ratings
reducing performance, not having a significant effect on performance, and improving
performance, respectively. The CPC score does not indicate the specific CPCs that improve
or deteriorate performance.

Step 3. Determine the probable control mode.

The probable control mode is a function of the CPC triplet. The number of performance-
reducing CPCs and performance-improving CPCs from the CPC score triplet determines the
probable control mode.

In the basic analysis, the control mode alone determines the generic action failure probability,
which applies to each task in the event sequence (not sub-tasks). The nature of the task is not
considered. The generic action failure probability is expressed as an interval.

In the detailed analysis, the control mode is used to adjust the action failure probabilities
(Step 6). (This is an option; the other option for adjusting the action failure probabilities is to
use the CPC quality vector, i.e. each assessed CPC rating directly.)

Detailed CREAM analysis

Step 4. Build the cognitive demands prof He.

The profile is the percentage of the four basic cognitive functions (observation, interpretation,
planning, and execution) for each task in the event sequence.

It is obtained by

listing the cognitive activities (such as communicate, compare, diagnose, execute) for
each sub-task

converting each cognitive activity into its cognitive demands in terms of the four basic
cognitive functions (1-2 functions for each activity). Each required function is 1 unit.

The percentage for the cognitive function "interpretation" is then based on the number of all
cognitive activities that have an interpretation component across all sub-tasks divided into the
number of activity components.

Step 5. Identify the likely cognitive function failure (type)

Each sub-task (activity) makes demands on one or more cognitive functions, each of which
may fail in different ways (a function failure type).
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A generic matrix (shown in Table 7, p. 248 of (Hollnagel, 1998)) shows that the cognitive
activity type "evaluate" requires the cognitive functions "interpretation" and "planning". The
potential failure types for each cognitive function are shown in Table 8 (p. 250). Step 5 of the
CREAM method requires that the analyst identify which of the potential failure types is likely
for each sub-task in the event sequence.

This identification is based on 1) the cognitive demands profile, 2) the CPCs, and 3) the
analyst experience and knowledge of the tasks.

In general, the demands profile and the distribution of cognitive function failures are different.
For instance, in the example shown in the table, the task "Transfer to recirculation mode" has
a 40% interpretation component (2 of 5 cognitive function demands) but none of the likely
failures involve interpretation. Hollnagel indicates that this is because only one function
failure is considered per sub-task.

Table 2. Identification of potential and likely failure type (example)

From step 1
task

Transfer
to
recircuia-
tion mode

sub-task

evaluate
XX..

verify yy..

align
system

From step 4
cognitive functions

(assoc. with the
activity type of the

sub-task)
interpretation

planning

observation

interpretation

execution

Step 5
potential coanitive

failure types
(assoc. with each

function)
11 Faulty diagnosis
12 Decision error
13 Delayed interpretation

P1 Priority error
(as in selecting the
wrong goal)

P2 Inadequate plan
formulated (incomplete
or wrong)

01
02
03
11
12
13
E1-E5

Step 5
likely cognitive
function failure
(for sub-task)

P1 Priority error

O2 Wrong
identification

E3 Action performed
on wrong object

Steps 6,7. Determine action failure probabilities

The nominal cognitive failure probability is determined in step 6. A nominal value, as well as
5th and 95th uncertainty bounds are provided for each cognitive failure type (e.g. 02, E3) in
Table 9, p. 252. Consequently, a nominal probability is looked up for each sub-task in the
event sequence.

In step 7, the nominal probabilities are adjusted. The simpler option is to use the probable
control mode (determined previously in step 3) to determine a multiplier. In this option, the
adjusted probability for each failure type is the product of the nominal value and the
multiplier, which will be the same for all sub-tasks.
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A more precise option determines the effect of each assessed CPC on each sub-task. In this
case, each CPC qualitative rating results in a different multiplier, depending on the failure
type. For example, the CPC rating "procedures-inappropriate" leads to a multiplier of 2.0 for
all observation failure types (01-03) and for all execution failure types (E1-E5) and a
multiplier of 5.0 for all planning failure types (PI, P2). All the multipliers, for each CPC,
CPC rating, and cognitive failure type are shown in Table 12, p. 255.

Kev terms for CREAM

Common Performance Conditions (CPCs): analogous to classical performance shaping
factors (PSFs), the essential difference being that CPCs characterise the context as a whole,
rather than for each action in the scenario. There are nine CPCs.

Cognitive functions: observation, interpretation, planning, and execution. These correspond
essentially to the four cognitive stages in many models. The execution function refers to the
cognitive activities involved in controlling execution.

Control mode: based on the Contextual Control Model (COCOM), the control mode
describes how the individual organises actions. There are four control modes: scrambled,
opportunistic, tactical, and strategic. The control model is determined by how the individual
perceives the context.

Cognitive demands profile: describes the distribution of cognitive functions demanded
throughout a task.

Cognitive activities: all tasks are described in terms of 15 types of cognitive activities. Each
activity type is associated with one to two cognitive functions. For example, the cognitive
activity type "monitor" involves the cognitive functions "observation" and "interpretation"

Cognitive failure types: each cognitive function has a set of potential failure types. For
example, three types of failures are associated with the cognitive function "interpretation":

11 Faulty diagnosis

12 Decision error

13 Delayed interpretation

There are 2-5 types of failures associated with the four cognitive functions. Altogether,
CREAM defines 13 cognitive failure types.

2.3.2. Discussion of the CREAM Method

The discussion of the CREAM method is divided into:

- remarks on the basic analysis and on the detailed analysis, and

- comments based on the application of CREAM to the Davis-Besse case

Finally, it concludes with a summary evaluation that addresses a range of criteria from
adequacy and scope to required effort and resources.
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Basic Analysis - Remarks

On the positive side, it is rather easy to perform the basic analysis, given a suitable task
analysis has been performed and the results represented in a sufficiently detailed event
sequence diagram.

Other than the need to develop an event sequence and the associated difficulties (which are
not unique to CREAM), the application is straightforward, requires relatively little judgement,
and is traceable. On the other hand, the CREAM process does not help to prioritise the parts
of the event sequence that need to be represented in detail; the results depend on a thorough
and comprehensive task analysis for the nominal response as well as the main alternative
responses.

A. The estimate is rather rough, since it does not help establish which sub-task is
problematic. The CPCs as a basis for performance reliability estimates only have a few
qualitative levels. That has two effects: 1) a condition has to be rather poor to assess an
unacceptable level. 2) combinations of poor conditions are quite unlikely. The
adjustment scheme prevents single/few conditions from dominating a result, in either
the compensating or the degrading direction.

Although one may be concerned about whether the "assure AFW" task should be sub-
divided, the SGTR analysis (Hollnagel et al., 1996) uses tasks defined at an even higher
level, the task is defined as "bring plant to safe shut-down" (which includes
identification, isolation, level restoration, etc.)

B. The CPCs appear to lack comprehensiveness. Possibly, these CPCs may dominate the
control mode (which is how they are used) but the control mode cannot be used alone to
determine a reliability estimate. That means that the control mode cannot be viewed as a
single, critical determinant of performance, even in a screening estimate.

C. The identification of other possible (alternative) operator diagnoses and responses relies
totally on the task analysis.

D. It appears that at least some of the CPCs are really not conditions "common" to all tasks
in the scenario; they will need to be reassessed for different phases of the event
sequence, and possibly for each action. For example, the MMI quality can be expected
to provide different levels of support, depending on the specific tasks and sub-tasks. An
interface optimal for one task may well be sub-optimal for others. This is not an
insurmountable problem but it does mean multiple iterations to get the CPC set right for
all parts of the tasks. In other words, there are CPCs, which are indeed common for the
whole context, and there are still PSFs.

Detailed Analysis - Remarks

Turning to the detailed analysis, it is important to note that the tasks and sub-tasks have to be
defined at a much lower level of detail than that used in PSAs to get a correct estimate of the
failure probabilities. Unless a very detailed decomposition is used, the tendency would be
towards HEPs that are too low. This is particularly evident in OA1.3.

Although CREAM does not make use of the EOO/EOC distinction, a separate problem is that
the method tends to focus on omissions (omission of correct decisions as well as of actions).
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It appears that the main effect of failed execution are also treated as omissions. Consequently,
any plausible misdiagnosis and its consequences have to be fully elaborated in the task
analysis. The task analysis must therefore identify

• plausible alternative diagnoses in a given situation,

• plausible alternative plans given an appropriate diagnosis,

• plausible additional actions given an appropriate plan.

The consequences of execution errors are not analysed in the CREAM analysis. This means
that the consequences of plausible execution errors have to be investigated in the task analysis
and handled in the scenario representation, before they are assigned a probability (from
CREAM).

Comments Based on Application

These comments review the steps as they were applied to the predictive analysis of the
scenario based on the Davis-Besse event.

Comments on step 1 (event sequence construction)

Already at this qualitative level, any incompatibilities need to be resolved with the event tree
analysts. This is the scenario modelling-HRA interface and requires consistency between the
two analyses (sets of analysts). It may be preferable to wait until the event sequence is
quantitatively assessed before modifying the PSA event trees. The PSA event trees only need
to include the quantitatively significant branches. However, actions for which the event trees
do not take credit (failure is assumed) are in fact always considered in the task analysis.
Somehow, their impact on workload, etc. has to be treated.

Comment on step 2 (CPC assessment and adjustment)

Some CPCs need to be assessed on a sub-task by sub-task basis. For instance, the human-
machine interface may be adequate for some parts of a task but not others.

Comment on step 3 (determination of probable control mode)

It is unclear what the "whole task" refers to when one derives a reliability interval based on
the control mode. This depends strongly on the level of analysis (what are tasks, sub-tasks,
etc.). For example, in the SGTR response example, the "whole task" appears to refer to the
whole response to the SGTR, whereas sub-tasks refer to diagnosis of the plant state,
identification and isolation of the faulted SG, etc. There is a need to understand that what are
understood as tasks in the PSA may differ from the tasks identified in the task analysis. In
addition, the task analysis may also be performed at different levels of detail.

On the other hand, this reliability interval is only useful for the "basic" analysis. Only the
predicted control mode affects the detailed analysis (except if this reliability interval is used as
a basis for prioritising where more task analyses are needed).
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Comment on step 4 (cognitive demands profiling)

The level of analysis for the cognitive activities is not fully clear. Is "Manually actuate
system", consisting of button selection and push, simply execute? In addition, there are
problems with overlapping of activity types when a sub-task consists of many aspects.

One concern is that the activity types appear to be defined at different levels. One has
"monitor" (observation+interpretation), "observe" (observation), as well as "verify"
(observation+ interpretation). The first includes the second; and verify may involve multiple
observations. The hierarchy, in order of increasing cognitive load, is evaluate(~check/inspect)
- identify - diagnose.

The activity list does not consider understanding the automatic/designed response of the plant;
one may assume this to be included under diagnosis although the description emphasises more
understanding what has happened than what will happen and what is supposed or required to
happen. For instance, some plant indications/cues require the operators to recall a pre-defined
response; this does not involve planning but instead the identification of the appropriate
pre-defined plan.

Comment on step 5 (identification of the likely cognitive function failure type)

This is clearly the step where the most judgement is expected of the analyst. The cognitive
demands profile is not a good indication of the likely cognitive function failure.

In addition, the identification of a single likely function failure is problematic for some sub-
tasks, especially if these are complicated.

The more decomposed a task is (more sub-tasks), the higher the failure probability. The
method does not allow for two function failure types in a given situation.

Comment on step 6 (determination of failure probabilities)

This is mechanical since there is a one-to-one relationship between the failure type and the
nominal probabilities.

Comment on step 7 [adjustment of failure probabilities)

The adjustment process is also straightforward.

Summary Evaluation

A summary evaluation of the CREAM method for predictive analysis is presented next. This
evaluation does not consider the application of the retrospective CREAM method.

O bj ectivity/Adequacy:

• incomplete for EOC identification; known deficiencies (with regard to EOCs)

Because of its focus on the failure of the cognitive functions (observation, interpretation,
planning, execution), CREAM tends to identify omissions more readily than the commissions
with causes associated to interpretation and planning (situation assessment and response
selection).
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As proposed, CREAM will identify only potential EOCs resulting from the execution-related
cognitive function. All other EOCs have to be identified a priori in the task analysis. One way
to remedy this dependence would be to introduce a systematic iteration to identify the
inappropriate action that would be likely in the contexts where interpretation and planning
failures are likely. That would also require identification of the inappropriate situation
assessments and response plans in these contexts. To some extent, a "good" task analysis will
have identified the likely ones of these. However, the task analysis will have covered
primarily only the nominal case of the scenario.

(The cognitive function referred to in "Execution" is the cognitive control over the
performance of an action. Failures of execution have a "cognitive" cause: inattention, reduced
perceptual control, reduced motor control...)

Validity/Accuracy:

• validity moderate-high; accuracy moderate; accuracy would improve with repeated
(iterative) refinement of the CPCs

Commonality of the CPCs

The primary inputs for the quantification are the Common Performance Conditions. Because
these are assessed "globally", that is, for the whole task, deficiencies/adverse conditions that
are present for some but not all the sub-tasks may not be adequately accounted for in the
HEPs.

For example, for a task that includes several observation/manipulation sub-tasks, the common
performance condition "Human-machine interface" will only rarely be uniformly poor, i.e.
across all of the sub-tasks. More typically, it may be particularly inadequate for a few sub-
tasks. Consequently, the global assessment "Inadequate interface" is inaccurate (and would
eliminate real differences in execution error likelihood, making some tasks with low HEPs
excessively important). On the other hand, a global assessment "average interface" would
screen out some errors that are actually likely (lead to an under-estimate of their HEPs).

A step could be added to review those CPCs that can have large differences between global
vs. local (whole vs. sub-task) values, and to adjust them in the direction of performance
degradation when appropriate.

Assumed dominance of a single failure type for each step

The assumption that a single failure mechanism dominates per step may lead to systematic
under-estimation of HEPs. Although a single failure mechanism may dominate, the
contribution of the second and subsequent failure mechanisms may not be negligible. These
contributions need to be assessed quantitatively; at the minimum, systematic qualitative
criteria for screening the secondary failure mechanisms would need to be developed.

This problem may be due in part to the difference between

- predicting the "most likely" failure scenario or identifying (in a retrospective analysis) the
"most likely" cause of an observed failure, as opposed to

- predicting the failure likelihood in a prospective analysis
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Sensitivity to decomposition

The single failure mechanism per sub-task assumption will also lead to an under-estimation of
the failure probability if the task is not sufficiently decomposed. In this way, the HEP estimate
consistently grows as the level of decomposition is increased (as the number of identified sub-
tasks increases).

Reliability/Reproducibilit y:

• moderate-high

The identification of the most likely failure mechanism is very dependent on the analyst and
the quality of the task analysis. That is, criteria (e.g. checklists) are lacking to assist in this
identification process.

To a large degree, the CPC assessment will be reliable and reproducible. In part, this is
because the number of rating levels ("scales" for each CPC) is very small (typically 3-4).

Except for the identification of likely failure mechanism per sub-task, the degrees of freedom
for the analyst to "inject" his own judgement are limited. Consequently, it is expected that the
inter-rater reliability will be quite high, given the task analysis as an input.

Although an input, the consistency of the task analysis across analysts is perhaps problematic.
The problem is that differences in the task decomposition will probably lead to different
CREAM results, even if the qualitative findings of the task analysis are convergent. In fact,
although the task analysis is outside the scope of CREAM, some guidelines are probably
needed to ensure a good match between CREAM and the task analysis.

Scope

• large potential for systematically describing failures and their contributing causes

Achieving this potential assumes that comprehensive, iterative refinements of the analysis are
undertaken.

Consistency

• The self-consistency appears to be high. In addition, the consistency between the
retrospective and predictive analysis is expected to be high.

Traceability/Auditability

• The explanation of the method is generally quite good.

Some of the deficiencies in the explanation, which are relatively minor, are:

1. The presentation of the method includes a number of "derivations", i.e. presentations of
alternative approaches that are considered by the method's author to be
inadequate/inferior.
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2. It should be noted that the many consequents and antecedents tables, which are a very
important part of retrospective CREAM applications, are not used in the predictive
analysis. In a predictive analysis, these tables lead to a combinatorial explosion of
possibilities. It may be possible to use these tables as checklists in the identification of
likely failure mechanisms/causes; however, this use is not explored in the predictive
application.

The traceability and auditability of the documentation of CREAM applications/analyses is
very high. This is in part because the method is highly structured; in other words, the analyst
has limited freedom in how the analysis is structured. In addition, it involves a limited number
of required judgements.

Usability

• The application of CREAM itself is highly feasible.

The essential supporting task analyses are in principle also highly feasible; in practice,
however, they will require a large effort. (See further below under required effort/resources.)

Usefulness

• CREAM is highly usable as a method to quantify both EOCs and EOOs. It is intended to be
used alone and requires no complementary methods.

The usefulness of the method for predictive analyses may have some limitations:

1. It quantifies a unique, "most likely" error mechanism per sub-task, systematically
neglecting the contribution of the other mechanisms.

2. It has no search mechanism for EOC opportunities. It addresses only the potential failure
of cognitive functions without identifying the likely output resulting from this failure (e.g.
the inappropriate diagnosis or action performed); for these, it relies completely on the task
analysis results.

A critical issue is that it requires a task analysis for all tasks as a basis, regardless of likelihood
or characteristics.

Required Effort/Resources

The application of CREAM for quantification in predictive analyses requires a very moderate
level of effort. On the other hand, the quality of the qualitative and quantitative results are
highly dependent on a comprehensive set of detailed task analyses. In practice, task analyses
will have to be performed for the nominal response to all PSA initiating events and a
substantial number of additional analyses will probably have to be performed for the scenario
variants with additional hardware/operator failures.

Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, deficiencies in these task analyses will systematically
lead to inaccurate qualitative findings (critical performance factors and scenario conditions)
and to under-estimation of the HEPs. Moreover, the CREAM method does not support the
screening of tasks or sub-tasks (in order to reduce the effort devoted to task analyses).
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It should be emphasised that CREAM has a number of interesting or good features as well,
which are under-emphasised in the process of evaluating the methodology as proposed against
criteria. The method is positioned as a proposal for a solution for the HRA problem as a whole
(Hollnagel, 1998). In many cases, the details of the method are provided only to outline the
kinds of data that are still missing.
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2.4. CAHR

CAHR means "Connectionism Assessment of Human Reliability". The term "connectionism"
was coined by modelling human cognition on the basis of artificial intelligence models.
Connectionism is a term of artificial intelligence describing methods that represent complex
interrelations of various parameters (known for pattern recognition, expert-systems, modelling
of cognition). By using the connectionism idea, the CAHR-method attempts to consider that
human performance is rather affected by the interrelation of multiple conditions and factors
(of internal as well as of external nature) than by singular factors that may be treated isolated
(cf. Rasmussen, 1986). By this, it enables to represent and evaluate dependencies and context
on the qualitative side and suggests to consider HEP always as driven by human abilities and
the difficulty of situation.

The method consists of several steps:

(1) a structured framework for data collection,

(2) a method for qualitative analysis of the collected data, and

(3) a method for Human Reliability Assessment.

Because there is no detailed description about the method available yet, the method will first
be described in some detail.

2.4.1. Overview of the CAHR-Method

At GRS, based on the criticism on current approaches for event analysis, a situational analysis
approach was developed by Strater (1997). The method consists of a systematic structure for
event analysis in which an open list of taxonomies may be used (task taxonomy, error
taxonomy and PSF-taxonomy). It was implemented as a database named CAHR
(Connectionism Assessment of Human Reliability, see Strater, 1995). Figure 4 is giving an
overview of the procedure.

The method first performs an event decomposition and second a detailed analysis of the
identified erroneous actions. For this purpose, the affected system components, the errors that
have been observed within the working system and the accompanied PSFs are analysed. The
framework includes ergonomic, cognitive, organisational and system-related aspects of human
reliability in the framework of a man-machine system (MMS). An important aspect is the
distinction of required task (administrative order) and desired task (realisation under actual
conditions). An advanced knowledge-based system provides the analysts with most probable
PSFs or errors that were observed in comparable events or mentioned in literature. Because
sufficient information may be collected not in every case with the first event-report, this
feature enables handling incomplete event information and to use historical information to
support and minimise the efforts in analysis and classification of a new event. The algorithm
of the knowledge-based system also enables a qualitative and quantitative prediction of human
reliability on the basis of collected events (Strater, 1996b and 1996c). For this purpose, it uses
a compatible scheme and procedure for event description/acquisition as well as for the
assessment.
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Figure 4. Overview about the CAHR procedure for a situation-related evaluation of
plant experience

Since the approach is open, the predictive power may be improved by further collection of
events. Major features are: (1) It allows a compromise between free text analysis (open
analysis form) and fixed descriptors (closed analysis form). (2) The richness of the situation
(i.e., the error history and error context) may be described. (3) It is able to find similarities be-
tween different events or to subsume different events regarding an actual question on various
levels of abstract what is important to generate statistical data from the detailed information.
(4) Interrelations of PSFs and errors can be analysed (e.g., PSFs influencing cognitive be-
haviour). (5) Probable errors or PSFs for a given situation can be predicted.

Table 3 summarises the prospects for the approach and the advantages and disadvantages of
the method observed so far.

Though the first results are promising, in the future validation studies have to confirm the
predictive power. Also the applicability of the tool has to be improved to assure a completion
and extension of the data-base. Other disadvantages were observed that currently inhibit a
wider use of the method. These are mainly:

• An improvement of the usability of the database is necessary, especially concerning the
interactive analysis of events

• The information source has to be improved by detailed analysis and discussions about the
events

• A general accepted compromise between open and closed classification should be found
• A concise description of the procedure and a glossary should be developed
• The used calibration / regression with the Rasch-model is mathematical reasonable but

currently not validated.
• Further events should be analysed in order to achieve validation
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• CAHR is currently no HRA method in the PRA sense, because a systematic search
scheme is lacking. It is more providing a framework for analysis of events and a tool for
providing data for qualitative and quantitative predictions. A PSA-related prospective
search scheme for error and EFC identification is currently not contained in CAHR.

Table 3. Prospective of the CAHR-approach

Advantages of the methodological qualitative approach
• Context, Situation and Cognition: Method provides an operational definition of context: By using

the MMS it considers ergonomic, cognitive, organisational and technical aspects
• Multiple parameter approach: Dependencies between actions, errors and PSFs are represented by using a

connectionism network

Advantages of the methodological approach for quantification
• minimal-square approach considers all reference-values for calibration
• reduced variability because not only one or two anchor values are used (other calibration methods may

have high variation if using other anchors)
• single parameter (sx) is adjusting calibration to THERP-values
• possibility to replicate the way how data were derived (even down to an event)
• possibility to meet scientific criteria of traceability

Disadvantages of current application
• quality of the underlying event descriptions not high
• inter-rater reliability for event evaluation not measured
• inter-rater reliability for data-base queries for THERP-ltems not measured
• currently no validation of calibration with the Rasch-model (is planned)

Current status of work
• evaluation of additional 100 events of PWR as a comparison study
• comparison with expert judgements of German utilities
• further mathematical insights into the quantification with the Rasch-model

Method outline of the CAHR-Method to EOC analysis

Currently, CAHR is not including a systematic search scheme for PSA-scenarios. It is a
retrospective framework for analysis of events. This section deals with considerations how to
expand the capabilities of the approach in the direction of a PSA-related prospective search
scheme for error and EFC identification. As a starting point, the following basic steps of the
method may be re-considered:

. For each (abnormal sequence) initiating event, conduct a task analysis using the CAHR
man-machine-system model.

2. Identification of the inappropriate actions that could be taken.

3. HEP quantification by a CAHR data query.

Consequently, the CAHR approach may be denoted as task-centred. In principle the search
scheme is inductive ("bottom up"). It starts from the abnormal sequence ("bottom") and
"goes" up to the EOC ("TOP" event). This approach is similar to the Borssele-Method (Julius
et al. 1995; OECD NEA 1998) which start with the definition of operator response rules based
on indications of each group of abnormal events. Hence, also the problems in implementation
are similar as the following example illustrates:

A novel (compared to current HRA) but frequent type of task scenario should be
addressed:
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non-performance of the task (e.g. normal post-scram 45 Klh cooldown) does not
contribute to core damage.

Usually, such a task scenario is not addressed by a current HRA. A current HRA
addresses only those scenarios in which the automated system features do not result in
stable conditions, i.e. there is a more or less urgent need to take action. Consequently,
such a "bottom up" approach must address all success sequences of the PSA model event
trees in order to identify the tasks that are requested by the procedures.

But defining an EOC-related task is difficult, as the following example shows: If, for
instance, the analysis of the normal post-scram 45 K/h cooldown identifies a wrong action
(EOC) that would initiate an undesired rapid cooldown, the related task should be
expressed by a negation "Do not initiate rapid cooldown".

Such a negation implies an unlimited search-space for the task analysis. The CAHR
approach is only able to limit this search space by using the content of the database to
support the search: Observed EOCs can be extracted and the links to the situational
conditions and tasks may be evaluated. By this, it may be derived what the operators may
perform in a certain situation or when a certain task is given.

Within this solution, the analysis must keep track on a variety sequences, because there
are many proceeding possibilities of an abnormal event. Consequently, this solution
would require to have an mostly complete set of operator behaviour analysed (i.e. far
more than the currently evaluated 165 events). Furthermore, a practical application must
show whether a CAHR data query covers the relevant EFCs.

Cognitive error modelling

The interrelation of influencing factors (PSFs - Performance Shaping Factors) was analysed
with the CAHR-method to get information about the role of cognitive processes for
understanding human errors.

Figure 5 shows the results. PSFs influencing cognitive processes are bordered by the thick
line. A NMDS (Non-Metrical Multi-Dimensional Scaling) was found as an appropriate
method for this investigation (a NMDS is in principal comparable with a factor analysis).
According to the figure, four general areas were found for explanation of human errors: task
perception vs. task performance on the one hand and usual tasks vs. unexpected tasks on the
other hand. These areas may be condensed to two factors that are responsible for human
errors: (1) cognitive processes (from task perception to task performance) and (2) situational
conditions (from usual tasks to unusual tasks).

The figure shows a vertically oriented cloud of PSFs that were observed together with
cognitive errors. The shape of this cloud indicates that cognitive errors occur in the transition
from usual tasks to unusual tasks: They occur, if the situation is not clearly/obviously
erroneous or if the situation is not clearly/obviously a usual one. Cognitive errors do not occur
in situations that are clearly/obviously complex or usual. Therefore, it may be concluded that
cognitive errors happen if the established heuristics of operators do not work as planned but
were used in the expectation that they will work.

By this simple and basic mechanism, many types of human errors may be explained: Why do
operators circumvent orders? Why do they nothing, even if the system clearly needs control?
Why do they make control actions even if the system does not require them? Answers to these
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questions may be provided by the way how the above mentioned factors do interact within a
certain error situation.
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Figure 5. Interrelations of influences on human performance and their importance
for cognitive errors (from Strdter, 1997a, for discussion of the PSFs see

also Strdter, 1997b,c).

2.4.2. Investigation of the Quantification Procedure of CAHR

In contrast to a HEP definition based on absolute error and success frequencies, CAHR
proposes a comparative HEP definition based on the difference between operator skill (X) and
task difficulty (D). A CAHR data base query allows to quantify a HEP for an error identified
under a given EFC. The following

• There are interesting parallels to the definition of failure probabilities in other disciplines
(psychological test theory, material reliability engineering).

• In CAHR, a HEP value depends on a data-based (i.e. no expert judgement) index
regarding the skill-difficulty difference. This is an interesting link to SLIM.

Background of CAHR regarding the definition of failure and mathematical failure modelling

The CAHR-quantification performs a mathematical modelling of failure on a comparative
level by assuming (Strater, 1997):

F (failure), if operator skill (X= "Fdhigkeit" ) < task difficulty (D"Schwierigkeit"')

With this definition, CAHR has some links to similar definitions of failure on a comparative
level that were addressed for detailed investigation of the approach:

• Link to the Reliability modelling of passive hardware components, Peters & Meyna
(1985)
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F, if component resistance (CR) < component stress (CS)

• Link to psychological scaling

F (observed) lmBatta > F (latent)

• Link to the CES (Woods et al., 1990) and ATHEANA

F, if problem solution capability (PSC) < problem solution requirement (PSR)

Link to the Reliability modelling of passive hardware components

Reliability modelling of passive hardware components is based on continuous modelling of
resistance and stress (Peters & Meyna, 1985):

F, if component resistance (CR) < component stress (CS)

The reliability modelling of passive hardware components may be outlined as follows:

• Continuous modelling of component resistance (CR) and component stress (CS).

• Estimating CR mean (HCR) a nd standard deviation (cCR) from material testing
experiments.

Estimating CS mean (jicS) and standard deviation (GCS)

- from the analysis of situations to be expected under real mission conditions or

- using a fixed (i.e. cCs=0) nominal value (CSnom) which usually expresses some kind
of the worst case.

Assuming CR and CS to be normal-distributed, and defining a new normal-distributed
variable, the safety margin: SM = CR - CS

Calculating the failure probability:

p(F) = p(CR<CS) = p(SM<0)
= 0[(O-m)/o] = 0(-m la) = 1 - &(

where:
m - UCR ~ Mcs = safety margin mean,
<y= (GQR + <Jcs ) '5 - safety margin standard deviation,
0 (...) — standard normal distribution function,
/? = ml (7= safety index:

• The safety is optimal high,

- if the nominal safety margin point estimate (m) is high and

- if the dispersion (a) of it is small.

This excursion to probabilistic mechanical material engineering is required in order to gain
understanding of HEP modelling in CAHR. Except to some refinements, CAHR estimates
HEPs in the same manner.
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This theoretical concept is presented in Figure 6. The final calibration function of the Rasch-
Model is the cumulative density function of two underlying distributions for the ability (X)
and difficulty (D).

Densitiy of D and X

A
Parameter D Parameter X

Cause of failure: Low ability

Cause of failure: High load

-<— - - - - »f- ^>

Difference
Densitiy of Differnence ProoaoiMty of railure Probsbniiy O

P=1

0 Difference / Ability and Difficulty

Figure 6. Assessment by the Rasch-model by using assumptions for situational
conditions (D) and operator's cognitive abilities (X).
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Figure 7. Discussion of differences from assuming a log-normal or a normal
distribution for the ability parameter (X).

These insights into the Rasch-Model make apparent the following consequences for further
model development:
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• The Rasch-Model assumes two normal-distributed parameter (D and X). However, THERP
already stated that the ability (X) is log-normal distributed, hi this sense, the Rasch-Model
makes an different assumption than THERP. The ability parameter should be log-normal
distributed and hence, the common density function of ability (X) and difficulty (D) should
be a combination of a normal and log-normal distribution.

• The fact that the Rasch-Model makes an assumption different to THERP about the ability
distribution may rather have an impact on the assessment of small and high probabilities
than on medium probabilities. Especially in the cases of small probabilities the difference
between X and D is high and the different shapes of the normal vs. log-normal distribution
comes into play. The same holds for low differences between X and D that may lead to an
underestimation. This is outlined in Figure 7, high differences (or small estimated
probabilities may lead to an overestimation with the Rasch-Model. This fact may also be
responsible for the high deviation of the low THERP-Values (P<lE-3) from the correlation
line, as shown in Figure 8 as well as the observed under-estimations concerning the time-
reliability as described in Strater 1996 and 1997.

• Furthermore, it has to be investigated in more detail whether the assumption of the normal
distribution of the difficulty parameter is valid for all situations.

• The principal of the Rasch-Model is also enabling a theoretical concept for including
organisational factors into the assessment by assuming a third parameter in the calibration
function that reflects a third uncertainty distribution e.g., concerning organisational quality.
Such a further development is already well known in psychological scaling and the models
are called Birmbaum-Models (see for instance Kempf, 1973).

This excursion shows the commonality of the classical ergonomic approach of stress and
strain to probabilistic mechanical material engineering. In the classical ergonomic approach of
stress and strain the same assumptions are assumed for Human failures:

F, if strain < stress

This commonality is fruitful for the discussion of the Model assumptions. By this
commonality, a basic concept is provided to integrate model assumptions of e.g. THERP (the
log-normal distribution), expert estimation methods (like SLIM) and the problem of EOC-
assessment (the problem of assessing the probability of a certain human ability in a given
situation).

Link to psychological scaling

Quantitative assessment of human reliability is currently performed according to the classical
definition of HEP:

number of errors of type i

number of opportunities of type i

Where it is assumed that HEP is distributed according to a log-normal distribution. The log-
normal distribution is assumed due to the fact that operators are usually well trained on the
technical system. According to this assumption, the median of error-frequency should be
shifted to the left on a continuum from well-trained/usual tasks to not-trained/unusual tasks
(see Swain & Guttmann for this discussion). Though both assumptions are the basis for all
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HR-methods, this basis was also often criticised. Criticism concerns the basic HEP
assumption of errors per demand as well as the properties of the log-normal distribution:

• HEP assumption of errors per demand: The HEP definition in its theoretical basis
concerns processes within one person like errors per demand of some cognitive ability.
Concerning Humans, such definition has principal measurement problems that are also
known from e.g. physics. Measurement always means to change the value of the property
that should be measured. This may be demonstrated by the following example:

The temperature of a water-tank (measurement-object) should be measured with some
thermometer (measurement-tool). If the thermometer is put into the water-tank and has a
lower initial temperature than the water-tank, the thermometer cools down the
temperature of the water-tank and finally the measured temperature gets a value that is
between the original (to be measured) and the observed (measured) temperature. If the
thermometer has the same mass than the water-tank, the deviation is high and the
measurement-error of the original temperature compared to the measured one becomes
high. The measurement may be improved by building the measurement-tool in such a way
that it does affect the value to be measured as low as possible (mass of measurement-
tool «< mass of measurement-object). Therefore, thermometers usually have a very small
mass. If the measurement-tool cannot be made any smaller than the measurement-object,
a considerable measurement-error cannot be avoided any more. If the relationship and
impact of the measurement-tool on the measurement-object is unknown, this
measurement-error further on becomes unknown. In physics, such measurement problems
occurred especially in the sub-atomic space and finally lead to the quantum-theory
(Kuhn,1976,p.ll9).

The same measurement problems occur if one intents to measure cognitive behaviour.
Even every question to the operator whether he knows some facts will change his
knowledge and thoughts about the object of the question. Of course, the same holds for
any experience he makes. If an operator makes an error, the probability of doing this error
again becomes very low. Hence, in human reliability it should be spoken about failures
per observation within a set of operators instead of failures per demand. Consequently, the
distribution of the abilities of several operators has to be used for quantification.

• Log-normal distribution: Although this assumption may be found reasonable, it is
already violating the basic definition of HEP since inter-individual deviations are
considered here. However, the HEP definition in its nature is an intra-individual measure,
i.e. it is only concerns processes within one person like errors per demand of some
cognitive ability. Usually this definition is already violated within quantification, because
here the number of errors per number of external possibilities of errors is calculated.
Hence, already the currently used HEPs have to be understood as probabilities per
situational occurrence and not as probabilities per some cognitive demands.

Additionally also a log-normal distributed value of HEP=n/N is to be criticised for leading
to wrong or contradicting results if the methods are used in extreme areas. Reer et al.
(1996) showed that due to the fact that the log-normal distribution is open (area is greater
than 1), the distribution has to be cut if HEP exceeds a value of 1 (a rule that is explicitly
mentioned in THERP and works well if HEPs are small). This is a general problem of
open distributions. SLIM as another example derives two different solution if either used
for success-path or failure-path.

Looking at these principal problems, it is no more astonishing that, though the HEP-Definition
clearly defines how to collect data (i.e. the definition would suggest that errors per demand
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has to be counted), most data used in the HRA-methods do not fit this requirement: Simulator
studies calculate probabilities per occurrence and not probabilities per demands. Other
methods are expert judgement (like THERP in most parts) or probabilities are based on
subjective statements (like SLIM for instance).

Concluding, after nearly 40 years of HRA, one has to ask oneself: Why is it not possible to
simply count errors and demands to measure human reliability in a way like it is done for
technical equipment? According to the measurement-problem discussed above the general
answer is: Humans have no fixed functions like machines but are able to built their functions
according to their environment. Due to this, finally the number of demands are difficult to be
counted since they vary from trail to trail.

Hence, there seems to be the following reasons for reconsidering the current paradigm of HR-
quantification (HEP definition and HEP distribution):

1. The HEP-Definition and assumption of distribution is in itself theoretically contradictory.

2. The HEP-Definition and assumption of distribution is leading to results that are violating
the basic axiom of probability, i.e. that P cannot exceed a value of 1.

3. It seems to be difficult to measure HEPs in the way like the definition prescribes it. The
definition appears to be in disagreement to the nature of human behaviour resulting into
the problem of generating HEPs.

The Probabilistic Idea

For those reasons, in psychology so-called psychological scaling methods or psychometrics
were evaluated. An important distinction here is:

1. Observable information

2. The underlying "latent traits" that exhibit the observed behaviour

Classical measurement models are trying to concentrate on measuring the observable
information as exact as possible. Probabilistic measurement models are trying to concentrate
on the measurement of the underlying "latent traits". For this reason, probabilistic
measurement models are seen as most important to predict cognitive behaviour and hence
EOCs (Strube, 1996). Basic idea of the probabilistic measurement models is: The uncertainty
of the measurement tool itself lead to the requirement that the process of measurement itself is
statistically distributed.

Probabilistic measurement models assume that human are different in their function (as
strategies, knowledge, attitudes, goals) and this difference is leading to the fact that reliable
measurement is in principal problematic for complex behaviour. Such models also assume
that the situation in which the humans have to perform their tasks are always different (as side
effects, additional tasks, bad time of day).

As one example for a probabilistic measurement model, the Rasch-model that is used in the
CAHR-approach assumes to make statements about the statistically distribution that describes
the coherency between measurement and latent trait by a so-called probabilistic approach.

The equation and especially the deviation-parameter (sx) is a correction-parameter. (sx)
corrects the slope of the regression function and by this it represents the relationship of the
observed occurrences to the latent ones (see Figure 8).
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Link to SLIM

Because the CAHR's mathematical model is based on psychological scaling as well as the
SLIM approach, an important link to SLIM should be mentioned. The skill-difficulty margin
mean can be expressed by:

m = SLI - ju
where:
SLI = I - nFl(nF + ns) - success likelihood index,
jX = calibration parameter that indicates the SLI position at HEP'=.5.

In CAHR, |U=.5 was defined due theoretical considerations. The SLI input into the Rasch
model results in log-linear relationship as follows:

p(F) = HEP = 11(1 + e(SLI - 0s)
=> ln[HEPI(l - HEP)] = ju/s - SLIls
=^ In (EFC) = a + bSLI

where:
EFC = HEP 1(1 - HEP) - error chance ratio,
a = jU/s = linear constant (position parameter),
b = -Us = linear slope (range parameter).

Three important conclusions follow from the equivalence shown above.

1. The Rasch model provides a theoretical basis for SLIM (Embrey et al., 1984)

• if SLIM models the log-linear relation ship of the error chance ratio,
EFC=HEP/(1-HEP),
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• or if the considered HEPs are small so that EFOHEP, i.e. (1-HEP)=1.

2. The position parameter, a=|i/s, depends on the range parameter, b=-l/s.

3. The log-linear relation ship, ln[HEP/(l - HEP)] = JLL/S - SLI/s = a + b SLI, provides an easy
mathematical way for testing CAHR's assumption of u=.5. If a THERP-based regression
analysis would result in u=.5, then the assumption would be correct. Anyway, a
significant deviation from u=.5 would not be a problem for CAHR's HEP prediction
method. On the contrary, a regression-based estimation of s and JI would result in a higher
correlation to the THERP data.

Link to the CES (Woods et al.. 1990) and ATHEANA

CES performs a discrete modelling of selected problem solution requirements. The method
may be outlined as follows:

1. Identification (supported by cognitive environment simulation) of discrete problem
solution requirements:

• PSRj, PSR2,...

2. Quantification of PSR probabilities by system analysis methods (fault/event trees):

. p(PSR1),p(PSR2),....

3. Quantification of conditional HEPs by expert judgement supported by THERP and SLIM:

• pCFlPSRj), p(F|PSR2), ....

4. Calculating the overall HEP:

= S[p(PSRi)p(F|PSRi)]

This CES-modelling is also similar to the ATHEANA-method (NRC, 1998): The EFC (error-
forcing context) within the ATHEANA-method corresponds to an adverse PSR (problem
solution requirement). In both methods, the operator response (i.e. his problem solving
capability) to an EFC is addressed by a conditional HEP.

However, CES gives less guidance for point 1 (selection of EFCs). How to group EFCs
systematically? Which of them can be screened out? ATHEANA seems to give more guidance
regarding EFC selection.

Both, CES and ATHEANA extend the scope of the a classical task analysis:

Usually, direct observable PSFs are addressed and modelled deterministically, i.e.

p(EFQ) = 0 (e.g., compelling signal is present, i.e. no EFC) or

p(EFQ) = 1 (e.g., compelling signal is not present).

CES and ATHEANA address such PSFs probabilistically, e.g., by questioning the presence of
a 'good' PSF:
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p(EFQ)>0 (e.g., compelling signal unavailable due to instrumentation failure).

CES and ATHEANA give little guidance for integrating the HRA into the overall PSA
event/fault tree model. Many of the EFC probabilities may appear as inputs to a variety of
fault trees. Thus they cannot be modelled independently. CES and ATHEANA give little
guidance for estimating the conditional HEPs. In that context, CAHR provides a data-based
solution.

Conclusions about the Quantification Procedure of CAHR

• Failure is defined by a comparative expression of two variables.

• Requirement for application: how to measure the variables?

• Continuous modelling of operator skill (OS) and task difficulty (TD).

• The failure probability is defined by the logistic function (Rasch model):

, j - , , -mis ,/ 7 -mis \ I 1/ 1 +mls i

p(F) - e 1(1 + e ) = 1/(1 + e )

where:
m = mean of the OS-TD margin
s ~ oil.7 = dispersion parameter of the OS-TD margin
a — standard deviation of the OS-TD margin

The logistic distribution (FL) is approximately equal to a (m; c=1.7-s) normal distribution
(FN). In the literature (ClauB et al., 1985), the avoidance of model-theoretical problem
(implied by the normal distribution) is stated as a reason for preferring the logistic
distribution. The calculations below show that F L seems to be more realistic for analysing
data from incomplete samples. For rare failures, the probabilities obtained by F L are higher
than the probabilities obtained by FN, i.e. an extrapolation by F L is more conservative.

• The mean (m) of the OS-TD margin is derived

- directly from the observed (but incomplete) failure (rip) and success (ns) frequencies

- and defined in comparison to a value of (1=0.5, where the incompleteness of the
sample is compensated, i.e. nF underestimates the real number of failures in the same
extent as ns underestimates the real number of successes.

m = [1 - nF/(nF + ns)] -11-0.5 - nF/(nF + ns)
where:
nF = observed number of failed performances of a certain task,
ns - observed number of successful performances of a certain task.

• The dispersion parameter (s) of the OS-TD margin was estimated by analysing the
correlation to an accepted data base. For that purpose, the HEPs of the tasks defined in the
THERP handbook (Swain & Guttmann, 1983) were addressed by a query. 72 THERP
tasks were identified to be suitable for (nF; ns) assignments to the CAHR data base. The
correlation analysis resulted in a logistic distribution dispersion parameter of s= 0.076.
The corresponding standard deviation of a normal distribution is c=1.7-s - 0.129. For
illustration, CAHR predictions (via Rasch model) for selected THERP task items are
tabled below in Table 4 and set in comparison to the prediction by the corresponding
normal distribution (Gauss).
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Table 4. CAHR predictions for selected THERP task items in comparison to the
prediction by the corresponding normal distribution

THERP

Task item

Table 20-11 (4): check-reading
from an analogue meter without
limit marks
Table 20-10(7): recognise that
an instrument being read is
jammed, if there are no
indicators to alert the user
Table 20-22(2): checking of
routine tasks without written
materials
Table 20-6(7): use of a written
maintenance procedure
Table 20-6(8): proper use of a
checklist
Table 20-24(4): respond to a
steady-on legend light during
initial audit

HEP
median

0.003

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.9

CAHR

nF

16

40

34

32

39

12

ns

127

103

47

79

19

5

m

0.388

0.220

0.080

0.212

-0.172

-0.206

Rasch,
s=.O76
p(F)=1/(1+em/s)

0.0059

0.0518

0.2575

0.0576

0.9069

0.9381

Gauss,
CT=1.7S = .129

p(F)= 0(-m/<7)

0.0013

0.0436

0.2666

0.0501

0.9097

0.9450

nF = observed failure frequency,
ns = observed success frequency,
m = .5-

CAHR is an advanced method for data-based HEP quantification. It goes beyond the
frequentist HEP definition: HEP = nfajiures/nperfOrmances. Instead, the HEP is defined on a
comparative level regarding operator skill (OS) and task difficulty (TD): HEP = p(OS<TD).

In CAHR, absolute failure/success frequencies (numbers of observations) are modelled as
components of incomplete samples. This is an adequate approach in view of the real-world
data situation.

The HEP is derived by a logistic function: HEP=l/(l+em/s).

For each task, the position parameter (m, i.e. the mean of the OS-TD margin) is calculated
from the observed failure/success frequencies.

THERP was used for deriving the dispersion parameter (s).

In the logistic function, the dispersion parameter (s) is not a standard deviation!

The dependence on a an external data base (THERP) appears to be a weak-point of CAHR.
Using of HEP estimates from complete samples may be one alternative for the estimation of
dispersion parameter (s). Another alternative, based statistical tolerance analysis, is outlined as
follows.

As outlined above, the OS-TD margin mean (m) is defined on a scale from -0.5 (worst) to
+0.5 (best). Given an optimal sample, i.e. n—><», the failure probability would be zero for
m=max=0.5. For the finite CAHR sample, i.e. n=165, the 50% percentile (median) of the
failure probability (at m=0.5) can be expressed by:

p(F\m=max=0J) = 1 - 0.51c!ln = 1 - 0.51'165 = 0.0042
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The is equation is derived from a distribution-independent (i.e. conservative) statistical
tolerance analysis method. The term "0.51/n " approaches one if n approaches infinity, i.e.
p(F) would approach zero (Storm, 1979).

Thus the dispersion parameter follows from the logistic function at the extreme point, i.e.
at m=.5 and p(F)=0.0042:

s = m/{ln[(l/p(F) -1)]} = 0.5lln(ll0.0042 -1) = 0.091

This is a more conservative estimate compared to the value (s=.O76) derived from the
THERP correlation analysis. However, it is an advantage that this estimate (s=.O91) does
not depend on an external data base.

More investigations of statistical methods are required for deriving an optimal approach.

The quantification model of CAHR may improve the assessment because it links the term
P(Situation occurs) and the term P(Cognitive error occurs). Here CAHR has important links to
CODA where the same distinction is made. CODA additionally links both by searching for
cognitive tendencies in a given situation and weighting their importance.

The CAHR-method also shows that it makes sense to use data-sources (i.e. events and/or
experiments) systematically for better assessment of EOCs. The Rasch-model used in this
approach has the advantage that

• the model considers incomplete information for HEP=n/N due to event-threshold

• the calibration procedure recognises situational conditions, D or P(Situation occurs) and
cognitive abilities, X or P(Cognitive error occurs) by using a probabilistic approach of
psychological scaling. The Rasch model assumes for both parameters a distribution and
assumes a failure if situational conditions (D) are too high or operator's cognitive abilities
(X) are too low (Figure 9).

Figure 9 also illustrates, how the method may be used for the assessment of EOCs. Appendix
E provides as an example the quantification of the EOCs in the Davis-Besse event.

2.4.3. Discussion of the CAHR-Method

The application of CAHR on the Davis-Besse event showed that an action-related analysis is
not able to find EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve) and EOC3 (LOCA through stuck-open
PORV not noticed and, consequently, PORV block valve opened) of the event because they
have not lead to a erroneous system outcome during the event. Consequently, a system
analysis for every human interaction has to be performed additionally as suggested by CODA.
Otherwise, the event data-base for possible EOCs will be not representative.

As a consequence, the event evaluation of CAHR as outlined in Appendix E was supported by
the system-analysis feature of CODA. This feature has to be elaborated more systematically in
order to systematically analyse EOCs in occurrences.
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Situation of interest
for HRA

definition of Data-base Number of Observations
query describing ^. of situation
situation of interest (mi)

-y Relative frequncy of
^> error in situation

Definition of Data-base Number of Observations (ni/mi)
^ query describing error in—;> of errors in situation —

situation of interest (ni)
Y

Relative frequency of er-
ror in situation represents
Difficulty of situation

Calibration of Difficulty-measure by Rasch Model:
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Figure 9. Illustration of the procedure for using the CAHR method as an assessment
tool for EOCs.
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2.5. CODA

2.5.1. Overview of the CODA Method for EOC analysis

Within the context of the works of the EARTH group from 1993 to 1997 (Mosneron-Dupin et
al., 1998), CODA has been developed as an retrospective incident analysis method (Reer,
1997a, 1997b). An updated version is presented in Reer (1998).

At this time, a version of CODA for predictive HRA analyses has not been published yet.
Within the PSI/GRS EOC project presented here, some ideas of using CODA for HRA were
developed. They were formalised by a seven-step procedure illustrated in Figure 10. The
analysis tasks associated with those steps are:

1. Scope of actions. For a given PSA, define all post-initiator human actions (in the sense of
intervention possibilities) to be considered. In the first phase it is recommended to begin
with all required safety actions addressed by EOO analyses.

2. Inappropriate scenarios. For each action listed above, search for EOC scenarios in which
this action is inappropriate. Such an action is denoted as EOC or error in the further text.

3. Prioritisation. Assign a pessimistic probability to each EOC, rank the EOC scenarios
according to their CDF impact, and select those EOC scenarios to be detailed in the further
analysis.

4. Analysis units. For each EOC scenario selected above, define the analysis unit (see
Appendix F). Describe the boundary conditions (e.g., exposure time) that are relevant for
the quantitative analysis.

5. Error producing scenario conditions. For each EOC scenario, identify error-producing
conditions {EPCs) and quantify the condition probabilities. This may be supported by the
error-driving action characteristics presented in the CODA guidance for retrospective
analysis (Reer 1997a) and by previous findings from incident analyses (Reer 1997b).

6. Basic error likelihood assignments. For each EOC scenario, estimate a basic error
likelihood (BHEP in terms of THERP) that represents nominal conditions.

7. Error likelihood specification. For each EOC scenario, specify the basic error likelihood by
accounting for identified error-producing scenario conditions and their probabilities.

CODA presents an action-centred deductive search scheme for the identification of errors and
EFCs. For EFC identification, CODA presents guidance according 6 items (action
characteristics) grouped under two main headings, (1) action attraction, and (2) operator
accuracy. These headings are closely related to CAHR's basic error-driving factors: task
difficulty corresponds to (1), and operator skill corresponds to (2).

For HEP quantification, CODA reuses two 'old' concepts known from behavioural science
that fit into human-centred and action-centred modelling, (1) a discrimination constraints
perspective, and (2) a neutral action-time correlation perspective (irrespective whether the
action is right or wrong). In the case study, both concepts were helpful for making HEP
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assignments to an available data base (THERP). Appendix F presents more details on CODA-
based ideas for EOC analysis.

EOC Identification
(Steps 1 to 3)

71

System analysis
PSA model

EOC Quantification
(Steps 4 to 7)

THERP HEP
data

71

CAHR
incident analysis

1. Scope of
actions

*
2. Inappropriate

scenarios

3. Prioritisation
4"

4. Analysis
units
4>

5. Error-producing
scenario

conditions
4*

6. Basic error
likelihood

assignment

Error-driving
action

characteristics

CODA
incident
analysis

4> £
7. Error likelihood

specification

Figure 10. Actual state of the CODA EOC HRA method and outline of an
option for improvement (shaded box)

2.5.2. Discussion of the CODA Method

Basic Approach to EOC Analysis

The CODA approach may be denoted as action-centred (in contrast to a scenario-centred
approach, see Figure 11).

Action

Action-Centred Approach Scenario-Centred Approach

Scenarios
where the
action
appropriate

Scenarios
where the
action
inappropriate

7I

Scenario |

Appropriate
actions

Inappropriate
actions

Figure 11. Action-centred vs. scenario-centred approach
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An action-centred approach eases HRA information collection according to the following
format:

Action <predicate> <object>,

e.g., in generic terms:

SG isolation matches nearby aspect,

e.g., in concrete terms:

SG isolation switches are located in the first row of the affected panel

The subject, i.e. the action, is precisely defined. In a scenario-centred approach, the subject is
difficult to address by information collection. Each scenario is complex and can be described
by a variety of perspectives.

CODA utilises a well-known and simple key principle in error classification by viewing
actions neutrally:

The context determines whether a given action is wrong (inappropriate) or correct
(appropriate). On a basic observable level, two types of errors exist:

(I) correct action omitted,

(II) wrong action committed.

By using this principle, CODA is balanced toward actions. For each action modelled as
improving, potential aggravating impacts need to be analysed. And vice versa, for each action
modelled as aggravating, potential improving impacts need to be analysed. This may be
illustrated by the basic experiment known from the signal-detection theory, Table 5.

Table 5. Basic experiment known from the signal-detection theory

Stimulus
signal
no signal

Response
no action
action

Error type
1 ("EOO")
II ("EOC")

Time dependence
HEP(t)^i = 1 -p(action)
HEP(t)7i = p(action)

The time dependence column shows that an EOC is associated with a negative time reliability
correlation (TRC): the longer the time (t) where taking of the action would be an error, the
higher the HEP. In that context (EOC analysis), the input variable (t) may be denoted as the
time of exposure to the error, i.e. the time where the error is possible and critical.

A simplified model, that combines both TRC trends and that accounts for a real-world
situation involving a variety of stimuli, is presented below in Figure 12.
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P0.1W

State 1 :
operator takes
correct action

State 0:
operator does not
take any significant action

P0.2W
State 2:
operator takes
wrong action

Figure 12. Simplified model that combines both TRC trends and that
accounts for a real-world situation

The figure illustrates that the probability to take a specific action (irrespective whether it is
correct or wrong) is increasing with time.

Markovian methods are required for determining the state probabilities. For the most simple
case, where each transition probability [po.j(t)] depends on a constant transition rate (ro.j), i.e.

Po.j(t) = 1 - exp(-r0J t),

the time dependent state probabilities are:

po(t) = exp[-(r0J + r02) t]
= 0, ift = oo

Pi(t) = [ro.i/(rOj

= ro.i/(ro.i

rO2)l {1 - exp[-(r0J

ro2),ift = °°

rO2)J {1 - exp[-(r0J

+ro2),ift= °°

r02) t]J

r02) t]J

An EOO analysis, for a situation where the correct action is needed, must address states 0 and
2 as failure events, i.e. pF = po(t) + p2(t). Thus an EOO can imply an EOC, but not necessarily.
Such error possibility (i.e. ro.2 > 0) bounds the positive TRC trend as represented by the
equations above. An interesting question may arise from the EOO failure equation. How to
interpret published TRC curves such as the THERP diagnosis model. Do they include state 0
only, i.e. pF = Po(t), or do they include both states, i.e. pp = po(t) + P2OO ?

An EOC analysis, for a situation where no correct action is needed but a certain wrong action
should be avoided, must address state 2 only as a final result, i.e. pF = P2(t). As shown by the
p2(t) equation above, the state 2 result depends on the transition to state 1 as well. This
transition (ro.i), i.e. the chance to go into the absorbing safe state 1, bounds the negative TRC
trend as shown by the extreme value (t = °°) discussion above.

In both cases of HRA objective, data regarding po.2(t) are needed.

Future HRA data collection should focus on negative TRC (i.e. time error correlation),
too. This may be achievable by recording times to error.
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EOC Identification Issues

Regarding PSA, the CODA's EOC search scheme is deductive ("top down") in a very strict
sense. It starts with an action ("top") and goes down to the scenarios where the action is
inappropriate. Furthermore, it defines EOC-likely scenario conditions. The scenario definition
is completely in the hand of the analyst.

This approach is slightly similar to the ATHEANA which starts with specification of two
groups of event tree system functions, (a) needed, or (b) undesired. Here ATHEANA is not
totally clear. It is stated that "each function represented in the event trees" (pp. 7-23) should
be addressed. However, usually the event trees contain needed system functions only. The
undesired ones must be identified by separate analysis that ATHEANA does not explain in
detail.

CODA is in-its-self-closed. It claims internal completeness rather than absolute completeness.
Each of the required action (addressed by an HRA for omission in certain scenarios) must be
addressed as a candidate for inappropriate action in other scenarios. So the beginning and end
of a CODA HRA is clearly defined.

EOC Quantification Issues

CODA's quantification concept relies on the assignment to THERP data and on expert
judgements for modification on the basis of error-producing conditions (EPCs). Although
illustration is given from retrospective analysis, the predictive identification of EPCs scenario
conditions is difficult to achieve. Some occurred action characteristics seem to be out of the
scope of predictability. Here, more guidance should be presented to a CODA user.
Furthermore, support from a computerised presentation of errors from operating experiences
may be useful.

The CAHR data base may provide an empirical option for basic error likelihood estimation
and specification according to error-likely action characteristics.

Conclusions from CODA

The test application discovered both positive (+) and negative (-) features of the proposed
CODA HRA approach.

• (+) The CODA process of EOC identification is highly formalised and the required effort
seems to be quite low. Little judgement is required in applying it. In contrast to an
inductive error search scheme, CODA's deductive error search scheme circumvents the
sophisticated investigation of non-significant event sequences initiated by some wrong
action identified. Instead, CODA aims directly at those scenarios where a given (required)
action is inappropriate.

• (+) There is a high compatibility between a retrospective and a predictive CODA analysis.
A CODA incident analysis provides links between action characteristics and specified
scenario conditions in terms of quantifiable PSA events.

• (-) The scope definition is not totally clear for a HRA that neglects certain types of safety
actions (e.g., manual back-ups). Such actions, if known, need to be added to the CODA
search scope.
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• (-) The search scope of CODA does not cover all types of interventions (e.g., opening of a
valve that lets reactor coolant flow out). It only considers interventions that belong to any
PSA-modelled required action.

• (-) CODA does not identify directly such an EOC leading to a novel faulty state (or
process) that is not covered yet by the fault analysis. But an experienced analyst - having
the basic system success criteria in mind - may identify such an EOC indirectly.

The limitations point to the need of

• extending the actual scope (all interventions related to the required actions modelled) in a
reasonable manner and

• close co-operation between human reliability and fault tree analysis.

Furthermore, it may be observed that the quantification process relies on expert judgement
that assumes simple relationships between cognitive tendencies and reliability of actions
(adding weights if several tendencies are affected). Here, the connectionism approach of
CAHR may improve the quantification approach, because it does consider the dependencies
between several tendencies.
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3. THE POTENTIAL OF DYNAMIC METHODOLOGIES

3.1. Key issues for the treatment of EOCs in the classical framework

The categorisation of errors as omissions or commissions, as noted earlier, is strongly related
to the classical PSA model of accident sequences. In this model, the nominal, designed
response of the human-machine system leads to a safe system state when a sequence of
hardware systems operate successfully and the operators perform a set of required actions at
the appropriate points in the scenario evolution. On the other hand, unsafe system states are
reached through a combination of hardware failures and/or omissions of required actions.

As a result of this model of accident sequences, the classical event tree/fault tree framework
focuses on the failures of hardware systems to start or to operate and on the failures of the
operators to perform the required actions. Correspondingly, the HRA methods associated with
the classical framework are primarily concerned with the omissions of the required actions.
Despite differences in methods, HRA analyses basically consider:

- the failure to detect the relevant plant indications cueing the required action,
- the failure to interpret these indications correctly and to identify the need for the

required action, and
- the failure to carry out or execute the required action properly.

These are analysed for each of the situations in which an action is required. When any of these
failures occur, the required action is not carried out, with the consequence that a system is not
put into operation, stopped, or regulated as needed to bring the system to a safe state.

3.1.1. EOCs add scenarios to the nominal model

Accounting for errors of commission, where the operators perform actions other than the
required actions, thus introduces additional scenarios. At any point in the event sequence
model where an action is required, the operators might perform an alternative action* . For
example, the operator could make an erroneous situation assessment at this point and identify
the alternative action as the appropriate response. More generally, the operators may
erroneously decide to perform an action that will aggravate the scenario at any point in the
scenario evolution, even if no action should be performed at that time.

3.1.2. The cognitive or mental state of the operators introduces dependencies

The above discussion suggests that the main issues concern, first, the representation of
alternative actions as branching points in the scenario evolution and, second, the identification
of the plausible situations where these may occur. However, an additional problem is that the
mental state of the operators introduces dependencies between the probabilities of operator
errors (both omissions and commissions).

"Alternative action" here is taken to mean simply "any action other than the required action". It does not imply
that this other action is an appropriate response.
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Part of the mental or cognitive state of an operator is the operator's current assessment of the
situation and of the response appropriate to this situation. The situation assessment directly
impacts whether the operator selects an action in a given situation but also influences the
operator's subsequent response. It impacts detection by directing the operator's attention and
it affects subsequent diagnosis and decision because of the associated expectations concerning
how the plant state will evolve.

Both the probability of omission of a required action as well as the probability of an error of
commission depend on the cognitive state of the operator. These probabilities do not depend
solely on what the operators did or did not do earlier in the sequence but also on why they
responded in the way they did. In this way, the current cognitive state of the operators
depends not only on the current plant state (current plant indications) but also on the cognitive
state earlier in the scenario.

In other words, following an omission, the probabilities of human failures (omissions and
commissions) depend on whether

- the required action was omitted because the operators assessed the situation
incorrectly,

- the operators assessed the situation correctly but did not identify the action as
required, or

- the operators understood the situation and intended to take the required action but it
was omitted (or part of the task was omitted so that the task performance was
unsuccessful).

Similarly, following an error of commission, the probabilities of subsequent operator failures
will depend on whether

- the operators assessed the situation erroneously and as a result performed the
response for that situation,

- the operators assessed the situation correctly but selected an inappropriate response
for that situation, or

- the operators, attempting to implement an appropriate response, unintentionally
performed an alternative action.

3.2. Why dynamic methodologies are needed

To handle the additional scenarios introduced when the operators perform an erroneous action
instead of the required action, the event tree may be defined with non-binary branching points
(or additional top events). In addition to the nominal response, in which the required action is
taken, and the omission of this required action, branches may be added for each of the
alternative actions. As for the case in which the operators take inappropriate actions at
arbitrary points in the sequence, analyses could be performed to identify the plausible
situations where the operators could (erroneously) be motivated to take actions that aggravate
the scenario. In fact, the emerging methods for EOCs have tended to emphasise this type of
analysis.

The dependencies due to the cognitive state of the operators can also, in principle, be handled.
In a classical PSA, the HRA analysts usually consider adjusting the failure probabilities when
multiple human failure events appear in a scenario to account for such dependencies. These
adjustments consider, for example, to what extent a subsequent decision to select another
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required action depends on the operator's understanding of the scenario earlier in the sequence
and the contribution of situation assessment or decision errors to the earlier failure probability.

It can be seen, however, that the additional scenarios to be analysed when EOCs are
considered combined with the need to account for the underlying causes of human failure
events result in an excessive number of performance contexts to keep track of and analyse.
The difficulties sum up to the need to distinguish between many scenarios that traditionally
would be treated as a single sequence and at the same time to characterise the performance
contexts more completely.

Dynamic methodologies can address these difficulties by incorporating simulation models of
the operators and of the plant. Explicitly treating the operators' state and its evolution allows
the cognitive state of the operators' to be specified throughout the accident scenarios.
Analogously, the plant simulation determines the plant indications. In this way, dynamic
methodologies explicitly handle the interactions between the plant response and operator
behaviours (observable as well as cognitive) that combine to make up accident scenarios.
Whereas the analysts define potential scenarios in the event tree methodology, they define
how the scenario may evolve in dynamic methodologies. The dynamic tool itself defines the
potential sequences.

3.3. Dynamic methodologies

Two simulation-based methodologies are available for accident sequence analyses that
consider errors of commission, and more generally, the dynamics of accident sequences. They
are:

• direct Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
• discrete dynamic event trees

In both of these methodologies, a stochastic model is coupled to a continuous-time simulation.
A continuous-time model represents the plant process, which is described by a set of
differential equations. Other dynamic risk assessment methodologies are available, cf. (Siu,
1994) for a review; however, they are probably less suitable as frameworks for integrating
plant and operator simulation models.

3.3.1. Direct MC simulations

In direct MC simulations, the evolution of the stochastic model is simulated by sampling, in
Monte Carlo fashion, stochastic durations and branches (outcomes). One algorithm for this
type of simulation is discrete-continuous simulation. Here a discrete event simulation model,
which represents the stochastic system, is coupled to a continuous-time simulation. An
alternative algorithm is the analog Monte Carlo simulation of a continuous event tree (CET)
model, described in (Smidts & Devooght, 1992a). In a CET model, the stochastic system is
represented as a Markovian or semi-Markovian system of equations while the continuous-time
system are ordinary differential equations. Although the scenario response can be solved by
numerical integration (without any use of Monte Carlo algorithms), the analog Monte Carlo
simulation turns out to be the only practical solution approach (Smidts & Devooght, 1992b).
Both of these algorithms produce a sample of histories (sequences), each of which represents
a potential accident sequence evolution.
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3.3.2. Discrete, dynamic event trees

In the discrete, dynamic event tree (DDET) methodology, a tree of potential scenarios is
dynamically generated by simulating the plant process while allowing stochastic branches to
occur at arbitrary time points, according to a model that describes the possible branches for
each logical and plant process state. The time points are defined at discrete time steps, usually
fixed. DDET implementations include DYLAM (Amendola, 1988), DETAM (Acosta & Siu,
1993), and ISA (Izquierdo & Sanchez-Perea, 1994).

At each branching point, which corresponds to the "top events" in a traditional event tree, the
DDET algorithm does not sample the outcome as in Monte Carlo methods. Instead, it
maintains a running computation of the probability of the sequence up to the branch. In
addition to the probability and the logical state that defines the branch, the plant process state
is also saved at each node. The tree is "grown" in discrete time steps by continuing the
process simulation (solution of the continuous-time equations) for each branch until the next
time step, where potential branches are again defined.

3.3.3. Representing operator state

Dynamic methodologies incorporate the evolutions both of the plant response and of the
operators' state into the analysis of accident sequences. The plant response is nearly always a
continuous-time simulation model; the choice lies not in the representation but instead in the
level of detail used in the modelling. On the other hand, the choice of representation is an
important aspect of modelling the operators' state. Although operator models should represent
the crew and not an individual operator, most current implementations treat a single operator.

Two major representations are:

• state-transition models
• information processing models

In state-transition models, the operators are defined as having a state, which can take one of a
limited number of discrete values. The state-transition model defines how the operator state
can change from one value to another. In practice, a vector of discrete-valued state variables
rather than a single state variable is needed to represent the operator state. These state
variables represent the different "dimensions" of the operator state, whose values may change
separately from one another. For example, the DETAM operator model defines a diagnosis
state, a quality state, and a planning state (Acosta & Siu, 1993). The diagnosis state represents
the operator's current assessment of the plant state whereas the planning state represents the
state of the response plan (the selected plan and the progress in it). It can be seen that the
planning state may develop as the operator executes each step in a procedure, while the
diagnosis state could be left unchanged until a key piece of information concerning the plant
is observed.

Since the operator's state vector can take on a large number of potential values, it is
impractical to enumerate all of the potential state values and the transition probabilities
between these. In addition, the transition probabilities do not depend solely on the current
value of the state vector but can also depend on the plant state (the values of the plant process
variables), the active alarms in the control room, and other elements of the context. Instead,
the model is expressed implicitly, that is, in terms of rules that describe the possible state
transitions and their probabilities for a given context and value of the operator state vector.
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State-transition models can be used to represent the dynamic evolution of the operator state in
both types of dynamic methodologies. Smidts (1992) describes such a model, based on the
theory of continuous event trees (CETs), and its solution by means of direct MC simulation.
In addition, state-transition models are also commonly used in applications of the discrete,
dynamic event tree methodology. Examples include the operator models in (Cacciabue et al.,
1986), (Acosta & Siu, 1993), (Hsueh & Mosleh, 1996), and (Shukri & Mosleh, 1998).

The evolution of the operator state in a dynamic simulation of accident sequences can also be
treated by simulating the cognitive functions underlying the operator's performance. An
information-processing model represents the operator by simulating the processes of situation
assessment and response selection or planning. The operator state develops as a result of these
processes, which transform the information observed by the operator into diagnoses, response
plans, and intentions to act. To close the loop between the plant and operator, the execution of
the actions intended by the operator is also simulated; these actions change the boundary
conditions on the plant model.

In an information-processing model, the state of the operator is not defined as a vector of
discrete-valued states. Instead, the current state of the operator usually consists of the
information stored in the operator's working memory. The working memory stores the plant
indications observed by the operator as well as the operator's interpretation of this information
at various levels, for instance, the component state, the equipment train state, the system state,
and the plant state. This interpretation is performed by the model by means of the operator's
knowledge base, which consists of rules that relate plant indications, component and higher-
level plant states, the required actions, and expectations of the plant behaviour.

Information-processing operator models are usually implemented in a direct MC simulation
framework. Examples from the nuclear domain include the COSIMO model (Cacciabue et al.,
1992), the crew model in (Huang, 1991; Huang & Siu, 1991), and the OPSIM operator model
in (Dang, 1996).

A number of other models have also been developed for human-machine interface design and
evaluation, for nuclear as well as non-nuclear domains. Some reviews of these are (Schryver,
1988), (Stassen et al., 1990), and (Hollnagel, 1995). Many of these models provide both
concepts and implementations that may be useful for the risk assessment problem (and may be
adopted); however, the requirements on the models remain quite different.

3.4. Research challenges for dynamic methods

A number of research issues need to be addressed in order to make simulation-based risk
assessment practical for the nuclear domain. The open issues fall into three major areas:

i. operator models
ii. human performance data
iii. algorithms

Both state-transition and information-processing models of the operators require additional
development before they can be applied in a full-scope dynamic methodology for risk
assessment. A major topic of work is to enlarge the existing models to represent the crew and
the interactions between the crew members. The crew model in NPPCREW (Huang, 1991) is
one of the earlier models in the nuclear domain to explicitly represent the crew as a set of
interacting models of individuals and offers concepts that may be useful. However, the
individual models in NPPCREW are not sufficiently general for a full-scope application.
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Another topic for operator models is to better represent the variety of ways in which the
operators may process information and how the operators shift from one to another or
combine these. One model for predicting the mode of cognitive processing used by the
operators is proposed in CREAM (Hollnagel, 1998), based on the assessed common
performance conditions. Other models include those based on connectionism, for instance
(Dorner, 1999), which relate closely to the concept of cognitive tendencies as used in CODA
and CAHR.

Finally, the experience with operator simulation models needs to be increased through their
application to more analysis cases (scenarios). These applications are essential both for
refining the models as well as comparing and contrasting them.

Human performance data is needed to support simulation-based methodologies at several
levels. At one level is data about operator behaviour in specific scenarios and situations; the
data needs to describe the operators' decision alternatives, the timing of decisions and actions
and the factors that affect this timing. Data at this level could be used to derive the transition
probabilities in state-transition operator models. At another level is data that describes the
different types of operator behaviours, for instance, the modes of cognitive processing
mentioned above, and relates these with situational characteristics. Such data is generally
needed for the information-processing operator models. These levels of data correspond to the
distinction between models of operator behaviours in specific scenarios and situations and
generic models, instances of which represent scenario-specific behaviours.

While these issues relate to building and implementing models, the last issue concerns the
actual computation or simulation using the models. For direct MC simulation frameworks,
including the discrete-continuous MC approach, the principal challenges concern low
probability sequences (rare events) and variance reduction. Some variance reduction
techniques have been successfully implemented for MC solutions of continuous event tree
(CET) models (Smidts & Devooght, 1992b); this suggests that the computation issue can be
resolved. Future work will need to show whether these techniques can be applied when
operator behaviours are modelled or to develop appropriate techniques. For the discrete,
dynamic event tree (DDET) methodology, the issue of algorithms appears to be less critical.

3.5. How dynamic methods can support the analysis of EOCs

Although a number of development, data and validation issues need to be resolved before a
dynamic, simulation-based PSA methodology can be applied, dynamic methods can support
the analysis of EOCs in the meantime. Integrated simulations of the plant and operator
responses provide a more complete characterisation of the performance contexts, which can
be useful within the classical PSA framework.

This characterisation basically extends the deterministic analyses that are performed today to
support PSAs, which emphasise the time available for actions and the validation of success
criteria. By integrating the operator response, the characterisation of the context can be made
more complete by

- accounting for the activities of the operators throughout the evolution of the sequence
- tracking the progress of their situation assessment, goals, and intentions

Whether for errors of omission or commission, these elements improve the prediction of the
operator response in accident scenarios. Accounting for the actual tasks performed by the
operators (and not only the ones modelled in the accident sequence analysis) should provide
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for a better analysis of the time constraints for decision-making and action as well as of the
timing of the operators' response. Tracking the mental state of the operators broadens the
analysis of decision-making to consider not only the available time and cues for the analysed
action but also the plausible alternative assessments and goals. The modelling of the plant
within an integrated analysis also ensures an accurate representation of the plant indications
(values of process variables) available to the operators when they observe them. In other
words, the integrated analysis explicitly accounts for the interdependent dynamics of the plant
and operator responses.

3.6. The QPSIM operator-plant simulation

Simulation-based risk assessment is a key element in the PSI's concept of how the PSA (and
HRA) methodology will evolve in the future. Current work is centred on further development
of the OPSIM operator-plant simulation model (Dang, 1996). The existing implementation
treats the response of an individual operator in a Loss of Residual Heat Removal scenario,
within a discrete-continuous MC simulation framework. This implementation operationalises
the conceptual model of the operator, which is based on the theory of schemas* , and
demonstrates the potential of the model and of the framework for accident sequence analysis.

A second feature of OPSIM is the explicit representation of procedures and the modelling of
the operator's interpretation and use of these procedures. The model's emphasis on the
procedures recognises that the response of the operators in accident scenarios is guided and
strongly constrained by the procedures. At the same time, the modelled operator behaviour is
not limited to a strictly procedure-directed mode of response. OPSIM also includes the use of
mental (or memorised) procedures in a so-called knowledge-driven mode.

The current work refocuses on "task simulation", that is, on better representing the timing of
the operator's actions and accounting for stochastic branching in the operator's response. At
present, the discrete event simulation framework is mainly used to model the evolution of the
mental state of the operator rather than to treat the stochastic elements of the response. A
second objective is to treat the crew resources more realistically by incorporating a simple
model of the crew. The NPPCREW model mentioned above (Huang, 1991), which is also
implemented in a discrete-continuous framework, provides some indications for a modelling
approach, treating the crew as interacting models of individuals.

Schema theory describes human understanding and problem-solving behavior as the processing of mental
models.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1. Overview of current developments

The current developments for treating errors of commission can be summarised in terms of
three problems that have to be addressed by the methodologies.

1. Identification. What is a systematic approach for identifying the inappropriate actions that
the operators may commit in responding to an initiating event?

2. Modelling. How should the accident sequence models be modified to account for these
errors?

3. Quantification. What is the probability of these errors?

In this work, five methods were investigated and compared. In addition to the examination of
the scope, basic assumptions, and features of the methods, the methods were each applied to
the analysis of the Davis-Besse incident in 1985. These case applications showed how the
methods are used in practical terms and provided a common basis for comparing the methods.

The following three sections discuss the different approaches that the methodologies take to
address the problems listed above. In fact, as described below, the methodologies do not all
address all three problems. In addition, the modelling problem - the problem of integrating
the EOCs into the overall PSA - occurs at the interface between HRA and scenario (or
accident sequence) analysis. Consequently the EOC methodology affects this problem and its
solution only weakly. From the standpoint of linking the HRA and accident sequence
analyses, all EOC methodologies deliver approximately the same output: the potential EOCs
and their probabilities.

4.1.1. Identification - the search problem

The identification of the potentially significant EOCs to be analysed in the PSA is currently
the central problem for their treatment. Compared to errors of omission, the search has to
consider far more possibilities. The number of omissions to be modelled corresponds
essentially to all of the actions that are required to bring the plant to a safe state. A large
degree of automation, as is the case in nuclear power plants, reduces the number of required
actions. On the other hand, the EOC analysis has to consider an extensive set of potential
actions that the operators may take. These actions may take place in place of required actions,
for instance, because the operators fail to understand the plant state or the associated required
response. They make take place even when no action is required. Moreover, carrying out
these actions may disturb the accident sequence evolution and, in this way, may motivate
additional erroneous actions.

As a result of this broad search space, the methodologies apply a variety of schemes to
identify EOCs. In most cases, each methodology includes multiple identification schemes.
The following elements for error search may be distinguished: task, action, system failure,
and scenario. All of the methods use at least three of these elements.
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Search for decision failures in procedures (and consequent EOCs) (Borssele-global).
This scheme is based on the fact that the selection of the appropriate procedures is the basis
for the operators' response. The decision points that transfer operators to different procedures
are reviewed. The likelihood of incorrect decisions is qualitatively evaluated as well as the
inappropriate actions that result from these decisions, in other words, that are demanded by
the erroneously selected procedure. The Borssele method refers to these incorrect decisions as
"global misdiagnoses", since the procedure to which the operators are directed will potentially
influence all of the subsequent response.

Search for EOCs that fail required system functions (ATHEANA, Borssele-local). This
scheme searches for opportunities or motivations for the operator to commit actions that fail
required system functions. In other words, inappropriate actions (the EOCs) are viewed as a
failure mode for a system function, in addition to the hardware failures that can fail a system
function. The termination of high pressure injection (HPI) in the Three Mile Island accident
by the operators is the classic example of this type of EOC; in that case, HPI had started and
was operating appropriately but the operators terminated HPI operation as a result of a
misunderstanding of the plant state.

For each required system function, the ATHEANA method searches for motivations for
committing actions that will fail this function. It considers a broad range of conditions that
may lead to these motivations such as failures in the instrumentation and the priorities of the
operators resulting from their training or experiences. In this way, both external factors that
distort the available plant indications as well as internal factors that distort the interpretation
of the plant indications are considered as bases for the motivations.

The Borssele search scheme classifies this type of EOC as "local EOCs" since the EOC
affects only the specific required function. Two classes of opportunities for local EOCs are
considered. Every action required in the procedure is an opportunity for committing an
alternative action that could fail a system function. In addition, carrying out the procedure also
requires decisions (judgements) of the operators that the operators may fail to perform
correctly. These decisions are "local" to the procedure, in contrast to the "global" decisions
that transfer between procedures. The inadvertent isolation of the steam generators in the
Davis-Besse event, committed while the operator was attempting to start manually the
Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS), is an example of the first. (Strictly speaking, however,
the procedure did not require the operators to start the AFWS. The manual intervention was
suggested by their training.) Steps that include decisions such as, "Verify flow on indicator
xxx-xxx. If response is not obtained, open valves..." are examples of the second class of
opportunities.

Search for situations where an action required in another context leads to a system
failure (CODA). This search scheme begins by identifying the key actions that are required
in the various accident scenarios and the objectives of these actions, in other words, the goal
states for the plant. For each such action and its associated resulting plant state, the accident
sequence models are searched for situations in which this action (and resulting plant state) are
inappropriate. For example, the operators are required to align high pressure injection (HPI) to
draw water from the containment sump in large LOCAs. The accident sequence models are
therefore reviewed to identify situations where this alignment is inappropriate. For instance,
this includes situations in Interfacing Systems LOCA and small LOCAs where there is no or
insufficient water in the containment sump.
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In spite of their differences, these diverse search schemes share a common notion, the error-
forcing context (EFC). The error-forcing context refers to a situation in which particular
combinations of PSFs and plant conditions create an environment in which errors or unsafe
actions are more likely to occur (ATHEANA). The error-producing condition (EPC) in the
Borssele and CODA methods and the error-likely situation in CAHR refer to the same kinds
of situations. Searching for such situations often involves the consideration of the cognitive
behaviours (processing) of the operators. Besides mistakes or slips in cognitive processing,
cognitive tendencies, which are typical operator habits or attitudes in work performance, are
also important in the identification of EFCs.

Some of the methodologies do not at this time propose a scheme for identifying potential
EOCs. For example, the CREAM methodology relies on a task analysis to identify the
opportunities for decision failures and/or execution failures that would lead to EOCs.
Because task analyses are relatively resource-intensive, an approach would need to be
developed to identify the scenarios (and sub-scenarios) that should be examined in task
analyses. At present, it is "typical" practice to focus the task analysis on the nominal scenario
anticipated by the system and procedure designers. Examination of this scenario is necessary
but probably not sufficient to cover the range of potential scenarios. These include, for
instance, sub-scenarios where the operators commit an error, manage to detect and recover
this error, but are thereby subject to increased time pressure.

4.1.2. Modelling

In the classical fault tree/event tree framework, the integration of EOCs into the accident
sequence model results in one or more of the following:

- an additional contribution to the failure probability of some system functions,

- additional top events in the event trees (or non-binary branches),

- changes in the probability of operator actions or failures that relate to the EOC,

- changes in the probability of operator actions or failures subsequent to the EOC.

The first case does not introduce new sequences into the event trees whereas the second may
define new scenario evolutions.

For both previously considered and new sequences, an important issue is dependence. Two
types of dependence are relevant. In the usual sense of dependence, the operator decisions
that lead to an EOC may also affect subsequent operator decisions later in the scenario. In
this way, the operators' cognitive state introduces a dependence between the EOC probability
and the probabilities of subsequent EOCs or EOOs.

A second type of dependence concerns the relationship between the EOC and the required
actions that are relevant at this point in the scenario. For example, CODA proposes to address
this form of dependence by addressing, in one process of analysis, the set of potential actions
(including the EOC) relevant in this context.

As a result, special attention has to be paid to event sequences with multiple human failure
events. This is the case already in the classical EOO analyses but has an added importance
when EOCs are considered because many potential EOCs are strongly based on the
judgements and decisions of the operators.
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4.1.3. Quantification

Four of the evaluated methods provide guidance for assessing EOC probabilities: ATHEANA,
CREAM, CAHR and CODA.

An important concept for the quantification of EOCs is the error-forcing context. An error-
forcing context (EFC) is a situation when the combination of PSFs and plant conditions create
an environment in which errors are more likely to occur (ATHEANA). This includes
situations in a scenario in which the likely or nominal behaviour of the operator leads to an
error. For instance, one of the distinctions between small LOCAs in which primary coolant is
released into the containment and steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs) in which the
primary coolant leaks into the secondary system is the secondary radiation alarm that occurs
in SGTRs. If this alarm is not available, the cues common to these two scenarios make it
likely that the operator will misdiagnose the SGTR for a small LOCA.

When error-forcing contexts are identified, the problem shifts from the quantification of the
operator misdiagnosis probability (which is now highly likely) to the quantification of the
probability of the EFC.

The probability of the EOC occurring can be generally expressed as:

P(EOC)=
P(action committed | nominal conditions) + P(EFC) • P(action committed | EFC)

The first component, P(action committed | nominal conditions), addresses EOCs due, for
instance, to a misdiagnosis of the plant state or to random execution slips.

The second component of P(EOC) relates to the scenario variants associated with an EFC.
The P(EFC) term is generally linked to the systems analysis whereas P(action committed |
EFC) is linked to the analysis of human behaviour. The term P(EFC) can be assessed by
engineering methods that are known from assessment in conventional PSA (e.g., probability
of instrumentation failure). Concerning the assessment of the term P(action committed | EFC),
it was found that the main problem of all methods is the data problem, i.e. to find the values
that fit into this part of the equation. The methods solved this problem in different ways:

* ATHEANA, in principle, focuses on the assessment of the term P(EFC) and usually
uses high values (~1) for the term P(action committed | EFC) based on expert
judgement.

* CREAM proposes a set of nominal error probabilities for each of the cognitive function
failure types and adjustments to account for the common performance conditions. The
proposed probabilities and multipliers are based on empirical generic values as well as
expert judgements compiled from the literature (the latter especially in the case of
interpretation and planning failures).

* CAHR does not have to decompose the P(EOC) in this way. The probability estimation
of CAHR depends on the database query that is defined, i.e. the query may isolate
context and action or it may connect these. These alternatives are possible because the
data on which the quantification is based represents the interrelations of the operator
actions and their respective contexts, i.e. P(action in context).

* CODA uses THERP-based failure probabilities with expert-judged modification factors.
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Table 6 summarises the several models and data bases identified that are proposed for
assessing the probability of an error of commission.

Table 6. Characterisations of the current developments

Method development

ATHEANA

(NRC1998)

Borssele-Method

(Julius et al. 1995)

CREAM

(Hollnagel 1998)

CAHR

(Strater1997, 1998)

CODA

(Reer1997, 1998)

Model

Combining EFC class probabilities with
conditional error probabilities.
Assumptions: negligible contribution of the
nominal condition (none of the considered
EFC classes); 1, 2 or 3 EFC classes are
sufficient; additional EFCs are negligible.

Basis of probabilistic data

HEP=1, if the EFC class is such that the
error is virtually certain to occur.

Frequentist training data if available.

Generic HEART task failure probability
modified by not more than one error
producing condition (EPC).

Quantification stops after calculating EPC probabilities.

CREAM/basic:

Links between control modes and task
failure probabilities.

CREAM/extended:

Combination of basic cognitive function
failure probabilities with adjustment factors
for common performance conditions
(CPCs).

Rasch model for calibrating an error
frequency index for a certain PSF
constellation.

Combination of a basic HEP with EFC
probabilities and conditional modification
factors.

HEP range for each control mode, based
on expert judgement.

Failure probabilities for each type of
cognitive function failure and CPC-specific
multipliers are based on sources from the
literature that are themselves mainly
based on expert judgements.

Index from plant experience; calibration
points from THERP data.

Basic HEP from THERP; expert-judged
modification factors.

ATHEANA and CODA have in common that they explicitly address the probabilistic
separation of sub-scenarios as contextual variants for a given scenario to be analysed. This
separation is guided by the concept of EFC. So they replace that current HRA practice of
average prediction (that rely on the assumption that the whole range of scenario variants is
covered by the respective HEP estimate) by context-specific prediction on an extended level
of detail. Note that the state-of-the-art in current HRA practice considers the context in the
quantification of HEPs, at least at a coarse level, e.g., by distinguishing LOCA scenarios in
which different systems are available.

The replacement of average HEP predictions by context-specific ones requires that the analyst
is able to identify the relevant EFCs for the scenario under consideration. This leads to the
problem of separating contexts with EFCs from nominal contexts. Here ATHEANA and
CODA have different positions. ATHEANA states that the nominal context occurs with a
(conditional) probability of ~1 and that the contribution from EOCs in this context is small
relative to that in contexts with EFCs (NRC 1998, Appendix D). Consequently, it focuses on
identifying additional elements to the context that would constitute EFCs. CODA is based on
the EARTH work where it is stated that operator practices under routine conditions may cause
errors under troubled conditions and that a hypothetical PSA event is always accompanied by
slight disturbances (e.g., minor departures from nominal flows) (Mosneron-Dupin et al. 1998,
pp. 258 to 259).
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To clarify the distinction between EFC and nominal conditions, more information concerning
the nominal conditions is needed. Which contextual elements are components of operator
training? In addition, evidence is needed to support ATHEANA's assumption that the
contribution from the nominal condition is small.

All methods have problems in assessing the conditional HEP for a given EFC. This problem
is of special concern if the EFC is weak, meaning it would be overly conservative to assign a
HEP of ~1 to it. Among all methods evaluated, CAHR offers an approach with the lowest
judgmental component in assessing conditional HEPs.

In contrast to ATHEANA and CODA (where contextual variants of a scenario are separated
discretely), CAHR separates contextual variants of a scenario continuously. For a given PSF
constellation implied by the scenario, the remaining unspecified (residual) factors are
modelled by two continuous variables denoted as task difficulty and operator skill. Each HEP
is expressed as a function of an error frequency index that expresses the difference between
task difficulty and operator skill. The index is defined as a relative error frequency and
obtained from a query to a data base of NPP events. In contrast to the classical approach in
frequentist HEP calculation, this frequency is modelled as a component of a sample with
incomplete information (Rasch model). Using the Rasch distribution function, adjustments for
dealing with such incompleteness can be made in order to estimate the HEP. The dispersion
parameter of the function was obtained by a calibration using the THERP data. A high
correlation between the data-based error frequency indices and the THERP HEPs was found.

Table 7 summarises the emerging methodologies in terms of the identification and
quantification problems discussed above.

Table 7. Treatment of the key EOC issues in the emerging methodologies.

Method development

ATHEANA

(NRC1998)

Borssele-Method

(Julius et al. 1995):
untitled method used
in the Borsseie PSA
as outlined in (OECD
NEA 1998, Appendix
F)

CREAM

(HollnageM998)

CAHR

(Strater1997, 1998)

CODA

(Reer1997, 1998)

Basic sequence for error
identification
(action = EOC)

Scenario - system failure -
action.

Global analysis
(diagnosis error):
Scenario - task - action -
system failure.

Local analysis (execution
error):

Scenario - system failure -
action.

Scenario - task - action.

Method is not yet
designed for predictive
error identification.

Action - system failure -
scenario.

Elements/concepts for the
identification of error-
forcing contexts (EFCs)

Mistake/slip dichotomy;
information processing
stages.

Mistake/slip dichotomy;
recovery factors;
misleading information;
short PSF list.

Common performance
conditions; control modes;
information processing
stages; error genotypes.

System ergonomics,
cognitive dissonance,
cognitive tendencies.

Activity-oriented
ergonomics; cognitive
tendencies.

Basis for the assessment
of human error
probabilities (HEPs)

Expert judgement
required; data from
operator training
sessions; HEART.

HEP quantification is not
addressed. Method is
designed for screening on
the basis of EFC
probabilities.

Expert judgement
proposed.

Calibration of plant
experience by THERP
data.

Modification of THERP
HEPs by expert
judgement proposed.
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4.2. Proposals for future developments

In light of the analysis approaches that have emerged until now, future developments are
needed in three main areas. In the area of identifying potential EOCs, it may be desirable to
combine the deductive search for EOCs as additional contributors to hardware failure events
(as is done in ATHEANA and the Borssele method) with a search centred on the range of
safety actions considered in procedures and training (as proposed in CODA). In combining
these search strategies, a key constraint is to maintain the required effort at an acceptable
level. In addition, more attention needs to be placed on analysing the cases where error-
forcing contexts (EFCs) are not present. In particular, the identification process should not
discount misdiagnosis and decision errors in the general case where these are not "forced" by
the context.

Development is also needed to address the quantification problem, the second main area.
Given an error-forcing context, a situation, for instance, in which actions suggested by
training are inappropriate, the decision error itself has a high probability. What remains is the
quantification of the probability of the context, which can be based on engineering evaluation
of the associated scenario.

On the other hand, for contexts that do not "force the error", quantifying the probability of the
decision error remains a problem. The CAHR methodology suggests a solution by basing the
probability on a relative error frequency (how often similar errors appear in a database of
events). The main challenge here is to relate this relative frequency to the error probability, a
calibration problem. The concept of treating the probability as a component of a sample with
incomplete information (the Rasch model) provides a calibration approach; nevertheless, this
procedure needs validation. Recently, the general shape of the calibration curve was proved
by analysing an additional 55 events from German PWRs (Strater & Reer, 1999). The work so
far has used data points from the THERP Handbook; future work needs to consider other
primary data sources, ideally statistics from more detailed event data.

The third and last area of development centres on dynamic operator-plant simulation. In the
longer term, dynamic, simulation-based PSA tools provide a potential means for managing the
range of new scenarios introduced when EOCs are comprehensively treated in the PSA scope.
A PSA methodology based on such tools, in which plant and operator response simulations
are dynamically combined to generate accident sequences, models more directly the
interdependence of these responses in accidents. In the meantime, dynamic methods can
support the analysis of EOCs within the classical PSA framework.

Whether for errors of omission or commission, the simulation of the integrated operator-plant
response in accident sequences should provide an improved characterisation of the human
performance context, in particular, of the plant indications, concurrent operator concerns and
actions, time constraints for decision-making and action as well as of the timing of the
operators' response. More importantly, modelling the evolution of the mental state of the
operators underlying their actions broadens the analysis of decision-making to consider not
only the available time and plant indications but also the alternative assessments and goals
that are plausible in the specific context.
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Appendix A: PSA perspective of the loss of feedwater incident at the Davis-Besse plant
1985

Summary of the Davis-Besse incident 1985

The NRC (1985) report was used as a source for analysing the Davis Besse incident. The 1985
Davis-Besse event may be summarised as follows, using the guidance of step 1 (compiling a
short story about occurrences and their context) of the CODA method (Reer 1997, 1998).

PWR NPP during power operation. Reactor trip and total loss of main feedwater (MFW) (#1)
at 1:40 (a.m.). The operators detect immediately the loss of feed of both steam generators
(SGs). They decide to initiate start-up of the auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) manually
(#2) before its pre-programmed automatic actuation to be expected after ~5 min. While
attempting this, an operator pushes a wrong pair of switches resulting in an isolation of both
SGs (#3) and subsequently in an over-speed trip of both AFWS pump turbines (1:41). At 1:42,
the shift attempts to recover the AFWS failure by control room actions, but the SG isolation
valves fail to re-open (#4). Shift opens the PZR spray valve (in order to delay the increase of
the reactor pressure), and starts re-establish the AFWS by local actions at the failed
equipment. About 7 min later (1:49), when recovery of AFWS failure is imminent, both SGs
are essentially dried out, procedure requires initiation of feed and bleed (F&B) cooling.
However, the shift supervisor decides to omit the initiation of F&B (#5), but to continue
recovery of AFWS failure. About 2 minutes later (1:51), the pilot-operated relief valve
(PORV) opens the third time and fails to close (#6). While being involved in the AFWS
recovery actions, the primary operator fails to recognise the PORV opening operation (#7).
After returning to his working place, he perceives the PORV actuation signal "CLOSED"
(front panel), but he fails to refer to the valve position signal "OPEN" (annunciated by an
acoustic monitor at the back panel). Thus he fails to detect the stuck open PORV (#8).
However, he closes the PORV block valve (#9) and the PZR spray valve as a precautionary
action (1:52). Fortunately, the PORV re-closes after this action. One minute later, the
operators succeed in AFWS failure recovery (1:53). At 1:54 an operator re-opens the PORV
block valve (#10) without knowing #6 and PORV re-closure.

All abnormal occurrences are underlined and numbered from #1 to #10. Each human related
abnormal occurrence (i.e. error) is highlighted by printing the omitted or committed action or
the knowledge deficiency in italics.

Errors of commission identified from the Davis Besse incident report

According to the CODA method, an EOC is defined on an observable level, namely as an
inappropriate action performed. The term inappropriate is defined on a PSA failure event
level: inappropriate refers to an adverse consequence in the sense of contributing to system
failure of PSA interest.

According to this terminology, four errors of commissions were identified. Their
inappropriate actions and adverse consequences are detailed below (Table A.I).

It should be noted that occurrences #2, #9, and #10 were not classified as errors in the NRC
(1985) incident report. However, as shown in the following PSA modelling section, they are
indeed contributors to system failures.
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Table A.I: Errors of commission during the Davis Besse Incident 1985.

Error of Commission

E0C1a. Start-up of the AFWS decided
(#2)

EOC1b. Isolation of both SGs (#3), given
#2

EOC2. Closure of the PORV block valve
(#9)

EOC3. Opening of the PORV block valve
(#10)

Adverse Consequence

Introduction of a chance of AFWS degradation

AFWS failure (over-speed trip of both AFWS pump
turbines)

Core damage, given

• that AFWS recovery actions fail and

• that the block valve remains closed (feed and bleed
failure)

LOCA, given that PORV fails to re-close

PSA modelling of the Davis Besse commission errors

Figure A.I presents the overall simplified event tree model. Three commission errors are
addressed in the simplified PSA model of the incident.

EOC1 - isolation of both SGs. Under this heading, EOCla (AFWS start-up decided)
and EOClb (isolation of both SGs, given EOCla) are summarised because they
are closely related and refer to the same system failure (AFWS fails to start)
occurred.

EOC2 - closure of PORV block valve.

EOC3 - opening of PORV block valve.

EOC1 (isolation of both SGs) is included in the AFW event introduced in Figure A.I and
detailed in Figure A.2. The event tree shows that the decision to start-up the AFWS (#2)
introduces an additional AFWS failure mode. In that system failure context, #2 is
inappropriate. However, in other system failure contexts (e.g., overcooling), #2 may be
appropriate because manual AFWS start-up reduces the risk of overcooling due to SG feeding
with cold water from the AFWS.

Four limbs are required to model the execution component of EOC1. Given no correct
execution, three cases may be distinguished.

1. Pure error of omission (EOO) or harmless error of commission. This case would not
result in an adverse consequence if the automated AFWS starting device is
available.

2. AFWS-degrading EOC. This case occurred (isolation of both SGs) and resulted in a
total failure of the AFWS. Manual backup actions were performed correctly in the
control room, but they did not succeed because of hardware problems.
Consequently, the SGs continued to dry out and the core continued to heat-up.

3. Further harmful EOC. In addition to the EOC1 occurred, other errors may lead to
the degradation of the AFWS or of other systems. The question mark indicated in
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Figure A.2 expresses that a more detailed analysis is required in order to diminish
this uncertainty.

EOC2 and EOC3 are included in the RECOVERY event introduced in Figure A.I and
detailed in Figure A.3.

EOC2 {closure of PORV block valve) degrades the depressurisation path (bleed) required for
the depressurisation and injection/make-up cooling mode (feed and bleed). EOC2 would
result in a core damage if both of the two system function below would fail.

1. Re-establishing of feedwater flow. If failure then feed and bleed required.

2. Subsequent opening PORV block valve. If failure then bleed degraded.

During the Davis Besse incident, feedwater flow was re-established about one minute after
EOC2. However, this was done locally by improvising recovery action that are usually not
credited in PSA.

Furthermore, the re-opening PORV block valve proved to be possible (system response to
EOC3 discussed below). However, such response is not certain. Valves can fail to re-open, see
#4.

EOC3 {opening of PORV block valve) occurred after re-establishing of feedwater flow when
feed and bleed was not required anymore. In this context, such action is inappropriate. The
action would lead to a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), given that the PORV do not re-close.
"Fortunately" (wording used in the NRC report), the PORV did re-close during the incident.
However, the PORV failed already in stuck open position at 1:51. Usually, PSA does not
address such kind success that occurs fortunately, i.e. no credit is given to re-closure of a
stuck-open safety valve.

Figure A.I: Simplified Overall Event Tree of the Davis-Besse Incident 1985.

LOSS OF MFW |AFW FEED+BLEED RECOVERY |Consequence

01:40 (a.m.) success ok

failure
01:41
degraded by EOC1

success ok

failure
01:49(EOO)
omission decided

success ok
01:54 (occurred)
in spite of EOC2+3

failure core damage or
LOCA

The events AFW and RECOVERY are specified by separate trees.
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Figure A.2: Event Tree of the context of the Davis-Besse EOCl (AFW degradation by SG
isolation).

Detailed modelling of the AFW event of the Overall Event Tree.

LOSS OF MFW
AFW START
Decision

AFW START
Execution

AFW START
Automatic device

AFW START
Manual back-up Consequence

01:40 (a.m.) yes

no

correct

pure EOO or
harmless EOC

AFW-degrading
01:41 (EOC1)
both SGs isolated

further harmful
EOC

success

failure

... ?

success

failure

success

failure
01:42 (hardware)
SG isolation valves
did not reopen

success

failure success

ok (optimal)

ok

ok

core heat-up

ok

core heat-up

failure

ok

ok

core heat-up
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Figure A3: Event Tree of the context of the Davis-Besse E0C2 (PORV block valve closed)
andEOC3 (TORV block valve openedj.

Detailed modelling of the RECOVERY event of the Overall Event Tree.

Core heat-
up,
PORV
opens,
re-closure
fails

RECOVERY

Block valve Feedwater flow Block valve PORV Feed + bleed
late

Consequenc
e

01:51 (a.m.) PORV block
valve
remains open

closed (action)
01:52 (EOC2)

re-established

(action)

fails

re-established
01:53 (action)

fails

closed (action) and

no reopening

PORV block valve remains open

PORV block valve remains open

closed (action) and no reopening
(bleed
degraded)

success

failure

PORV block valve remains closed

opened (action)
01:54 (EOC3)

PORV closed

("fortunately")*1

PORV remains open

opened (action) success

failure

PORV block valve remains closed
(bleed
degraded)

ok

LOCA

ok

core damage

core damage

ok

ok
(occurred)

LOCA

ok

core damage

core damage

1 The PORV re-closed after EOC2. Anyway, the operator's opening (at 01:54) is classified as an error because it was
performed without recognising the initial PORV re-closure problem.
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Appendix B: Davis-Besse event analysis using ATHEANA

A retrospective analysis of the case is also presented in the ATHEANA draft guidelines. This appendix shows how the search and quantification
steps were applied within this project.

Table B-l: Application of the search and quantification steps of ATHEANA to the Davis-Besse event.

ATHEANA Search
Step

#1 Select the overall
scope of the analysis

#2 Assemble and train
the multidisciplinary
team

#3 Collect background
information

#4 Establish Priorities
for Examining Different
Initiators and Event
Trees

EOC1a: Decision to
start AFWS

EOC1b: Slip isolation
ofSG

EOC2: Closure of
Block Valve

EOC3: Re-open of
Block Valve

Loss of main feedwater (MFW). Precursor of the post-Initiator of the Davis-Besse event. ATHEANA
does not consider pre-initiators or initiators.

• GRS-PSI HRA Group. Group consists of one psychologist, two engineers, all
considerable experience in HRA, cognitive science and system analysis.

• Amount of Work-effort about 1 week for understanding the event, 1 week for system
analysis, one week for applying ATHEANA (for this task 3 weeks within a 6 week project)

NUREG-Report 1624 about ATHEANA, NUREG-Report 1154 about Davis-Besse event.

This seems to be sufficient for this precursor analysis because:
• p7-5 of NUREG 1624 it is stated: "...the ATHEANA process requires and incorporates

operational experience, from both the overall nuclear power industry and the specific
plant. ... for the creative thought process involved in later search steps."

• p7-9 also underlines the importance of considering stuck open relief-valves

Characteristic that are decisive for the selection of the event-sequence are:
• Table 7.1: Relatively high frequency of event, short time to core damage.
• Table 7.2: Plant-specific operating experience, EOCs are purpose of analysis

Comment

If scope of any analysis are
DBAs, EOC3 would be dropped
out of the analysis.

Plant experience required for
establishing priorities or
templates.

Priorities by looking at operating
experience to identify plant-
specific vulnerabilities (p7-17).
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ATHEANA Search
Step

#5 Prioritise Plant/'
Functions/ Systems
Used to Define
Candidate Human
Failure Events

#6 Identify Candidate
HFEs

E0C1a: Decision to
start AFWS

EOC1b: Slip isolation
ofSG

EOC2: Closure of
Block Valve

EOC3: Re-open of
Block Valve

System functions (see p7-20: Table 7.4):

• Auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
• Pressure control: PORV demand if AFW fails or is initiated too late (then if PORV fails

LOCA possible)
• Feed and bleed

• Table 7.6: Catego-
ry 1, 10 or 11

• Table 7.7 Category
1

AFWS removed from
automatic control

• Table 7.6: Catego-
ry 1, 10 or 11

• Table 7.7 Category
1:

AFWS removed from
automatic control

• Table 7.6: Catego-
ry 8

• Table 7.7 Category
8EOC

• Table 7.6: Catego-
ry 8

• Table 7.7 Category
8EOC

only if AM, beyond DBA
considered in scope,
EOC2 has to be
considered in event
sequence for analysis
of system function of
PORV' Partially covered
by an EOO4 in PORV.

HFE is in but would be
considered as EOO not
the EOC element (e.g.
Biblis)

Comment

Table 7.6 and 7.7 not very
helpful, high amount of
interpretation possible, high
amount of background
knowledge necessary (i.e. if you
know the event, you know how
to classify human interactions
but difficulties in predicting them
in PSA).

p7-23: function needed or
undesired with respect to the
accident response
requirements of the specific
initiator sequence:

word undesired unclear here1

undesired was understood as "system running during the event and undesired system function not undesired human action.
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ATHEANA Search
Step

#6 => list of HFEs

#7 Identify Unsafe Acts

#7=> list of UAs

#8 Repeat Steps 6 and
7 for Support Systems

#9 Separate Search
Paths

E0C1a: Decision to
start AFWS

4>
E0C1 a: Start AFWS

manually

Table 7.8a: Category 1
and 2 or 7 "Operators
disable or fail
equipment

*
E0C1a: Decision to

start AFWS

mistake

Path A

EOC1b: Slip isolation
ofSG

*
EOC1b: Isolating SG

Table 7.8a: Category 1
and 2 or 7 "Operators
disable or fail
equipment

*
EOC1b: Isolating SG

slip

PathB

EOC2: Closure of
Block Valve

*
EOC2: Closure of Block

Valve

Table 7.8b: Category
10: Inappropriately
operated

*
EOC2: Closure of Block

Valve

mistake

Path A

EOC3: Re-open of
Block Valve

In the following
assumed that EOC3 is

within the scope of
ATHEANA analysis

*
EOC3: Re-open of

Block Valve

Table 7.8b: Category
10: Inappropriately
operated

*
EOC3: Re-open of

Block Valve

mistake

Path A

Comment

Table 7.8 not very helpful, high
amount of interpretation
possible
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ATHEANA Search
Step

Path A

#10A Identify Relevant
Rules

#11A Identify how
Unsafe Action Could
Occur using "Rules"

#12A Under what
conditions could the
operator believe that
the unsafe action is the
right thing to do?

#13a How could the
operator believe the
UA is the right thing to
do?

#14a Operators persist
in believing that the
unsafe action is the
right thing to do

EOC1a: Decision to
start AFWS

Training: Initiate
automatic actuations
manually to save time

Implementation criteria
met and rule
implemented

unusual plant
conditions

Indirect hint in
ATHEANA: lack of
"think ahead"

no corrections found

EOC1b: Slip isolation
ofSG

EOC2: Closure of
Block Valve

Qualification: Assure
success of SG refill

Training/System
knowledge: pressure
decrease due to spray
valve and SG feedwater
? Acoustic monitor
ignored due to
experience, dynamics
of event, different
location

Table 7.14: Alternatives
have negative
consequences

Implementation criteria
met and rule
implemented

unusual plant
conditions,

information problems

failures in monitoring,

failures in interpretation
of information

acoustic monitor
possible source for
correction

EOC3: Re-open of
Block Valve

Training and
Qualification: Make
unavailable Systems
available

? Acoustic monitor
ignored due to
experience, dynamics
of event, different
location

Table 7.14: Good
practice

Implementation criteria
met and rule
implemented

unusual plant
conditions,

information problems

failures in monitoring,

failures in interpretation
of information

acoustic monitor
possible source for
correction

Comment

"?" introduces unknown
elements of the analysis

Tables unsystematic but some
good and useful links were
found

No detailed Table available

More detailed information
already contained in step #1 OA
(#12A redundant?)

No detailed Table available

No detailed Table available
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ATHEANA Search
Step

PathB

#10B Identify if
slip/lapse is
recoverable

#11B Identify if
slip/lapse induce a
mistake

#12B Identify the
psychological causes
of slips/lapses

#13B Identify the
contextual factors that
can cause slips/lapses

EOC1a: Decision to
start AFWS

EOC1b: Slip isolation
ofSG

Action recoverable, on
p7-55 it is states that it
should be considered
that plant hardware is
irreparably damaged: A
good system-analyst
may consider an
demanded system as
stuck for future
demands in the event

In the following
assumed that slip is

not recoverable

no induced mistake
found

Undertime pressure
humans may use to
most upper controls
because importance in
assigned to them.
Bottom has the letters
"PRESS" on it.

(see CAHR analysis)

Mainly ergonomic
design of the interface

EOC2: Closure of
Block Valve

EOC3: Re-open of
Block Valve

Comment

Operators tried to do that but
additional hardware-failure, not
especially included in
ATHEANA

hardware-failure should be
taken into account in analysis of
EOCs or EOCs should be
searched without depending on
hardware-failures

NUREG 1624 does not give a
concise meaning of what this
should mean

Table 7.18 provided but THERP
may be considered as more
helpful to find badly designed
interfaces

Table 7.18 provided but THERP
may be considered as more
helpful to find badly designed
interfaces
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ATHEANA Search
Step

Quantification of
HFEs

ATHEANA: INTENT

E0C1a: Decision to
start AFWS

P= 4.93E-02

EF=4

EOC1b: Slip isolation
ofSG

P= 4.45E-02

EF=8

EOC2: Closure of
Block Valve

P= 6.36E-03

EF=6

EOC3: Re-open of
Block Valve

P= 6.36E-03

EF=6

Comment

The quantification of these EOCs using INTENT is shown on the following pages.
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Assessment of EOCIa with INTENT

Item Description

I I Competing goal states leads to
a wrong conclusion.

HEPUB

1.70E-01

HEPLB

S.90E-03

EF

B-7

Result: HEP
4.93E-02

EF

PSF

HMI (Human-Machine Interface)
Stress

Skill/Rule/Knowledge

Experience

Safety Culture

Training

Motivation
Workload
Supervision
Communication
Procedures

Surnme
inter Rater Korrelation

Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3

Anteil fur Inverse der
Normalverteilunct

inverse der NormalyerteMurig

Lower Bound
Upper Bound
Error-Faktor

HEP(INTENT)

Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 PSF Rating ges PSF Gewicht
(von1=schlecht (in INTENT

bis5=gut) festgelegt)
5 | 2 I 3 I 3.33 i 11
2 I 2 ! 5. i 3.00 ; 10
2 ' i 2 1 3 i 2.33 ! 11

1 1

1 j
5 1
5 7
5 1
3 i

1 :
i !
"1 !
1 ;
2 " \

5
3
3
3
5

0.0786
-0.32748 0.2574

1.33

2.33

1.67

2.33
3 00
3.66
3^00

10

6

11""

.8

io"'

nach Formel aus INTENT

gemaB Formel aus INTENT

in INTENT festgelegt auf
in INTENT festgelegt auf
in INTENT festgelegt auf

nach Formel aus INTENT

Rating
X

Gewicht
36.67
30.00
25^67

13.33

14.00

18.67
30.66
24.00
21.66

258.33

Begrundung/kommentar fur Rating der PSF

I No problems with interface
No high Stress in this early stage
Operator familiar with overriding automatic
[System
^Operator familiar with overriding automatic
, system
[Operator familiar with overriding automatic

Jsystem
i Operator familiar with overriding automatic
[system
[High to overcome automatic
i Low, no other things to do
iGood, Shift-Supervisor was asked
I Good, Shift-Supervisor was asked
iNo affect on this interaction, but no violation

2.64E-01

8.90E-03
1.70E-01

4
HEP

4.93E-02
EF
4
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Assessment ofEOCIb with INTENT

Item Description

10 Right diagnosis-wrong
response. Capture sequence

based on response set.

HEPUB

2.20E-01

HEPLB

3.90E-03

EF Result: HEP EF
4.45E-02 8

PSF Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 PSF Rating ges PSF Gewlcht Rating
(von1=schlecht (in INTENT X

bis 5-flut) festqelegt) Gewicht

Begrundung/Kommentar fur Rating der PSF

HMI (Human-Machine Interface)
Stress
Skill/Rule/Knowledge

Experience

Safety Culture

Training

Motivation
Workload
Supervision

Communication
Procedures

1
2
1

1

1

1

1
3
3

5
3

1
2
2

2

2

2

3
2

3

3
3

1
2
5

4

2

4

5
2
3

3
3

1.00
2.00
2.67

2.33

1.67

2.33

3.00
2.33
3.00

3.67
3.00

6
12

11

10

9

11
9
10
9

6
8

6.00
24.00
29.33

23.33

15.00

25.67

27.00
23.33
27.00

22.00
24.00

Interface badly desiqned
No hiqh Stress in this early staqe
Operator familiar with overriding automatic
svstem
Operator familiar with overriding automatic
svstem
Operator familiar with overriding automatic
svstem
Operator familiar with overriding automatic
svstem
Hiqh to overcome automatic
Low, no other things to do
Shift-Supervisor relied on Operator, but is usually
assumed as recovery
Good, Shift-Supervisor was asked
No affect on this interaction, but no violation

Summe
Inter Rater Korrelatlon

Anteil fur Inverse der
Normalverteilunq

246.67

Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3

0.5763
-0.22928 0.44325

nach Formel aus INTENT 6.33E-01

Inverse der Normalverteilunq gemaB Formel aus INTENT 3.41 E-01

Lower Bound
Upper Bound
Error-Faktor

HEP (INTENT)

in INTENT festgelegt auf
In INTENT festgelegt auf
in INTENT festgelegt auf

nach Formel aus INTENT

3.90E-03
2.20E-01

HEP
4.45E-02

EF
8
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Assessment of E0C2 and E0C3 with INTENT

Item Description

13 Correct actions taken during
the wrong plant evolution.

HBPUB

3.20E-02

HEPLB

I.OUE-03

EF Result: HEP
6.36E-03

EF
6

PSF Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 PSF Rating ges PSF Gewicht Rating
(von 1=schlecht (in INTENT X

bis 5=qut) festqeleqt) Gewicht

Begriindung/Kommentar fur Rating der PSF

HMI (Human-Machine Interface)
Stress
Skill/Rule/Knowledge
Experience
Safety Culture

Training
Motivation
Workload
Supervision
Communication
Procedures

3
5
3
4
5

4
5
5
4
5
4

2
1
1
2
2

1
1
1
2
3
1

2
1
3
2
4

2
4
2
4
3
3

2.33
2.33
2.33
2.67
3.67

2.33
3.33
2.67
3.33
3.67
2.67

8
10
10
10
7

11
7
9
9
11
8

18.67
23.33
23.33
26.67
25.67

25.67
23.33
24.00
30.00
40.33
21.33

Interface without effect on this action
High stress in this staqe
Operator not very familiar with action
Operator not very familiar with action
Operator should not investigate on his own here

Operator familiar with action
Hiqh to find out the causes
Hiqh
Bad, no supervision at this staqe
Bad, no communication at this staqe
Procedures not considered

Summe 282.33
Inter Rater Korrelation

Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3

0.06727
0.10313 0.23586

Anteil fur Inverse der
Normalverteilunq

nach Formel aus INTENT 5.44E-01

Inverse der Normalverteilung gemaB Formel aus INTENT 1.11E-01

Lower Bound
Upper Bound
Error-Faktor

HEP (INTENT)

in INTENT festgelegt auf
in INTENT festgelegt auf
in INTENT festgelegt auf

nach Formel aus INTENT

1.00E-03
3.20E-02

6
HEP

6.36E-03
EF
6
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Appendix C: Davis-Besse event analysis using the Borssele-Method

The information on the Borssele-Method is taken from Julius et al (1995) and OECD
NEA(1998).

Distinguishing between a global and a local error of commission

The Borssele-Method distinguishes between a global EOC (misdiagnosis of accident) and a
local EOC (error in implementation of the response ).

No global EOC in the sense of confusing the accident type occurred during the Davis-Besse
incident. One diagnosis-related error in the sense of deciding to omit feed and bleed cooling
happened at 1:49. But rather than resulting in an EOC, this error resulted in the omission1 of a
required action (feed and bleed). Omissions of required actions are already included in a PSA
according to the current state of the art.

In a wide sense, EOC3 {opening of PORV block valve) can be attributed to a global
misdiagnosis. The failure to recognise a 'latent' LOCA (i.e. PORV in stuck-open position)
appears as the main cause for EOC3. However, there is no perfect correlation between the
failure to recognise the stuck-open PORV and EOC3. For instance, at the German Biblis-A
plant, the operators recognised that the first of the two primary isolation valves had failed in
stuck-open position. Although they opened a LOCA-causing test pipe and anticipated
(unfortunately in vain) that the stuck-open primary isolation valve will close via re-flux.
Anyway, such kind of violation behaviour is not stressed in the Borssele-Method. Instead, the
method focuses on errors in system state identification. Thus EOC3 will be analysed here
under the heading of global EOC'.

EOC1 (both SGs isolated) and EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve) are analysed under the
heading of local EOC. They relate to the response to a diagnosed total loss of feedwater event.

Table C.I summarises the assignments of the analysed errors (EOC1, EOC2, EOC3) to the
global vs. local EOC distinction made in the method.

Table C.I: The use of the global vs. local EOC distinction in the Davis-Besse event analysis.

Error type
Global EOC
Local EOC

Davis-Besse error observed
EOC3 (opening of PORV block valve)
EOC1 (both SGs isolated)
EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve)

Task context
Diagnosis of a LOCA (PORV stuck-open)
Post-diagnosis response to a total
loss of feedwater event

Global EOC analysis

In the Borssele-Method, the global EOC analysis is structured as follows:

Phase 1: initial screening

Phase 2: identification of the opportunities for global misdiagnosis

1 The "Borssele" EOC method does address global EOCs that result in the omission of a required action (e.g.,
cooldown after LOCA). See also (OECD NEA 1998, App. F, page 239).
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Phase 3: screening

- Screening on the basis of insignificant consequences

- Screening on the basis of the potential for recovery

- Screening on likelihood

- Assessment of likelihood

The left column of Table C.2 lists the single steps to be conducted. In the right column the
Davis-Besse event analysis and general comments are presented. As outlined in
Distinguishing between a global and a local error of commission section, the failure to
diagnose the LOCA at 1:51 a.m. is addressed here as the underlying error of the inappropriate
opening ofPORV block valve (EOC3) at 1:54.

Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's global
EOC HRA method.

Borssele-Method's
global EOC analysis
step

Analysis and review result

Phase 1: initial
screening
1. Screen the initiating
events of the PSA based
on their frequency. Any
initiating event having a
frequency of 1O'x/a or
smaller is screened out,
where x is exponent of the
rounded-up core damage
frequency minus two...

Davis-Besse event analysis for EQC3 (opening of PORV block valve =
LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
Using extreme pessimistic estimates, the frequency of the EOC3 scenario
(S) is:
F(S) = F(LMFW) x p(AFW) x p(F&B) x p(PORV)
= .1/ax.O1 x .5x .3 = 1.5x10"4/a
where:
F(MFW) = .1/a = loss of main feedwater frequency,
p(AFW) = .01 = auxiliary feedwater failure probability,
p(F&B) = .5 = feed & bleed failure probability (non-informative estimate
dominated by the operator decision),
p(PORV) = .3 = PORV re-closure failure probability (based on the statistics
during the incident: two re-closures succeeded, one re-closure failed).
Given a CDF of 1.0E-5/a, the scenario would be screened out because:
10"(5"2)/a = 10"3/a>1.5x10"4/a
Final result: EOC3 is screened out in the Davis-Besse scenario*2.
General discussion
The step needs to be clarified regarding multiple event scenarios, e.g.,
loss of feedwater and LOCA subsequently. Such subsequent events have
a low frequency. But it is evidence, as shown by many incident (e.g., TMI
1979), that they are EOC-likely.

2 In similar scenarios, where the PORV opens before AWS signal, EOC3 would retain.
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Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's global
EOC HRA method (com.)

Borssele-Method's
global EOC analysis
step

Analysis and review result

Phase 2: identification
of the opportunities for
global misdiagnosis
2. Develop a procedure
response matrix (PRM) for
all initiating events, or
initiator groups that
produce significantly
different plant responses.
This is a table of the
respected trends of the
plant parameters and/or
indicators identified in the
E-0 procedure (e.g.,
primary pressure) for each
of the initiator groups.
Considerations needs to
be given to subdividing an
initiating event group for
cases where the initiating
event is caused by an
instrumentation failure
(e.g., which may provide a
false signal to the
operators).

Then for each of these
major groups, review the
decision point in the
procedural path.
For each decision point
that relates to entering a
new path in the procedure
(e.g., entering E-1, E-2,
E-3A, E-3B, etc.), identify
the possible incorrect
decisions resulting from
either misinterpretation or
failure of the plant to
provide the correct
information, or missing the
decision step altogether.

(b)

(c)

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C3 (opening of PORV block valve =
LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
Initiating event: loss of primary coolant through an open PORV.
Decision point: check of PORV position.
The EOC3-related fraction of the PRM may look as presented below. It re-
presents the situation at 1:51 a.m. where PZR pressure behaviour was
matching LOCA conditions. This was not a clear LOCA indication because
neither the PZR level was low nor the containment pressure was high.
However, the PORV position was a clear LOCA indication.
Opening of PORV block valve is one incorrect decision (among others, of
course) resulting from either (a) misinterpretation or (b) failure of the plant
to provide the correct information, or (c) missing the decision step
altogether. Each of those reasons applies for EOC3:
(a) The operators concluded from the indirect (pressure-dependent)

PORV closure signal that the PORV is closed indeed. They attributed
the alarm, actuated by the open PORV position, to other system
responses.
The indirect PORV closure signal does not provide correct information
about the real PORV position.
The operators omitted to refer to another panel where the PORV
position is indicated directly.

Overall, the occurred LOCA diagnosis failure would have been identified
by the method. Unambiguous assignments to the reasons, (a) to (c), could
not be made.
Final result: The EOC3-underlying misdiagnosis is identifiable by the
method.
General discussion
For a given abnormal event group, the Borssele-Method step 2 attempts to
identify incorrect decisions by an inductive approach, i.e. "bottom-up" -
from the event-required tasks up to the errors. The basic post-scram
diagnosis procedure (denoted as "E-0") is used as a reference response
and decomposed into tasks regarding the identification of those system
states that appear as decision points. A wrong decision at such a point is
modelled as the consequence of failure in identifying the system state.
Usually, diagnosis tasks are not addressed by decomposition in HRA.
Instead, they are modelled as one entity and quantified via a TRC. In the
beginning of a abnormal event, operator and plant behaviour is highly
dynamic. It is uncertain whether it can be modelled by discrete decision
points. However, in an inductive approach, these points are needed for
EOC identification and specification. In view of the variety of
- significant-different-response-producing groups of abnormal events per

PSA,
- procedure decision points per group, and
- incorrect decisions per point
the inductive approach of the Borssele-Method implies an enormous
effort.
The method puts too much stress on procedure rules and too little stress
on system process rules known by the operators. So it neglects the
fact that a real event is never equal an event considered by a procedure
writer. This may lead to non-consideration of obvious rules,
like if PORV closed then PORV block valve can be opened,
and the related errors (e.g., stuck-open PORV not recognised).
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Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's global
EOC HRA method (cont.)

"E-O" step

Initiating event:

Simplified PRM example

loss of primary coolant through an

PORV

open PORV

Goto

Check PORV state open LOCA procedure

Borssele-Method's
global EOC analysis
step

Analysis and review result

Phase 3: screening
... Step 3 collects the
information that will be
useful in the later stage of
the procedure. Step 4
addresses screening on
consequences, Steps 5-7
address long-term
recovery (i.e., a result of
procedurally guide re-
diagnosis, and Steps 8-10
address screening on
likelihood...
3. identify the critical
indicators and alarms
corresponding to the
entries in the PRM
developed in Step 2
above. Also, for each
alarm and indicator
identify:
- indicator/alarm

location (s)
- redundancy level
- whether these are

diverse indicators or
alarms (e.g., alter-
native methods of veri-
fying the status of criti-
cal parameter).

It is convenient to
summarise this
information in the form of
a plant information matrix
(PIM)...

General discussion
The proposed sequence of steps leads to an unnecessarily high amount of
work. Sophisticated collection of information (step 3) would be conducted
even for those incorrect decisions that will be screened out on the basis of
insignificant consequence (step 4) later on.

Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC3 (opening of PORV block valve =
LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
Indicator: Direct PORV position indication.
Display: Acoustic monitor.
Display location: Back panel.
Redundancy: No.
Diversity: Unknown, maybe PORV temperature indication.
Besides, the indirect PORV position signal display was located at the front
panel. The occurred closure signal of it means that the PORV should
close. This information (PORV closed) provided by this display was
misleading because the PORV did not respond correctly to the closure
signal. It seems such decisive information would remain uncovered by the
information collection guidance of the Borssele-Method.
Final result: Significant EOC3 regarding misleading information aspects
are not covered by the method guidance for information collection.
General discussion
In general, information collection is a useful step for preparing the further
EOC analysis.
The implementation details presented by the Borssele-Method under-
stress reliable (i.e. correctly displayed) but misleading indications
(e.g., indirect PORV closure signal). Regarding redundant indications,
HRA must address both their error-correcting effect and their misleading
effect.
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Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's global
EOC HRA method (cont.)

Borssele-Method's
global EOC analysis
step

Analysis and review result

Screening on the basis of
insignificant
consequences
4. For each potential
error, review the
incorrectly applied
procedure and identify
whether there exists the
potential for failing, not
performing, or otherwise
making unavailable, those
functions required to bring
the plant to a stable state.
For those errors, for which
this cannot be excluded
unequivocally, proceed to
steps 5-7.

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C3 (opening of PQRV block valve =
LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
The following interpretation of the method are assumed:
Error: LOCA diagnosis failure.
Incorrectly applied procedure: Opening of PORV block valve.
The Davis-Besse-specific consequence (opening of PORV block valve ) of
the error is extremely difficult to identify by any method. An open PORV
block valve is the default system state. The closure of it was the result of
another error (EOC2). It is unlikely that a procedure exist for that case.
Final result: No screening out of EOC3.
General discussion
Some details on the Borssele-Method step 4 need to be clarified.
The term error is undefined. Does this term refer to an incorrect decision
identified under step 2?
The step implies an enormous effort unless potential of failing remains
unspecified. Without such specification, the analyst has to identify adverse
combinations between the diagnosis error and a follow-up error in the
incorrectly applied procedure.
The boundaries to the EOO analysis are unclear. Usually, error results like
'not performing' are already addressed by the HRA made for required
actions.
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Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's global
EOC HRA method (cont.)

Borssele-Method's
global EOC analysis
step

Analysis and review result

Screening on the basis
of potential for recovery
5. For each global
misdiagnosis opportunity,
review the procedure
entered as a result of the
misdiagnosis to identify
re-diagnosis opportunities
based on procedural
directions. If there are
such opportunities, the
case can be screened
from further analysis, if
the conditions in steps 6
and 7 below are not met.

Davis-Besse event analysis for EQC3 (opening of PORV block valve =
LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
The following interpretation of the methods are assumed:
Error: LOCA diagnosis failure.
Incorrectly applied procedure: Opening of PORV block valve.
The major EOC3 consequences are:
• PZR pressure decreases (if feedwater is available).
• PZR level increases in the long-term. At the Davis-Besse incident it
remained stable (for short-term) due to some cooling down from PZR
spraying.
The former one implies an opportunity for re-diagnosis. The corrective
action would be: closure of PORV block valve.
The latter one appears as misleading. This symptom matches an RCS
overfilling event and thus could lead to further inappropriate actions like
inhibition of safety injection.
Final result: EOC3 correction by re-diagnosis is possible.
General discussion
Step 5 under-stresses the information collection regarding misleading
system states that imply the opportunity for confirming the misdiagnosis or
taking additional inappropriate action.
The conditional exclusion (if the conditions in steps 6 and 7 below are not
met) of a given misdiagnosis is meaningless because there is always
some chance of meeting the condition in step 6 or 7. This matches the
HRA result of the Borssele-Method (OECD 1998). Only one misdiagnosis
was screened out on the basis of recovery.
Furthermore, the method does not account for hardware problems as
failure causes of re-diagnosis.

6. If the scenario involve
additional hardware failure
over and above the
initiating events, (e.g.,
failure of AFW), identify
the impact on the
operator's ability to make
a re-diagnosis. This can
be done by considering
the impact of this in terms
of changes in the value of
the critical parameters in
the PRM matrix that are
used to make a re-
diagnosis. If recovery
cannot be guaranteed,
proceed to frequency
screening.

Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC3 (opening of PORV block valve =
LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
This step is not applicable due to the unclear description.
Final result: Unclear.
General discussion
Each scenario implies the potential for hardware failure meaning step 6
would require the identification of relevant sub-scenarios.
Besides, why should operator's ability to make a re-diagnosis only be
addressed in a scenario that involves additional hardware failure?
In PSA, recovery can never be guaranteed. Thus proceeding with
frequency screening is certain.
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Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's global
EOC HRA method (cont.)

Borssele-Method's
global EOC analysis
step3

Analysis and review result

7. Assess the potential for
mindset leading to failure
of the recovery action.
This may, for example, be
a function of training bias,
or of a commonality of
cues. For example, if the
information used that
resulted in the
misdiagnosis in the first
place is different from that
which would be used to
provide the opportunity for
re-diagnosis, i.e., if
common cues are used
for the initial diagnosis
and the re-diagnosis, do
not claim recovery. If
recovery cannot be
guaranteed, proceed to
frequency screening.

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C3 (opening of PORV block valve =
LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
A variety of conditions may produce mindset leading to failure. All of them
cannot be detailed here. One is outlined under step 5: diagnosis of an
RCS over-fill event due to fixation on the increasing PZR level (long-term
response if the PORV remains open) may be one appearance of mindset.
Therefore, recovery cannot be guaranteed. Besides, there is a chance of
hardware failure in re-closing the PORV block valve even if the correct re-
diagnosis occurs.
Final result: No screening out, EOC3 is retained.
General discussion
Recovery action is introduced as a new term. Is it equal to re-diagnosis?
In view of the importance of mindset leading to failure, more guidance
should be given for the conduction of step 7.
The presented rule, recovery cannot be guaranteed, for retaining an error
is trivial. From a probabilistic perspective of human performance, nothing
can be guaranteed.

3 Basis for the steps 7, 8, 9 and 10 are the procedure response matrix (PRM) and the plant information matrix
(PIM). In the steps, the qualitative information in these matrices is elaborated / weighted quantitatively in order
to find important contributions.
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Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's global
EOC HRA method (cont.)

Borssele-Method's global EOC
analysis step

Analysis and review result

Screening on likelihood
consider different possible

mechanisms that can be postulated that
could lead to a symptom being perceived
as different from what it should be:
(a) instrumentation failure, or

unavailability of an indication due to
equipment failure, or loss of support
system,

(b) plant behaviour may be modified by
other equipment states (e.g., steam
line break inside containment may
look like a small LOCA)

(c) the step in the procedure that
completes the diagnosis may be
missed, bypassed, or misinterpreted.

For (a) follow step 8 below, for (b) follow
step 9 below; for (c) follow step 10
below.

8. Postulate the appropriate failure mode
of the instrumentation for the appropriate
critical parameter for each case...
Determine
- ... if it is likely that the instrumentation

would fail...
- ... the possibility of the operators

recognising instrumentation failure,
using information on redundancy of
instrumentation, standard practice for
checking alternate indications,
procedural backup etc.

Retain only those possibilities for which
there is no obvious immediate backup to
aid recovery from the incorrect
information.

General discussion
The (a)/(b) separation is a good attempt in approaching
error-forcing contexts (EFCs) in a systematic manner.
Especially, plant behaviour (b) is useful for covering high-
probability EFCs, e.g., reliable but misleading indications
(see steps 3 and 5).
In principle, item (c) repeats the reasons for making an
incorrect decision outlined under step 2: misinterpretation
or failure of the plant to provide the correct information, or
missing the decision step altogether. So (c) is the error that
may result from (a) or (b), i.e. there is no need for using (c)
separately.
It is an unusual approach to address the initial error in
detail (steps 8 to 10) after detailed addressing error
corrections (steps 5 to 6). In order to identify common error
modes, it would be better to address the initial error first.
The use of (a)/(b)/(c) separation is unclear. The items are
not exclusive. Each item is possible. Therefore, steps 8 to
9 need to be followed in any case.
The used heading (mechanisms) is misleading: (a) and (b)
are no mechanisms; they are conditions.
Too much emphasis is given to single items of information.
No distinctions is made between a decision based single
information and a decision based on multiple information.
Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC3 (opening of PORV
block valve = LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
The PORV position was correctly displayed at the back
panel (see step 3).
Final result: Step 8 is not relevant.
General discussion
Undefined term: case. Is a case defined as an incorrect
decision?
The decisive criterion, no obvious immediate backup, is
undefined. Human-centred modelling (EARTH) is required
in order to identify what is obvious from the operator's
perspective.
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Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's global
EOC HRA method (cont.)

Borssele-Method's global EOC
analysis step

Analysis and review result

9. Identify potential equipment failures
that can produce misleading indications
by using the following:
- identify the status of the equipment

as it should be in response to the
initiating event, e.g., PORVs remain
closed, safety injection (SI) pumps
should not start, etc.;

- identify failures that result in violating
these conditions and effect the key
symptom(s) for decision-making in
such as way as to lead to incorrect
decision;

- identify other symptoms or indications
that are triggered by the additional
faults and that can lead to an
opportunity to correct this
misinterpretation.

Retain those failures that can lead to
misinterpretation, allow no immediate
potential for recovery and which have a
non-negligible probability of failure.

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C3 (opening of PORV
block valve = LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
Misleading indications:
- Indirect PORV closure signal (front panel, see step 3);
- Stable-remaining PZR level (see step 5).
But both are not related to equipment failures. Note, that
the stuck-open PORV is component of the initiating
abnormal event (see PRM under step 2).
Misinterpretation: PORV closed perceived.
Corrective symptoms/indications: Acoustic monitor for
direct PORV position (open) indication.
Immediate potential for recovery: Yes. The acoustic
monitor provides direct information of PORV position.
Negligible misinterpretation probability: No.
Final result: Misinterpretation (PORV closed perceived),
as a one contribution to EOC3 resulting from the indirect
PORV closure signal, would be screened out by the
method, because of the immediate potential for recovery.
General discussion
In the final sentence (Retain...), failures are introduced as a
new subject in addition to incorrect decisions. This means
that each incorrect decisions is modelled as a result from
several failures where each failure corresponds to a
misleading indication. This should be better highlighted:
screening out of a misleading indication does not
necessarily imply screening out of the incorrect decision.
Besides, failure is the wrong term according to the plant
behaviour item (b) presented above: a steam line break
inside containment may look like a small LOCA even if no
additional failures occur.
Perceptual units are not referred to. For instance, how to
model two related misleading indications, if second one
confirms the first one?
Allowance of immediate potential for recovery is an
unrealistic optimistic rule for screening out the impact of a
misleading indication. Important EOC causes (e.g., Crystal
River 1991; Davis-Besse 1985; TM11979) would be out of
consideration for the judgement under step 11.
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Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method''s global
EOC HRA method (cont.)

Borssele-Method's global EOC
analysis step

Analysis and review result

10. Assess the possibility of the operator
not noticing, or misinterpreting the
discriminating information available from
the alarms and indicators. To do this list
whether the following conditions exist for
each initiator:
- work overload (...);
- perception of time urgency...;
- information supplied by an instrument

that is known to be unreliable...;
- any negative human factors... ;
- procedural instruction...;
- training...
...A 'high' rating on any of the first four
factors or a high negative rating on either
of the last two is translated into a 'high
likelihood' of ignoring confirming
information. Two or more 'moderate'
ratings will also translated into a 'high
likelihood', and other combinations are
screened out as 'low likelihood'.
For each alarm or indicator assessed
having a high likelihood of being not
noticed by the operator, use the PIM to
identify a recovery possibility...

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C3 (opening of PORV
block valve = LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
Indicator/alarm: Acoustic monitor provides direct indication
of stuck-open PORV position.
Work overload: High. Operator is involved in another
activity regarding recovery of AFW failure.
Perception of time urgency: High. SGs are boiling out. The
core is heating up. Feedwater is urgently needed.
Information supplied by an instrument that is known to be
unreliable: It is unknown whether the acoustic monitor
tends to spurious PORV-stuck-open annunciation.
Negative human factors: Yes. Monitor is located at the
back panel. Indication from the front panel is misleading
(see step 9).
Procedural instruction: It is unknown whether the procedure
request to refer to acoustic monitor at the back panel.
Training: Unknown.
=> High likelihood of not noticing the stuck-open PORV.
Recovery possibility: Yes. See step 5 and 7.
Final result: High likelihood of not noticing the stuck-open
PORV without accounting recovery. Treatment of recovery
is unclear.
• No screening-out, if recovery is treated in the sense of

step 7 (error retained if recovery cannot be guaranteed).
• Screening out, if recovery is treated in the sense of step

9 (error retained if no immediate potential for recovery).
=> No screening out selected here.

General discussion
The subject is undefined or unclear. Is initiator the group of
initiating events? If yes, the latter four conditions cannot be
addressed unambiguously. They have to be addressed for
each incorrect decision.
The meaning of confirming information (wording used in
Julius et al. 1995) is unclear. If the incorrect decision is the
subject of confirmation, then a 'high likelihood' of ignoring
confirming information would result in a low HEP. The
revised wording, confusing information, used in OECD
(1998, section 7.1) is misleading, too.
The screening-out rule may be too optimistic. For instance,
a moderate rating of information supplied by an instrument
that is known to be unreliable is known as a decisive error-
likely condition that may be under-represented by a low
error likelihood.
The use of identifying a recovery possibility is unclear.
Recovery is already addressed by steps 5 to 7. Why here
again?
Furthermore, the step does say how to proceed if a
recovery possibility has been identified. Should the
incorrect decision be screened out?
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Table C.2: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's global
EOC HRA method (cont.)

Borssele-Method's
global EOC analysis
step

Analysis and review result

Assessment of likelihood
If an error cannot be
screened out, it will be
necessary to assess its
likelihood.
11. Consider the
combined likelihood of the
initiator and any of the
conditions in steps 8, 9
and 10, and reassess the
likelihood. Again, if the
combined likelihood is
less than 1O'x/a, the error
may be screened out.

General discussion
In fact, step 11 assesses the likelihood of the error-likely conditions.

Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC3 (opening of PORV block valve =
LOCA not diagnosed at 1:51 a.m.)
EOC3 would be already screened in step 1. Here, step 11 is conducted
under the assumption that this EOC would be retained after step 1.
Thus the combined frequency of the scenario (S), where EOC3 is
possible, and the condition (C), under which EOC3 has a high likelihood is:
F(SC) = F(S) x p(C) = 1.5x10"4/a x 1 = 1.5 x 10"4/a
where:
F(S) = EOC3 scenario frequency (calculated under step 1),
p(C) = p(Cio) = 1 = step 10 condition likelihood (the scenario definition
itself implies the error-likely condition).
Final result: Given that the EOC3 would be retained after the conduction
of step 1, it must be retained after step 11 as well. However, EOC3 would
be screened-out due to step 1.
General discussion
Similar to ATHEANA, step 11 of the Borssele-Method addresses rather
error-likely conditions (i.e. C8/C9/C10 according to steps 8/9/10) than
HEPs. Therefore, the validity of the results is based on the assumption
that the residual HEP is negligible, if none of the considered conditions is
present. This raises the question of completeness of the considered
conditions.

Local EOC analysis

The local EOC analysis addresses errors in response implementation. Three phases are
distinguished:

1. Identification of the opportunities for and cause of inappropriate acts.

2. Assessment of the potential for recovery from, or the likelihood of, local misdiagnosis.

3. Assessment of the potential for recovery from, or the likelihood of, slip (unintentional
commission) errors.

The left column of Table C.3 lists the single steps to be conducted. In the right column the
Davis-Besse incident analysis and general comments are presented.
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Table C.3: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's local
EOC HRA method.

Borssele-Method's local
EOC analysis step

Analysis and review result

Phase 1. Identification of
the opportunities for and
causes of inappropriate
acts
1.1. For each initiating
event group, list the
functions appearing in the
event tree and identify the
sets of success paths.

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C1 (both SGs isolated) and E0C2
(closure of PORV block valve)
Initiating event group: Loss of main feedwater (MFW).
Event tree functions (see app. A):
• Auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
• Feed and bleed (F&B)
• Recovery
Set of success paths:
1. AFW success
2. AFW failure and F&B success
3. AFW failure and F&B failure and recovery success
Final result: The success paths that are affected by E0C1 and EOC2 are
have identifiable by the method.
General discussion
Step 1.1 appears to be a systematic starting point for complete error
identification. Focusing on the event tree success paths implies some
quantitative screening since the success paths represent relative like
scenarios.
However, transition to another accident type seems to be covered
inadequately.

1.2. Identify possible
human induced failure
modes of the first function
of a given success path,
e.g., initiate system
prematurely, terminate
system prematurely,
create diversion path,
provide too much flow,
provide too little flow.

Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC1 (both SGs isolated) and EOC2
(closure of PORV block valve)
First success path (AFW):
EOC1 resulted in an over-speed trip of the AFW pump turbines. In the
widest sense, such failure mode would be covered by the categories
create diversion path (the pre-programmed AFW start was circumvented
by EOC1) or provide too much flow (\.h\s was the cause of the over-speed
trip). Anyway, in both cases the AFW fault tree must include the pump
turbine over-speed trip as an input event or event group (gate).
Second success path (F&B):
This path refers to feed and bleed in time. This function failed due to an
EOO (see app. A), i.e. not an EOC. EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve)
that degraded the function F&B LATE is addressed under the third
success path (recovery).
Third success path (recovery):
EOC2 degraded the depressurisation (bleed) component of the F&B LATE
function in the recovery event tree (app. A). In a very widest sense, such
F&B failure mode would be covered by create diversion path (bleed not
possible) or provide too little flow (out of the primary system). Anyway, the
position of the PORV block valve must be addressed in F&B fault tree.
Final result: EOC1 and EOC2 are difficult to identify by the method.
General discussion
In view of the importance of EOC opportunity identification, little details are
presented in the Borssele-Method. Even from a retrospective point of view,
abstract thinking (of the analyst) is required for assigning an EOC
observed to a failure mode example presented under step 1.2. Thus,
complete EOC opportunity identification in a predictive study would be
extremely difficult.
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Table C.3: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's local
EOC HRA method, (cont.)

Borssele-Method's local
EOC analysis step

Analysis and review result

1.3. Identify reasons for
activating these failure
modes by reviewing the
procedure being followed
to identify steps requiring
some action as a result of
a "result not obtained"
statement, or a symptom-
driven requirement to
perform some action.

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C1 (both SGs isolated)
The loss of MFW response procedure requests to verify if the AFW pumps
start (see Swain & Guttmann 1983, Figure 21-1). In other plants, a
premature start may be requested. However, it is clear that none of the
MFW response procedures includes a step that requires SG isolation
meaning no reasons EOC1 can be identified by the step 1.3 guidance and
EOC1 would be left out for further addressing by step 1.4.
Final result: EOC1 would not be retained for further analysis because no
reason can be found by the Borssele-Method.
Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve)
The error occurred in a complex recovery situation. It is difficult to identify
the relevant procedure step as a result of a "result not obtained"
statement. In view of operator's rule of behaviour due to qualification, non-
consideration of failure of feedwater flow re-establishing could be
interpreted as result not obtained in the sense of the step 1.3 description.
However, this refers to an abstract level (i.e. far away from a procedure-
guided response).
Final result: EOC2 is retained for further analysis. It is possible but
difficult to identify a reason for EOC2.
General discussion
Due to focusing on reasons, step 1.3 addresses slips inadequately.
Furthermore, the step 1.3 guidance includes unclear elements.
• What does steps requiring some action mean? The term some action is

undefined. Does some action refer to the action that causes the failure
mode identified under step 1.2?

• The expressions as a result of a "result not obtained" statement and
symptom-driven requirement to perform some action need to be
clarified.
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Table C.3: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's local
EOC HRA method, (cont.)

Borssele-Method's local
EOC analysis step

Analysis and review result

1.4. Each such step
constitutes an opportunity
for an error of commission
if it satisfies the following:
a) changes of the state of

the system from that
required

b) there is no automatic
realignment

c) an override of an
interlock is not
necessary (the
necessity to perform
an override of an
interlock is a powerful
argument against the
occurrence of a slip,
though less so against
a mistake)

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C1 (both SGs isolated)
If this inappropriate action (isolation of both SGs) could be interpreted as a
step in the sense of the Borssele-Method, it would satisfy the conditions a)
to c), i.e. no screening out. However, as discussed under method step 1.3,
isolation of both SGs is unlikely to be a step of the response to loss of
MFW procedure.
Final result: EOC1 not considered due to step 1.3 result.
Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve)
If this inappropriate action (PORV block valve closure) could be interpreted
as a step in the sense of the Borssele-Method, it would satisfy the
condition a) and c). It is likely that it does not satisfy condition b). The
PORV block valve may receive an automatic opening signal if the reactor
pressure exceeds the PORV set point. However, the block valve may fail
in stuck-closed position meaning an automatic device does not guaranty
harmless consequences.
Final result: EOC2 is not retained for further analysis due the absence of
condition b).
General discussion
It should be clarified how, in principle, a step can constitute an opportunity
for an EOC. What is the meaning of step in that context? Required action
stated in the correct procedure? Or inappropriate action in the sense of a
human-induced failure mode identified under 1.2?
The step 1.4 request of satisfying all three conditions may lead to an over-
optimistic rejection of an error.
• Satisfying condition a) seems to be reasonable because it refers to the

distinction between EOO and EOC.
• Satisfying condition b) neglects hardware failures. This would be of

special importance, if hardware reliability will be degraded due to an
EOC.

• Satisfying condition c) does not account for an intended inappropriate
action where the operator perceives interlock overriding as required.
Such overriding occurred, see Kauffman (1995).
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Table C.3: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's local
EOC HRA method, (cont.)

Borssele-Method's local
EOC analysis step

Analysis and review result

Phase 2. Assessment of
the potential for recovery
from, or the likelihood of,
local misdiagnosis

Note:
Phase 2 refers to recovery
from a mistake, and
phase 3 refers to recovery
from a slip.4

Therefore, the slip/
mistake distinction is
analysed and discussed
here before proceeding
with the steps.

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C1 (both SGs isolated)
On an action selection level, this action was clearly not intended by the
operator, i.e., classifiable as a slip.
Regarding execution, i.e. on the button selection level, a mistake cannot
be excluded. There was some intention to push the wrong button. The
operator did not touch them coincidentally. Execution was not totally
simple. The correct button to be pushed do not have a label that indicates
the goal (AFWS start) to be achieved, they are labelled by the symptom,
low SG level, that is present, see step 3.2.
Final result: EOC1 is classified as a slip (based on the action selection
level).
Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve)
On an action selection level, this action was clearly intended by the
operator, i.e., classifiable as a mistake.
Regarding information collection, some elements of a slip may be present,
too, e.g. overlooking (not thinking about) the potential adverse
consequence ('bleed' blocked) if recovery of feedwater fails.
Final result: EOC2 is classified as a mistake (based on the action selection
level).
General discussion
For a given EOC, it is unclear whether the analyst is requested to classify
the error either as a slip or as a mistake. In principle, both categories must
be addressed. An analyst cannot foresee the underlying mechanism of an
error to be predicted.
Without further guidance, ambiguous results are to be expected from the
mistake/slip dichotomy. The Borssele-Method does not discuss the
mistake/slip dichotomy adequately. On an action selection level, the
dichotomy may be clear, intended wrong action = mistake, unintended
wrong action = slip. But on an information collection or response
implementation level, contrary assignments may be valid, too.
Even in retrospective analyses, experts have difficulties in applying the
mistake/slip dichotomy. Two examples are presented below.
• An intended wrong action could result from a slip in information

collection (i.e. overlooking a critical item). In Reason (1990), the TMI-2
action (shutdown of safety injection) is classified as involving both
elements of a slip (strong-but-wrong interpretation) and a mistake
(improper appraisal of system state).

• An unintended wrong action, due to wrong button selection, could result
from wrong association between button label and system function (i.e. a
mistake). Such wrong association does not necessarily indicate a
permanent lack of knowledge of the operator. Temporary habits (e.g.,
due to preceding actions) may be a causal factor, too. For instance,
Reason classified the Davis-Besse EOC1 (isolation of both SGs) as a
slip, but Dougherty (1993) classified this error as a mistake.

4 In this step of the Borssele-Method the slip/ mistake distinction concerns slips and mistakes within performing
a procedure (not to mix up with the mistakes in global misdiagnosis).
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Table C.3: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's local
EOC HRA method, (cont.)

Borssele-Method's local
EOC analysis step

Analysis and review result

2.1. Develop a list of
potential error
mechanisms based on the
critical procedural step:
- incorrect information

• error
• indicator fault

- misread instruction
- omit a step in a
procedure (this can cause
an error of commission by
omitting a precautionary
action or a disabling
action, for example)

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C2 (closure of PORV block valve)
A procedural step cannot be identified. So the following analysis restricted
on incorrect information due to an error.
Feedwater flow is the relevant information. If flow available, then the action
would not be an error.
There was neither an operator error in perceiving or interpreting that the
unavailability of feedwater nor an indicator fault regarding this information.
The operator may not accounted for this information or may anticipated the
availability of feedwater as imminent. Such kinds of mechanisms are not
covered by the Borssele-Method, i.e. EOC2 becomes difficult to analyse.
Final result: The most-likely error mechanism for EOC2, information not
assessed as significant, is not covered by the method.
General discussion
The term critical procedural step needs to be clarified. Is this the same
term as introduced in step 1.4 above?
The further use of the error mechanisms is not specified. Why is their
identification requested?
Useful elements of a systematic of EOC mechanisms are presented. It is
important that the method mentions that an EOO in procedure following
could result in an EOC.
No details of the most important aspect, error, under incorrect information
are presented.
The presented aspects over-stress the passive role of the operator as an
information processor. Thus it is not surprising, that the Davis-Besse
EOC2 is not covered. An item of information that appears as relevant for
analyst does not necessarily appear as relevant for the operator.
The EARTH group proposes an active operator model that highlights
human signification among a variety of items of information.

2.2. Determine whether
the error is irreversible -
these are the most critical
errors. For those errors
that are reversible, using
the information in step 2.3,
determine whether the
operator may recover
from misdiagnosis of the
functional status of the
system.

Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve)
Final result: EOC2 is reversible. Re-opening of PORV block valve is
possible.
General discussion
Irreversibility is, of course, an important criterion. But it is too hasty to say
that irreversible errors are the most critical ones. Many critical errors
known from operating experience (e.g., TM11979: shut-down of safety
injection) were reversible. Even the opposite may be true: before
implementing an irreversible system state, the operator may check the
condition with special care meaning the HEP would be low.
Furthermore, the absoluteness of reversibility should be questioned.
Usually, reversibility is a matter of time and hardware availability.
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Table C.3: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's local
EOC HRA method, (cont.)

Borssele-Method's local
EOC analysis step

Analysis and review result

2.3. To assess the impact
of potential immediate
recovery or compensatory
mechanisms, develop a
System/Function Status
Indicator list for each
system which according to
the above steps can be
incorrectly operated. ...In
each case identify:
- redundancy level of

indications
- diverse indicator or

alarm (...)
- procedural guidance or

standard practice on
checking and verifying
the functional status of
the indicator or alarm

- persistent alarm.
Recoverable errors may
be screened out.

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C2 (closure of PORV block valve)
Final result: EOC2 is retained. No immediate recovery factor can be
found.
General discussion
The guidance that recoverable errors may be screened out seems to be
over-optimistic. Recovery opportunity does not guarantee successful error
correction.
The Borssele-Method does not even attempt to identify common causes
regarding both the initial error and subsequent failure of correction.
Neglecting of hardware problems in assessing recovery seems to be an
over-optimistic view. Most of the other HRA methods do not address
hardware problem, too. But they use a recovery failure likelihood greater
than zero.

2.4. If there are no
immediate recovery
possibilities, identify later
recovery possibilities. This
can be done by
determining the plant or
system response to the
action and the availability
of feedback information
through indicators and
alarms. Procedural steps
should also be consulted.
Errors, for which there is
an opportunity for
recovery, may be
screened out.

Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve)
Late recovery factors if no feedwaterflow: RCS pressure increase and
saturation alarm requests for feed and bleed, i.e. re-opening of PORV
block valve.
However, re-opening may fail due to operator error or hardware problems.
Final result: EOC2 would be screened out due late recovery opportunity.
General discussion
See step 2.3.
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Table C.3: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's local
EOC HRA method, (cont.)

Borssele-Method's local
EOC analysis step

Analysis and review result

Phase 3. Assessment of
the potential for recovery
from, or the likelihood of
slip (unintentional
commission) errors
3.1. For the significant
error opportunities, list
important operator action
points (OAP) at the
execution level (e.g., open
valve X), identifying only
actions essential success.

Analysis and discussion of slip identification
See phase 2.

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C1 (both SGs isolated)
Initiating event loss of MFW.
OAP: Such a point does not exist in the E0C1 context. Success of a
required action is not requested because the automated starting device of
the AFWS is available. In the widest sense, start-up of AFWS can be
considered as the relevant action in the context of EOC1. In the Davis-
Besse plant, actuation of steam and feedwater rupture control system
(SFRCS) on low SG water level is the required for executing AFWS start-
up.
Final result: Actuation of SFRCS (required for AFWS start-up) may be the
EOC1-related OAP. This assignment is uncertain due to the unclear
guidance by the method.
General discussion
This step needs to be clarified. How is action essential success defined in
the context of a significant error opportunity? As it seems, the errors
opportunities are identified by step 3.2 and 3.3. Are these the same
opportunities as identified in phase 1?
It seems that the method does not address a situation where no action is
required in order to achieve stable plant conditions.

3.2. Review control panel
layout to identify the
location of the switches
associated with the action.
Locate and identify other
switches on the panel in
the vicinity of those
needed for action, and
determine their function,
and likelihood of
confusion, based on
similarity of layout, etc.

Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC1 (both SGs isolated]
The pair of buttons required for AFWS start-up is located in the fourth row
on a board of five similar-appearing button pairs identified by labels only.
The EOC-causing pair is located on the same board in first row.
AFWS start-up button label: SG 1-1/2 LOW WTR LVL.
EOC1 button label: SG 1-1/2 LOWSTM PRESS.
Final result: Given that start-up of AFWS is addressed as action
(although it is not required), the method would cover the EOC1-causing
interface. There is a high layout similarity between the correct and the
wrong pair of buttons.
General discussion
In combination with step 3.3, this step identifies critical errors in performing
a given action. Error identification has been conducted already in phase 1.
Why is this repeated here?
The proposed sequence, first estimation the likelihood of confusion and
then determination of the criticality, implies an unnecessarily effort. For an
uncritical confusion, no likelihood is needed. Beside, likelihood estimation
is not specified by this step.
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Table C.3: Results from the Davis-Besse event analysis by using the Borssele-Method's local
EOC HRA method, (cont.)

Borssele-Method's local
EOC analysis step

Analysis and review result

3.3. Determine the
criticality of the associated
functions in terms of
impact on the plant
response to the accident.
If there is no impact of
accidental status of these
systems, the case can be
screened out.

Davis-Besse event analysis for E0C1 (both SGs isolated)
Of course, pushing of the E0C1-related buttons is critical. Otherwise
E0C1 would not have been addressed in phase 1.
Final result: EOC1 is identifiable by the method, given the manual AFWS
start-up is addressed as an action.
General discussion
Other impacts than the those of accidental status may be relevant, too. An
unintended actuated system function may mislead the operators to take
some other inappropriate action.

3.4. For cases not
screened out on the basis
of likelihood, postulate a
slip error for each of the
functions in the vicinity of
the intended function on
the control panel (e.g.,
open the wrong valve).

Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC1 (both SGs isolated)
Final result: Unclear. Step is not applicable due to unclear descriptions.
General discussion
This step needs to be clarified.
Screening on the basis of likelihood has not been introduced yet. Does this
screening refer to step 3.2?
The intended function is unclear. How can the analyst predict the intention
of the operator?
Phase 3 refers to slips. Why are slips highlighted in this step? What is
difference between the slip in the sense of step 3.4. and the confusion in
the sense of step 3.2?

3.5. For each remaining
case, list the possible
system and plant
response scenarios, and
determine whether the
error can be recovered
using steps 2 and 3 of the
local misdiagnosis
procedure. The
recoverable error cases
can be screened out.

Davis-Besse event analysis for EOC1 (both SGs isolated)
It is assumed that steps 2.2 and 2.3 have to be addressed here.
Recovery factors:
- EOC1 is reversible.
- Response to loss of MFW procedure request verification of AFW flow.
Therefore, EOC1 is recoverable.
In the Davis-Besse incident, reversing of EOC1 failed due to hardware
problems.
Final result: EOC1 is screened out.
General discussion
See step 2.3.
Furthermore, this step needs to be clarified.
The reference to steps 2 and 3 is not totally clear. It seems that this refers
to phase 2.

Summary

All errors of commission that occurred during the Davis-Besse incident would be screened
out.

As a global misdiagnosis, E0C3 (LOCA through stuck-open PORV not noticed and,
consequently, PORV block valve opened) would be screened out because of the low
frequency of the scenarios where the EOC was possible. This frequency is low, because the
LOCA occurred in the course of a loss of feedwater scenario. Otherwise (if no screening out
due to this reason), EOC3 would be retained as a significant error, i.e. the subsequent method
steps would not lead to it being screened out. But this is rather a result of the wording (error
retained if recovery cannot be guaranteed) used in the ,,Borssele" global misdiagnosis HRA
procedure than of a context-specific analysis.
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As local errors of commissions, EOCl (both SGs isolated) and EOC2 (closure of PORV block
valve) would be screened out, too. Here again, this is due the wording (recoverable error
cases may be screened out) in the method description.

Overall it may be concluded that ,,Borssele's" deterministic-oriented screening EOC analysis
method cannot replace a probabilistic approach.
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Appendix D. Davis-Besse event analysis using CREAM

This appendix describes the application of the CREAM methodology in the analysis of a set of
scenarios related to the Davis-Besse 1985 event. The objectives of this analysis are:

- to demonstrate the application of CREAM

- to calculate the probabilities of these EOCs.

The scenarios analyzed

Figure D.I shows a simplified event tree for the sequences related to the 1985 event at Davis-Besse
(basically same as Figure A.I).

The plant is designed such that the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) starts up automatically to
remove heat from the reactor through the steam generators. Given that the AFW fails, an alternative
means of removing heat must be used. This consists of the "feed and bleed" operation, where water is
added to the primary by means of the high pressure injection pumps and steam is "bled" from the
primary through the pressurizer relief valves, the pressurizer vent valves, and the hot leg vents.

The top events in the event tree are defined as follows:

AFW - The auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) fails to start or to run

F&B - "feed and bleed" fails

AFW recovery - The operators attempt to recover (repair) the AFW and succeed

In considering the failure of the AFW to start, a "classical" analysis would focus on the failure of the
automatic initiation of AFW and equipment failures. Specifically, failures in hardware,
instrumentation and control would be considered. In principle, no operator action is required for AFW
to start because of the automatic systems. If AFW fails to start automatically, the analysis might
consider the operators' actions to manually start AFW. However, leaving out the manual start from
the analysis would result in a conservative result (a higher failure probability for the AFW top event).

Loss of Rx AFW F&B AFW
MFW Trip Recovery

- OK (AFW)

OK (F&B)

OK (AFW)
6.1985

CD
(ATWS

sequences)

Figure D.I. Simplified event tree for the Loss of MFW initiating event.

In the 1985 Davis-Besse event, the operators attempted to start the AFW manually prior to its
automatic initiation. In this attempt, they inadvertently pushed the wrong set of buttons, with the
following consequences:

- AFW did not start as a result of their action

- AFW could not start automatically following their action
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In other words, the operators committed actions that led to the failure of the automatic start of the
AFW system. In addition, due to hardware failures, a manual start of AFW was also not possible
following their action. The first error of commission analyzed may be defined as:

EOC1

EOCla

EOClb

operators attempt anticipated manual start of AFW
and disable AFW automatic start

EOC1 consists of two parts, both of which are
necessary for EOC1 to occur.

operators decide to anticipate the automatic
actuation of AFW by a manual start

operators disable AFW automatic start during the
manual start

Note that EOCla occurs when the operators decide to anticipate the automatic actuation. This is the
opposite of the usual case where failure is defined as the failure to decide or diagnose (correctly).

The second part of this appendix shows the results for the analysis of the failure probability for the
decision to implement F&B (without stepping in detail through the analyses, as is done for EOC1).

BASIC ANALYSIS

The CREAM methodology consists of a basic analysis (steps 1-3) and an optional detailed analysis
(steps 4-7). The numbered tables referred to in this appendix refer to Chapter 9 of [Hollnagel, 1998].

The basic analysis produces a "general action failure probability", expressed as a probability interval.
This probability refers to the failure of the whole task.

In addition, it also produces outputs that are needed in the detailed analysis

- the event sequence description

- a common performance condition (CPC) quality vector

- the probable control mode

The products of the detailed analysis are the credible failure types for each sub-task and the failure
probabilities for these, "specific action failure probability".

Step 1. Event sequence

The basic CREAM analysis begins with the construction of the event sequence by means of task
analysis. The methodology for the construction and task analysis is not specified as part of CREAM.

In this analysis, the event sequence is represented in an event sequence diagram (ESD), shown in
Figure D.2. Following the Loss of MFW (block 1), the operators may decide to anticipate the
automatic initiation of the AFW (block 2a); in other words, they diagnose the Loss of MFW,
recognize that AFW will start up automatically as a consequence, and decide to manually start up the
AFW. This response is in accordance with training, which suggests manually initiating any safety
system whose automatic initiation is imminent. After a successful manual start-up (block 2b), the
AFW needs to continue to operate for the required amount of time (block 6).
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Diagnosis-Decision Execution
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Figure D.2. Event sequence diagram

If the operators do not decide to manually anticipate the automatic actuation of AFW (arrow down
from block 2a), the automatic actuation of the AFW may still occur (block 5). A failure in the manual
start of AFW (block 2b), however, may disable the automatic initiation, as occurred in the 1985 event.
This is the reason why the diagnosis-decision and execution parts are modeled separately in this ESD.
Block 3 questions the mode and consequence of the failure in block 2b; if the automatic initiation is
not disabled (arrow down from block 3), automatic initiation can still occur. Otherwise, the operators
have to recognize that they have not started the AFW successfully and take actions to recover the
AFW (block 4).

Block 7 represents the operators detecting that AFW has not started automatically and taking actions
to start AFW manually. Block 8 represents the recovery by the operators of AFW when it fails while
operating.

EOC1 occurs when

- the operators succeed (diagnose correctly and decide to anticipate) in ESD block 2a,

- the operators make a failure in starting the AFW in ESD block 2b, and,

- the mode of that failure disables the AFW automatic start in ESD block 3 (yes).
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Step 2. Common Performance Conditions (CPCs)

The term "CPC quality vector" is used in this work to refer to the whole set of CPC ratings for the
scenario. First, the CPC ratings ("level/descriptors") are assessed by the analyst for the overall
scenario, as shown in the second column of the following table.

CPC quality vector
CPC

Adequacy of organiz.

Working conditions

Adequacy of MMI and
operational support

Availability of
procedures/plans

Number of
simultaneous goals

Available time

Time of day
(circadian rhythm)

Adequacy of training
and experience

Crew collaboration
quality

Level/descriptors

Efficient

Compatible

Inappropriate

Acceptable

Matching current
capacity

Adequate

Night-time
(unadjusted)

Adequate, limited
experience

Very efficient

Expected
(direct) effect
on performance
corresponding
to CP level*

Not significant

Not significant

Reduced

Not significant

Not significant

Improved

Reduced

Not significant

Improved

Adjusted**

2 reduc., 1
improv. , of 5

NO ADJUSTMENT

1 reduc., of
3
NO ADJUSTMENT

2 reduc., of
5
NO ADJUSTMENT

0 sign., of 2

NO ADJUSTMENT

* Effect on expected performance due to a CPC level is obtained from Table 7, Ch.4 (reproduced as Table 3, Ch.9).

** Potential adjustment due to effect of related CPCs (see Table 1, Ch.9). Only the four CPCs with an entry in column
4 are subject to these potential adjustments.

For each level, there is a corresponding expected effect on the performance, shown in the third
column. This expected effect is obtained from Table 7 in Chapter 4 (also reproduced as Table 3 in
Chapter 9). Those CPCs whose ratings in this scenario have a significant effect on performance, either
improving or reducing performance, are shown in bold.

The effects shown in column 3 are the direct effects of the CPC rating. The CPC ratings may also
interact with each other, i.e. to represent either compensatory or further degrading effects. For
example, the CPCs ' adequacy of o r g a n i z a t i o n ' and ' adequacy of t r a i n i n g and
e x p e r i e n c e ' may interact with the CPC 'c rew c o l l a b o r a t i o n q u a l i t y ' . If their assessed
ratings both degrade or both improve performance, the expected performance directly based on the
rating of 'crew c o l l a b o r a t i o n q u a l i t y ' may have to be adjusted. In this case, neither of
these related CPCs are significant, so no adjustment needs to be made.

It is unclear what time-of-day to adopt for nuclear PSAs. In this analysis, we assume the worst
condition (night-time).

The combined CPC score consists of the number of CPCs that reduce, are not significant, and
improve performance, respectively. It can be obtained from the third column and is: [2 reduced, 5
not significant, 2 improved]
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Step 3. Probable control mode

The combination of the number of CPCs that reduce performance and those that improve performance
determine the probable control mode. Figure 3, Ch.9, p. 239, shows the control mode for all the
possible combinations. In this case, the combination [2 reduced, 2 improved] corresponds to the
tactical control mode.

The tactical control mode has a reliability interval (probability of action failure)

l e -3<p< le-1

This probability applies to the whole task. It should be noted that this probability does not specify the
manner in which the operators will fail the task. The interpretation of the result of the basic CREAM
analysis is then problematic. If the operators fail in the decision sub-task (ESD block 2a), EOC1 does
not occur. On the other hand, if they fail in the execution sub-task (ESD block 2b), EOC1 can be
assumed to occur.

DETAILED (EXTENDED) ANALYSIS

The detailed analysis extends the basic analysis: the outputs of the screening analysis are used as
inputs to the detailed analysis. In particular, the event sequence, the CPC quality vector (not the
combined CPC score), and possibly the probable control mode are used. However, it is usually
preferable to use the CPC quality vector rather than the probable control mode.

Step 4. Develop a cognitive demands profile for the task

In developing the cognitive demands profile, the analysis focuses on the operator actions in ESD
blocks 2a and 2b, defined above.

Table 6, p. 246 defines a number of activity types such as diagnose, identify, plan, execute. From a
description of the task, the activity type for each action (sub-task) is characterized. A sub-task may
consist of one or more activity types, as shown in column 2 of the following table. The breakdown of
activity types is also shown for the operator actions in ESD block 4, to show how a more complex
task may appear.

Next, the cognitive functions or demands involved are obtained from Table 7. The following table
show the demands for these sub-tasks in the columns with headings OBS (observation), INTERP
(interpretation), PLAN( planning) and EXEC (execution).

ESD block 2a

Decide to
anticipate
automatic
actuation with a
manual start

ESD block 2b

Start AFW
manually

ESD block 4

Operators
recover AFW
(following
disabling
failure)

Activity type

Diagnose

Execute

Verify +

Diagnose +

Plan +

Coordinate +

Execute

Demands Profile

OBS

1

Tot 1/8

13%

INTERP

1

50%

1

1

Tot 2/8

25%

PLAN

1

50%

1

1

1

Tot 3/8

38%

EXEC

1

100%

1

1

Tot 2/8

25%
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Activity type(s) for ESD block 2a: The operator must observe/detect the off-normal state and identify
the system state (Loss of MFW). Because of alarms and other salient indications, the observe/detect
activity is negligible relative to the diagnose activity. Although he does not have to diagnose the
nature of the plant conditions or cause of this state, he does have to understand that AFW is required,
that it will be automatically actuated, and that he may anticipate the automatic actuation manually. As
a result, diagnose is assigned rather than identify. The hierarchy, in order of increasing cognitive
load, is evaluate - identify - diagnose (evaluate is approximately the same as check/ inspect).

The activity list does not consider understanding the automatic/designed response of the plant; it is
assumed here to be included under diagnosis although the description emphasizes more understanding
what has happened than what will happen and what is supposed or required to happen. E.g. what am I
expected/supposed to do in this situation; this does not involve planning but instead the
identification of the appropriate pre-defined plan.

Activity type(s) for actions in ESD block 4: "operator recovers AFW (disabling failure caused by
incorrect operator action)" includes a detection-diagnosis-decision (DDD) phase as well as an
execution phase. The operator has to verify that AFW has come on as desired, to identify that it has
not, to diagnose that this is because he has isolated the steam generators (SGs) instead of starting
AFW, to plan to reset the isolation and to start AFW manually, and to coordinate the multiple
operators in their execution/implement these planned actions.

The activity 'identify' is covered by 'diagnose', especially as they relate to the same goal. Diagnose
includes planning but plan is a separate activity because the planning in diagnosis refers to the actions
needed to make the diagnosis rather than the response to the diagnosed condition.

Step 5. Identify likely cognitive function failures

The activity types for each sub-task (ESD blocks 2a, 2b, and 4) result in a demands profile. Each
cognitive function in the demands profile for that sub-task has a set of potential failures, shown in
Table 8. The following table shows the candidate failure types (already reduced from the Table 8
list); the single likely cognitive function failure per sub-task is shown in bold.

ESD block 2a

Decide to
anticipate
automatic
actuation
with a manual
start

ESD block 2b

Start AFW
manually

ESD block 4

Operators
recover AFW
(following
disabling
failure)

Activity
type

Diagnose

Execute

Verify +

Diagnose +

Plan +

Coordinate +

Execute +

demands
profile

50% INTERP

50% PLAN

100% EXEC

13% OBS

25% INTERP

38% PLAN

25% EXEC

Potential function failures
(has to be reduced to 1 per
task, shown in bold)

12: decision error (not made
or wrong)

E3: action on wrong object

02: wrong identification

03: observation omitted [less
likely than 02 b/c of
teamwork]

12: Decision error (not made
or wrong)

PI: priority error (wrong
goal)

E3: action on wrong object

E4: out of sequence

E5: omissions
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For example, EOC1 places demands on Interpretation and Planning (50%, respectively). Table 8 lists
three types of interpretation failures (11-13) and two types of planning failures (PI and P2) possible. A
single likely cognitive function failure has to be selected for each sub-task. This selection is based on
knowledge of the task, in other words, it is based on the task analysis and the analyst's judgment. In
fact, neither the CPCs nor the control mode help to determine which are more likely. Hollnagel
states, p. 250:

"As the example makes clear, there is no simple transformation between the cognitive
demands profile and the distribution of cognitive function failures. The distribution of
cognitive function failures depends both on the cognitive demands profile and an
assessment of the performance conditions."

The selection has to consider the expected effect on performance of the CPCs assessed in the basic
method as well as the task analysis. The CPC effects are:

Inappropriate MMI/support -> reduced

Adequate available time -> improved

Night-time -> reduced

Very efficient crew collaboration quality ->improved

Organization, Working Conditions, Procedures/Plans, Simultaneous Goals, Training and Experience.
all of these have qualitative levels that do not have a significant impact on performance.

The probable mode of performance is tactical. (The modes are strategic-tactical-opportunistic-
scrambled).

The reduction of the sub-task to one (1) likely function failure makes it critical to have sufficient
details for the sub-task for this to make sense. The performance conditions that impact recognizing the
need to recover and implementing/executing this plan are quite different, this suggests that the
recovery action has to be modeled in detail, even beyond the level shown here. For instance, it could
be divided at least into "decide to recover" and "implement recovery plan".

As it is, the failure causes related to Observation, Interpretation and Planning dominate the list of
candidates. On the other hand, the local actions (actions outside the control room) and the
coordination required for the recovery of AFW suggest that the most likely errors may in fact be in
Execution. It was not possible to determine a single failure mode for ESD block 4. The two most
likely function failures are then: "Decision error" and "Omissions".
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Step 6. Determine failure probability

Table 9 provides generic failure probabilities for the failure types (along with the 5th and 95th
bounds). This results in an unadjusted value for each selected function failure type, shown in the
rightmost column of the table on the next page.

ESD block 2a

Decide to
anticipate
automatic
actuation with
a manual s ta r t

ESD block 2b

Start AFW
manually

ESD block 4

Operators
recover AFW

(following
disabling
failure)

Activity
type

Diagnose Cl

Execute

Verify +

Diagnose +

Plan +

Coordinate +

Execute

demands
profile

50% INTERP

50% PLAN

100% EXEC

13% OBS

25% INTERP

38% PLAN

2 5% EXEC

Potential function
failures (has to
be reduced to 1
per task, shown in
bold)

12: decision error
(not made or
wrong)

E3: action on
wrong object

12: Decision
error (not made or

wrong)
E5: omissions

Basic failure
probability
and 95th
%tile (in
parentheses)

Unadjusted

le-2 (le-1)

5e-4 (5e-3)

le-2 (le-1)

3e-2 (4e-2)

It is unclear whether the probability of omissions (failure type E5) refers to a single omission during
the sub-task or the probability of an omission per action in the sub-task.

Step 7. Adjust the nominal cognitive failure probabilities

There are two alternatives for adjusting the nominal cognitive function failure probability to account
for the CPCs. The simple adjustment method uses a single multiplier based on the control mode.
This multiplier applies regardless of the type of cognitive activity, of the associated cognitive
functions, and does not consider the combination of the CPCs ratings that lead to the control mode.
The detailed adjustment method uses a separate multiplier for each CPC rating combined with each
cognitive function.

Simple adjustment method.

The simple adjustment method uses the multiplier provided for each of the four control modes in
Table 10.

For the tactical control mode (determined earlier in Step 3 of the basic method), the nominal values
are multiplied by 1.9, the "average weighting factor".

Detailed adjustment method.

The detailed adjustment method uses multipliers that are specific to the cognitive function and the
CPC rating, provided in Table 12. For the CPC 'adequacy of MMI and operational support', the
multipliers for the failure types associated with 'Observe' cognitive demands is 5.0, 1.0 for 'Interpret'
and 'Plan', and 5.0 for 'Execute'.
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Effects of CPCs for this situation
CPC quality vector

Inappropriate
MMI/support

Adequate available
time

Night-time
Time of day

Very efficient crew
collaboration quality

Product of effects

Multiplier for failure types
associated with cognitive function

Observe

5

0 . 5

1 .2

0 . 5

1 . 5

Interpret

1 .0

0 . 5

1 .2

0 . 5

0 . 3

Plan

1 .0

0 . 5

1 .2

0 . 5

0 . 3

Execute

5

0 . 5

1 .2

0 . 5

1 . 5

The product is the multiplier that is applied to each type of cognitive function failure. For example,
for this CPC quality vector, the multiplier 0.3 is used to multiply all instances of failure types related
to Interpret (II, 12, and 13). Because the CPCs affect interpretation and planning similarly, the
multiplier for the failure types related to planning (PI and P2) is also 0.3.

The results of the detailed adjustment are shown in the following table.

ESD block
2a

Decide to
anticipate
automatic
actuation
with a
manual
start
ESD block
2b
Sta r t AFW
manually

ESD block
4
Operators
recover
AFW
(following
disabling
failure)

Activity
type

Diagnose Cl

Execute

Verify+

Diagnose+
Plan+
Coordinate+
Execute

demands
profile

50% INTERP

50% PLAN

100% EXEC

13% OBS

25% INTERP

38% PLAN

25% EXEC

Potential
function
failures
(has to be
reduced to 1
per task.
shown in
bold)

12 : decision
error (not
made or
wrong)

E3: action
on wrong
object

12:
Decision
error (not
made or
wrong)
E5:
omissions

Probability
basic
(95th %tile)
Unadjusted

le-2 (le-1)

5e-4 (5e-3)

le-2 (le-1)

3e-2 (4e-2)

Adjusted
point
estimate

1.5e-2

7.5e-4

3.0e-3

4.5e-2

The rule of using only 1 cognitive function failure per sub-task limits the number of failures when
multiple error modes are possible (e.g. EITHER wrong object OR omission for ESD block 4).

Results of analysis

Note that the probability of 1.5E-2 calculated with CREAM for ESD block 2a is the probability that
the operators do not decide to manually anticipate the automatic actuation (due to a failure in
diagnosis or decision). EOC1 occurs when they do make the decision (1.0 - probability of a decision
failure).
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The probability of E0C1 is then the product of the following. It is also assumed that all execution
failures disable the automatic actuation.

EOC1

the operators decide to
anticipate automatic
actuation with a manual start

AND make a failure during the
execution

AND this failure disables the
automatic actuation.

The joint probability leading to EOC1
is the product

EOCla
(ESD block
2a succeeds)

EOClb

Probability

0.985

= 1.0- 1.5E-2

7.5 E-4

1.0

7.4 E-4

= 0.985 * 7.5E-4 * 1.0

The low value for EOC1 resulting from this analysis can be attributed to the low nominal probability
for the execution failure (EOClb), which is 5.0E-4 in CREAM. A comparison with THERP shows
that this value corresponds to selection errors for an array of similar-appearing controls that "are part
of a well-defined mimic layout" [Table 20-12 of the "Handbook"]. In a case such as the Davis-Besse
AFWS interface, which was recognized to be confusing (and scheduled for a modification), an
appropriate failure probability is at least 3.0E-3, for controls "identified by labels only". The
confusing layout of the system at that time probably warrants a value an order of magnitude higher,
which would be on the level of values for interfaces violating populational stereotypes.

Analysis of the decisions related to Feed and Bleed (F&B)

This second part of the appendix deals with the decisions related to Feed and Bleed (F&B) in this
scenario. Whereas a classical HRA would focus largely on the operator's recognition of the need for
F&B and the implementation of the required alignments (decision-diagnosis and execution,
respectively), this analysis considers the potential for a deliberate decision not to implement F&B, as
occurred in the 1985 Davis-Besse event. In the event, the shift supervisor did not implement F&B
because

- he believed that AFW recovery was imminent,

- the operators were not fully aware that the procedural criteria for F&B were fully met, due to
inadequate instrumentation,

- the operators were aware that analyses had shown that about 30 minutes were available before an
action such as F&B were required to prevent the core from beginning to uncover.

The following analysis attempts to quantify the failure probability for the decision to implement F&B,
as recommended by the primary-side operator and by the operations superintendent. The shift
supervisor acknowledged "having confidence in this mode of core cooling based on his simulator
training" and indicated that he would have initiated F&B if "it comes to that".

The first train of AFW was in fact recovered approximately 18 minutes after the start of the event and
2 minutes after the start up feedwater pump (SUFP) had been restored and put into service (this would
probably extend the 30 minutes available). Not considering the SUFP, the operators had
approximately 12 minutes left.
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Characteristics of the task

Plant condition is Loss of all feedwater

Procedure calls for feed-and-bleed when both SGs are dry.

Instrumentation is inadequate to determine if the conditions were indicative of "dry" steam generators
(pressure trending difficult, level on a large scale).

The operators and plant management believed that analyses for Davis-Besse indicated that 30 minutes
was available before.

Quantification

If the Common Performance Conditions are interpreted as applying to the whole scenario, the
decision can be quantified by identifying the tasks, associated cognitive demands profile, and the
likely failure types. Then the CPC multipliers can be applied.

The activity types for the decision include identification, that both steam generators are "dry", which
means that the procedural criteria for F&B are met, and planning, that is, deciding among the
alternatives of waiting for the AFW recovery and implementing F&B.

This leads to the following cognitive demands profile from CREAM step 4:

Identify need
for F&B

Decide to
implement F&B

Activity type

Identify

Plan

Demands Profile

OBS INTERP

1
100%

PLAN

1

100%

EXEC

The release of water from the primary during F&B leads to contamination of the containment
building, with potential for a long plant shutdown and economic consequences. It is to prevent
inadvertent, unnecessary F&B that "feed and bleed" has to actuated manually by the operators at
many plants, including Davis-Besse.

As a result of the operator's recognition of the large impact of the action and potential reluctance,
NUREG-1154 concludes:

The operator can be expected to explore and discuss all available options and to take the
time to assure the need before initiating a "drastic" action. This consideration should be
recognized and reflected through precise and clear instructions in any procedure which
addresses the need for such actions.

In addition, many plants have automated the initiation of F&B to circumvent any reluctance on the
part of the operators.

The next table shows the selected likely function failures and their basic failure probabilities
(CREAM steps 5 and 6).
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Identify need
for F&B

Decide to
implement F&B

Activity
type

Identify

Plan

demands
profile

100%
INTERP

100% PLAN

Potential
function failures
(the likely
failure type is
shown in bold)

11: faulty
diagnosis (wrong
or incomplete
diagnosis)

12: decision
error (not made
or wrong)

13: delayed
interpretation
(not in time)

PI: Priority
error (as in
selecting the
wrong goal)

P2: Inadequate
plan (incomplete
or wrong)

Basic
failure
probability

Unadjusted

2.0e-l

1.0e-2

With the previously rated CPCs (rated for the overall scenario), both interpretation and planning
failure probabilities are reduced by a 0.3 multiplier.

CPC quality vector

Inappropriate
MMI/support

Adequate available
time

Night-time
Time of day

Very efficient crew
collaboration quality

Product of effects

Multiplier for failure types
associated with cognitive function

Observe

5

0.5

1 .2

0.5

1.5

Interpret

1.0

0.5

1 .2

0.5

0.3

Plan

1.0

0.5

1.2

0.5

0.3

Execute

5

0.5

1.2

0.5

1.5

With the CPCs assessed for the whole scenario, the results are then:

Identify need
for F&B

Decide to
implement F&B

Activity
type

Identify

Plan

demands
profile

100%
INTERP

100% PLAN

Likely function
failures

11: faulty
diagnosis (wrong
or incomplete
diagnosis)

PI: Priority
error (as in
selecting the
wrong goal)

Basic
failure
probability

Adjusted*

7.0 e-2

3.3 e-3

* Considering the effects of the CPCs assessed for the whole scenario
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Analysis with scenario decomposed into parts

Although the CREAM methodology does not recommend assessing the CPCs for different parts of the
scenario, one may also decompose the scenario into separate tasks for the response to the Loss of
Main Feed and for the response to the Complete Loss of Feedwater later in the scenario. In the first,
the automatic initiation of AFW may be anticipated and manually started. In the second, the operators
need to decide whether F&B is required or explore other options.

Note that in the event, the operators would have been more directly confronted with the F&B decision
if the Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) had been available. An operational SPDS would have
allowed the unambiguous determination of whether the procedure criteria for F&B were met.

The CPC quality vector can then be reassessed for the second part of the scenario only. In contrast to
the earlier assessment, the 'number of simultaneous goals' is now rated as 'more than capacity'. The
shift supervisor has concerns related to:

- restoring cooling to the core

- AFW recovery efforts (including local operators)

- steam generator conditions

- start-up feed pump operation

- discussion with operations superintendent

The CPC quality vector for the "Complete Loss of Feedwater" part of the scenario is shown in the
next table. The CPCs other than 'Number of simultaneous goals' retain their previous ratings.

CPC quality vector
CPC

Adequacy of organiz.

Working conditions

Adequacy of MMI and
operational support

Availability of
procedures/plans

Number of
simultaneous goals

Available time

Time of day
(circadian rhythm)

Adequacy of training
and experience

Crew collaboration
quality

Level/descriptors

Efficient

Compatible

Inappropriate

Acceptable

More than
capacity

Adequate

Night-time
(unadjusted)

Adequate, limited
experience

Very efficient

Expected
(direct) effect
on performance
corresponding
to CP level*

Not significant

Not significant

Reduced

Not significant

Reduced

Improved

Reduced

Not significant

Improved

Adjusted**

2 reduc., 1
improv. , of 5

NO ADJUSTMENT

1 reduc., of 3
NO ADJUSTMENT

3 reduc., of 5
NO ADJUSTMENT

0 sign., of 2

NO ADJUSTMENT

With the CPC combined score [3 reduced, 4 not significant, 2 improved], the probable control mode
remains 'tactical'.

The CPC multipliers used in the detailed method do change as a result of introducing the
performance-reducing effect of the CPC 'Number of simultaneous goals'.
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CPC quality vector

Inappropriate
MMI/support

Number of
simultaneous goals
More than capacity

Adequate available
time

Night-time
Time of day

Very efficient crew
collaboration quality

Product of effects

Multiplier for failure types
associated with cognitive function

Observe

5.0

2 .0

0.5

1 .2

0.5

3.0

Interpret

1 .0

2 .0

0.5

1 .2

0.5

0.6

Plan

1 .0

5.0

0 .5

1.2

0.5

1.5

Execute

5.0

2.0

0.5

1.2

0.5

3.0

The failure probabilities for these tasks, adjusted with the effects of the CPCs assessed for the
decomposed scenario, are shown in the right column of the table below. For comparison, the adjusted
results from the 'whole scenario' CPC effects are also shown.

Identify
need for
F&B

Decide to
implement
F&B

Activity
type

Identify

Plan

demands
profile

100%
INTERP

100%
PLAN

Likely function
failures

11: faulty
diagnosis (wrong
or incomplete
diagnosis)

PI : Priority
error (as in
selecting the
wrong goal)

Basic
failure
probability

Adjusted
with
whole
scenario
CPCs

7.0 e-2

3.3 e-3

Basic
failure
probability

Adjusted
with CPCs
for this
part of
scenario*

1.2 e-1

1.5 e-2

CPCs were rated for the operators' response to "complete loss of feedwater".

Results for F&B

The probability of deliberately deciding not to implement F&B is 1.5 E-2. The decision error
component that may fail the F&B top event (in the simplified event tree) has a probability of 1.33
E-2, coming from two contributions

i. operators fail to identify the need for F&B (1.2E-1)

ii. operators identify the need (1-1.2E-1) AND decide not to implement (1.5E-2)

where the failure of identifying the F&B conditions dominates the result.
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Appendix E: Davis-Besse event analysis using CAHR

This appendix presents the CAHR Queries for the EOCs of Davis-Besse Event and
Quantification Results of CAHR for the EOCs of Davis-Besse Event first. After these two
tables, the CAHR man-machine system analysis sheets that are basis for this assessment are
presented.

Every assessment of the CAHR method is based on a data-base query about (1) the assumed
error, (2) the assumed causes of the error and (3) the assumed cause-constellations for the
error. This of course is sometimes difficult to be defined and consequently different queries
can be generated based on the analyst.

Table E-l: CAHR Queries for the EOCs of Davis Besse Event
Titel

EOC1a. n

EOC1a. h

EOC1b. n

EOC1b. h

CQL

und Aufgabe
Aufgabenvorbereitung oder
Aufgabe Einfachheit oder
System Konstruktion oder
System Auslegung und Person
(Fehler)

und Aufgabe
Aufgabenvorbereitung oder
Aufgabe Einfachheit oder
System Konstruktion oder
System Auslegung

und Tatigkeit
Verwechslungsfreiheit oder
Tatigkeit Bedienbarkeit oder
Ruckmeldung Anordnung oder
Ruckmeldung Kennzeichnung
und Tatigkeit falsch

und Tatigkeit
Verwechslungsfreiheit oder
Tatigkeit Bedienbarkeit oder
Ruckmeldung Anordnung oder
Ruckmeldung Kennzeichnung

Comment to query

Query concerns the fact
that operators are relying
their reaction on trained
habits and do not
consider possible side
effects in the technical
system

Query concerns
possibility of performing
wrong action due to bad
designed located bottons
on the interface

Obser-
vations

10

27

16

27

n'

10/27*165

16/27*165
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Table E-l: CAHR Queries for the EOCs of Davis Besse Event (cont.)
EOC 2. n

EOC 2. h

EOC 3. n

EOC 3. h

und Ruckmeldung
Anzeigebereich oder
Ruckmeldung Kennzeichnung
oder Ruckmeldung Markierung
oder Ruckmeldung
Anzeigebereich und Tatigkeit
falsch

und Ruckmeldung
Anzeigebereich oder
Ruckmeldung Kennzeichnung
oder Ruckmeldung Markierung
oder Ruckmeldung
Anzeigebereich

und Person (Eigenschaft) und
Tatigkeit falsch

und Person (Eigenschaft)

Query concerns the
ergonomic aspect of the
error of performing the
action due to bad
designed interface

Query concerns the
cognitive aspect of the
error of having not taken
care about
consequences of the
action

4

11

14

24

4/11 *165

14/24*165

Table E-2: Quantification Results ofCAHRfor the EOCs of Davis Besse Event

Davis Besse EOC

EOC1a

EOC1b

EOC1a*EOC1b

EOC2

EOC3

h

10

16

4

14

n

27

27

11

24

n'

61.11

97.78

60.00

96.25

HEP
(CAHR)

1.53E-1

7.72E-1

1.18E-1

1.42E-1

7.50E-1

EF
(Bayes)

6.6

1.6

6.6

6.5
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Persons 1st-0P 2nd-OP Shift Supervisor Assistant shift supervisor 1st+2nd Equipment Operators 3rd+4th Equipment Operator Other Persons

4.1995 MMS
Pers.
Title

Type
Looa.
Page

(no detailed modeling)
control personnel
control problems on
feedwater pumps
A
plant

1a

3-2

I
MMS
Pers.
Title

Type
Loca.
Page

(no detailed modeling)
control personnel
feetwater pumps
tripped
A
plant

1b

3-2

9.6.1985
0.00

01.35.00

MMS
Pers.
Title

Type
Loca.
Page

I
2

Management
decide on no startup-
delay
B
outside CR

3-2

I
MMS
Pers.
Title

Type
Loca.
Page

(no detailed modeling)
shift
shift change;
routine behaviour
B0
CR

3

3-2

MMS
Pers.

Title

Type
Loca.
Page

I • • : • • • • • • • •

assistant shift-
supervisor
main feedwater-f
tripped
C-recover
CR

4

jump

3-2

01.35.21 MMS
Pers.
Title

Type
Loca.
Page

I
5

2nd-OP
increase speed of
pumpi;
open pressure valve
C-recover
CR

3-3
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Persons 1st-0P 2nd-0P
Time

Shift Supervisor Assistant shift supervisor 1st+2nd Equipment Operators 3rd+4th Equipment Operator Other Persons

01.35.31

01.35.31 +

01.41.08-

01.41.08

I
MMS 6
Pers. 1st-OP

Title post-trip actions
Type CO
Loca. CR
Page 3-3

MMS 7
Pers. shift technical advisor

Title post trip advisory
Type CO
Loca. outside plant
Page 3-3

MMS
Pers.
Title

Type
Loca.
Paqe

MMS
Pers.
Title
Type

Loca.
Paqe

MMS
Pers.
Title

Type
Loca.
Paqe

I
9

2nd-OP
diagnosis of steam
valve closed
C-recover
CR

3-4

I
10a

2nd-OP
ask for doing AFWS
C-deteriorate-potential

CR
3-4

I
•.. . : 10b

2nd-OP '
wrong action on
AFWS
C-deteriorate
CR :

3-4

MMS
Pers.
Title

Type
Loca.
Paqe

MMS
Pers.
Title
Type

Loca.
Page

8
shift supervisor
discovery of steam-
valve closed
C-recover
CR

3-4

I

11
shift supervisor
aggree doing AFWS
C-deteriorate-potential

CR
3-4
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Persons Jst-OP 2nd-0P
Time

Shift Supervisor Assistant shift supervisor 1 st+2nd Equipment Operators 3rd+4th Equipment Operator Other Persons

01.42.00

01.42.00

01.42.00

MMS
Pers.
Title
Type
Loca.
Paqe

I

shift supervisor
recovery AFWS
C-recover
CR

12

3-5

MMS
Pers.

Title

Type
Loca.
Paqe

I
13a

shift assistant
supervisor
discovery of AF-valves
failure
C-recover
CR-back panel

3-5

MMS
Pers.
Title

Type
Loca.
Paqe

MMS
Pers.

Title

Type
Loca.
Page

14
1st-OP
actuation of spray-
system
T
CR

3-6

15b
1st-0P

dispatch equipment
operators

C-recover
CR

3-4

MMS
Pers.

Title

Type
Loca.
Paqe

MMS
Pers.

Title

Type
Loca.
Paqe

16b
shift supervisor

dispatch third and
forth equipment
operator
C-recover
CR

3-4

13b
shift assistant
supervisor
reset AF-valves failure

C-recover
SFRCS cabinets

3-5

MMS
Pers.

Title

Type
Loca.
Page

15a
two equipment
operators
actions in the plant
throttle valves of on
AFW-pumps
C-EOO
in plant

3-6

MMS
Pers.

Title

Type
Loca.
Paqe

16a
third and forth
equipment operator
actions in the plant on
AF-valves

C-recover
in plant

3-7
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Persons 1st-0P 2nd-0P
Time

Shift Supervisor Assistant shift supervisor 1st+2nd Equipment Operators 3rd+4th Equipment Operator Other Persons

01.47.48

01.48.49

01.48.51

MMS
Pers. 1st-0P

Title

22a

reset signal;
PORV open not
recoanized

Type C-EOC-no
consequence

Loca. CR; cabinet
Page 3-9.3-10

MMS
Pers. 2nd-OP

Title request to reset
isolation signal

Type C-deteriorate

23

Loca. CR
Page 3-9,3-10

MMS 19
Pers. 2nd-OP

Title suggestion of F+B

Type C-EOO-no
consequence

Loca. CR
Page 3 j )

MMS 20a
Pers. shift supervisor

Title 1 st decision for
ommission of F+B

Type C-EOO-no
consequence

Loca. CR
Page 3-9

MMS
Pers.

Title
Type
Loca.
Page

17
shift assistant
operator
startup-pump actions
C-recover
CR

3-8

MMS 24/17c
Pers. shift assistant

operator
Title inform that SUFP is

availiabte soon

Type C-deteriorate

Loca. CR
qe 3-9

MMS
Pers. operations

superintedent
T/(te order for not doing

ommission of F+B
Type C-EOO-no

consequence
Loca. CR
Page

MMS 18a
Pers. third and forth

equipment operator
Title open AF-valves
Type C-recover
Loca. in plant
Page 3-8
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Persons
Time

01.51.17

01.51.42

01.53.22

01.53.56

01.54.45+

1St-OP

MMS
Pers.
Title

Type

Loca.
Page

MMS
Pers.
Title
Type

Loca.
Page

MMS
Pers.
Title
Type
Loca.
Paqe

22b
1St-OP
PORV open not
recognized ; closure
of block valve
C-EOC-no
consequence
CR

3-10

25
ist-op ::
test of block valve
C-EOC-no
consequence
CR"-:.-;- •::

3-10

2nd-0P

(no detailed modeling)
shift
steam-generator refill
C-recover
CR

Shift Supervisor

MMS
Pers.
Title

Type

Loca.
Page

20b
shift supervisor
2nd decision for
ommission of F+B
C-EOO-no
consequence
CR

3-9

Assistant shift supervisor

I
26

3-1 Off

1st+2nd Equipment Operators 3rd+4th Equipment Operator

MMS
Pers.

Title

Type
Loca.
Page

Other Persons

18b
third equipment
operator
wrench open throttle
valve
C-recover
in plant

3-8
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Class

MMS 1-9

Situation

Task

Person

Action

Feedback

Task-dispatch

Task-order

Environment

System

Object ! Action
i

< Technical Initiators

< Type T
< Power
< Time

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

< pump

< reactor
coolant pressure

< reactor
< Turbine
< valve

stopped

increase
stopped
stopped

closed

Error-indication Property

wrong

wrong

wrong

Element description

90% Power
to
Sunday morninq

main feedwater pump 1
onoverspeed
coolant pressure

30 s later
30 s later
steam isolation valve 1
steam isolation valve 2
: spuriously
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Class

MMS 10ab

Situation

Task

Person

Action

Feedback

Task-dispatch

Task-order

Object Action : Error-indication Property I Element description

[< EOC 1, EOC 2 - Operator error indecision for AFWS and isolation ofSG

< Time
<Type

<AFWS
I await

< secondary side
Operator

< secondary side
Operator

< secondary side
Operator

< secondary side
Operator

< secondary side
Operator

< secondary side
Operator

< secondary side
Operator

< secondary side
Operator

< secondary side
Operator

< back panel
< buttons

< back panel

< back panel

< shift supervisor

< shift supervisor

perceive

expect

associate

imagine

match

transfer

associate

follow

operate

qoto

actuated

perceive

perceive

answered

requested

Environment

System

< control room

<SG
<SG

<SG_
feedwater

siqnaled
isolated

supply

: omitted

t=01:41:08
C-deteriorate

Automatic actuation

Preparation ! Operators are trained to anticipate
! automatic actions

I Simplicity switching AFWS is usual task

jfeedback

i loss of feedwater in future

wrong

wrong

? wrong

importance of SFRCS actuation

] increase inventory additionally to
! automatic actuation
: trip manually if it's going to be actuated
! automatically

Traininq trained on performing skills
importance of SFRCS initiation

to arragement of external actuators

+ Processing

? Label "PRESS" as command
proceede button switching

buttons

wrong
SFRCS on low pressure

Equivovcation of buttons

wrong
Arragement j misleading

high and top row means important
low pressure located at the top row

wrong

wrong

Labelling | nearly identical labels (SG 1/2 Low
iSTM PRESS vs SG 1/2 Low STM LVL

! his OK
should await automatic actuation

' to initiate SFRCS

i

wrong

Tack

to have a steamline break

feedwater _

Construction system should alarm two conflicting
information
e.g. requirement of injection and
isolation
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Class

MMS 11

Situation

Task

Object Action | Error-indication Property

< EOC 1 - Shift Supervisor agrees with 2nd Operator

< Time
<Type

<

Person

Action

Feedback ]

< shift supervisor

<

<

Task-dispatch

Task-order

Environment

System

< Operator

< asked for doing
AFWS

<CR

<SG

< steam valves
<SG

feedwater

aggreed

boil

lifting

lacking

: wrong

wrong

iwrong :

Element description

•t=01:41:08
C-deteriorate-potential

secondary side
doing AFWS

dry

undesired event
feedwater
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Class
i

MMS 22a

Situation

Task

Person

Action

Feedback

Task-dispatch

\ Object Action

\< E0C2, no consequence -

< Time
< Type

< valves

isolation signal

< valves
PORV

< valves

< primary side
Operator

<

< valves
PORV

< RPV
pressure

<

Task-order

Environment

System

< secondary
operator

< CR
< Cabinet

< SG
< Rpy_

pressure
< valve

: reset

observe

reset

perceive

perceive

request

boiled dry

increased

opened

i Error-indication Property

closure of block valve

i

i omitted

1 Complexity

; omitted
j
| ; Display-Layout

! ? omitted
i ? Display-Layout

? wrong

j ; - - - —

I

1 Element description

:t=01:48:49
C-deteriorate

startup feedwater valves
isolation signal

to prepare starting the SUFP
requested by secondary operator
PORV
because has to left the CR and to go
into cabinet
for about two minutes absent

vent valves
when reentered the CR

PORV
; open of PORV
because has to left the CR and to go
into cabinet
no time line / trend for history provided,
onlv status disolav
pressure

? no time line / trend for history
provided

;to reset isolation signal

? justification, is this not aoriginaiiy task
of secondary operator

in the back of the CR

pressure

PORV
twice
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Class j

MMS 22b

Object Action

< E0C2, no consequence - closure

Situation

Task

Person

Action

Feedback

Task-dispatch

Task-order

< Time
< Type

< valves
PORV

< block valve
< block valve

< primary side
Operator

< primary side
Operator

< primary side
Operator

< primary side
Operator

< primary side
Operator

< block valve

< valves
PORV

< Pressurizer
level

observe
close
open

resolve

focussed search

observe

associate

perform

closed

perceive
perceive

'• perceive
< Monitor

<

<

Environment < CR

Svstem < RPV
pressure

< SG

perceive

decreased
availiable

Error-indication

of block valve

wrong

wrong

wrong

wrong

wrong

- —

omitted

[Property

! information
reduction
information
reduction

goal reduction

• • — - -

Display-Layout

Display-Layout

j
!

| Element description

lt=01:51:42
' C-deteriorate

PORV
opening

I if SG availiable
remain open, if SG not availiable

I goals:
| - heat transfer with SG
I - SG boiled dry, should be feeded again
- avoid LOCA conditions like TMI

i information:
:-SG availiable soon
- PORV opened and closed
- oressurizer level stable

[did not consider acoustic monitor
| pressure decrease due to fully open
I pressurizer spray valve
| pressure decrease due to feedwater
flow of the SG or
I SG availiable soon

on SG availiability and possibility of heat
i transfer
undo of closure of block valve possible
subjective time pressure

: PORV opened and closed may lead to
I the possibility of LOCA conditions like
TMI
closure of block valve

as a pecautionary measure (due to TMI
experience)
heat transfer interrupted, if SG not
availiable

PORV
open of PORV
close of PORV

no time line / trend for history provided,
only status display
Indicator shows signal instead of real
position of valve
level

steady state
I Acoustic monitor
displays position of valve

;- — - - -

i • • • •

j pressure

• about one minute later
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Class

MMS1

Situation

Task

Person

Action

Feedback

Task-dispatch

Task-order

Environment

System

\Object Action Error-indication Property

25\< EOC 3 - re-open of PORV block valve

< Time

<

< primary side
Operator

< primary side
Operator

< block valve

< valves
PORV

< Pressurizer
level

< Monitor

<

<

<CR

<SG
< RPV

LOCA

i observed

; perform

I opened

I perceive
i perceive

i perceive

I perceive

transfers

occur

wrong

lack of goal
evaluation

wrong

wrong
Display-Layout

Display-Layout

omitted

wrong :

Element description

t=01:53:56

his information reduction on:

- pressure decrease due to fully open
pressurizer spray valve

- pressure decrease due to feedwater
flow of the SG or
test of PORV

possible consequences of faiire of
PORV not considered

again

PORV
open of PORV
close of PORV

j no time line / trend for history provided,
I only status display
Indicator shows signal instead of real
position
level

steady state
Acoustic monitor

heat
LOCA
if PORV would not have closed
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Class

MMS2

Situation

Task

Person

Action

Feedback

Task-dispatch

Task-order

Environment

System

23

\ Object Action 1 Error-indication
[

< EOC 2 - closure of PORV block valve • 2nd-op

< Time

<SUFP

< secondary
operator

<

< PORV

< primary operator

< primary operator

< ? procedure

< control-room

<RPV
pressure

<SG
< heat transfer

prepare
start

consider

observe

ask

ask

? prescribes

decreased
availiable
availiable

i omitted

omitted

itoo early

;? wrong

Property

j? Shuffeling
? Trust in
competence

j Element description

it=01:48:49

tasks of 1 st-op

i reset of isolation signal
for starting SUFP

: feedwater was not yet established
! reset atmospheric vent valves
? duty of secondary operator

;? wrong Delegation
? one should say him what to do
because he already made an error

? to reset of isolation signal

pressure

about one minute later
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Class Object i Action \ Error-indication [Property Element description

MMS xx < Malfunction of two redundant valves in safety-related auxiliary feedwater system
Overspeed trip of two redundant auxiliary feedwater pumps

Situation . !<: ,

Task

Person

Action

Feedback

Task-dispatch <j

Task-order ]<<

Environment <;
i '•••;•

System i <
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Method overview

The CODA (Conclusions from Occurrences by Descriptions of Actions) has two major
components,

• a retrospective one for evaluating human errors from past incidents,

• and a predictive one for conducting Human Reliability Analysis (HRA).

The basic terms underlying the CODA method are defined below. Two main features of this
system of definitions should be highlighted first:

• A human error is defined within the context of a considered system failure.

• The EOO/EOC dichotomy refers to direct observable behaviours (omitted/committed
actions) only.

Action Human-induced intervention (active change of system state).

Action characteristic Generic item that describes the context of a critical action.

Adverse context Error-driving constellation of performance conditions.

Cognitive tendency Typical human habit or attitude in work performance.

Critical action Required or inappropriate action.
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Error of commission

Error of omission

Error-producing
condition

Fixation on something
nearby

Hastiness

Hazard cognition

Inappropriate action implemented or attempted.

Required action not implemented or not attempted.

Performance condition resulting in an increased error likelihood.

Cognitive tendency concerning discrimination between attractive
and less attractive responses. A response is attractive if it matches
something nearby - an current task, a preceding event, an adjacent
control and the like (see Table 5 for further nearby aspects).
Performance is always based on selective perception - it is
impossible to consider all stimuli. Thus humans focus on the stimuli
that appear as nearby and consider inadequately other stimuli that
might be relevant.

Cognitive tendency concerning fluctuation of performance accuracy.
Humans work relatively fast under conditions that indicate that there
is some urgency. This is appropriate if the priority of the respective
fast response is so high that is it acceptable to neglect side tasks
such as verification checks.

Human anticipation (identification, consideration, re-cognition) of
adverse contexts.

Impatience or curiosity Cognitive tendency concerning discrimination between attractive
and less attractive responses. A response is attractive if it avoids a
delay. Humans dislike to wait or to accept delays or interruptions.

Inappropriate action Action that results in an unsafe system state.

Incident Sequence of past events within the context of an unsafe system state.

Non-conservative Cognitive tendency concerning discrimination between attractive
probabilistic reasoning and less attractive responses. A response is attractive if it is

appropriate in the likely case. Humans tend to consider inadequately
the consequence of the unlikely case. This may be appropriate if this
consequence is (a) minor, or (b) extremely unlikely.

Occurrence Deviation compared to a normal or usual or undisturbed sequence of
events.

Performance condition Any specification of a performance situation in terms of a well-
defined event.
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Relaxation

Reluctance toward
something drastic

Required action

Unsafe system state

Cognitive tendency concerning fluctuation of performance accuracy.
Humans work less accurately (alerted) under stable/safe-seeming
conditions; this may be appropriate if the conditions are indeed as
stable as they seem, since - in the long term - human beings cannot
work permanently with high level of accuracy. CODA views a
perceived success as a plausible stimulus for stable/safe-seeming
conditions. Research is needed to identify further ones.

Cognitive tendency concerning discrimination between attractive
and less attractive responses. A response is attractive if it avoids a
bad side effect, e.g., plant shut-down for days. Humans seek for
better solutions if a required response is accompanied by a severe
loss.

Action needed to avoid an unsafe system state.

System failure (damage, loss, component unavailability) or
unnecessary precursor of it.

The retrospective CODA component

Based on the works of the EARTH group 1992 to 1996 (Mosneron-Dupin et al. 1998), the
retrospective CODA component was developed (Reer 1997a) and tested (Reer 1997b) in
1997. A slightly updated version is presented in Reer (1998).

Figure F.I illustrates the hierarchy of the wording used in CODA.

Table F.I summarise the CODA steps for retrospective incident analysis.
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Data base
Incidents

Occurrences

Action-related occurrences (directly observable errors)

Appropriate actions omitted

Inappropriate actions committed

Knowledge deficiencies (not directly observable errors)

Temporary deficiencies (e.g., failure to recognise system
state)

Permanent deficiencies (e.g., cross-check indicator is
unknown)

Other occurrences (e.g., hardware faults, particular
circumstances)

Figure F.I: CODA wording hierarchy.

Table F.I summarise the: CODA steps for retrospective incident analysis.

Main heading

Context of occurrences

Critical actions

Action characteristics

Cognitive tendencies

Verification of findings

Step to be conducted

1. Compile a short-story about the context of the occurrences per incident.

2. List the occurrence-underlying actions.

3. Describe the action-related characteristics.

4. Derive conclusions about cognitive tendencies and improvements of hazard
cognition.

5. Verify the conclusions by referring various sources (findings from behavioural
science, further or other incident analyses; interview with plant
management/staff).

A data base contains a number of incidents (events or cases). Each incident refers to a report
(or observation) of the context of at least one system failure (damage or nearby damage). An
incident may include a number of occurrences. According to ASSET1, the term occurrence is
used here in connection with a deviation from the reference (normal, undisturbed) sequence.
However, in contrast to ASSET, CODA defines minor particularities, such as customer
requests an additional task, as occurrences, too. CODA focuses on directly observable errors.

IAEA (1991), ASSET Guideline, Revised 1991, IAEA-TECDOC-632, Vienna (A)
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Such an error appears as an action-related occurrence, i.e. an omission of an appropriate action
or a commission of an inappropriate action. The underlying actions are the subject of the
CODA analysis. Not directly observable errors (e.g., failure to recognise a particular system
state) are classified under the heading of knowledge deficiencies. They are considered as
candidates of contributors to the directly observable errors.

As illustrated in Figure F.2, the steps are open to internal and external feedback. The
presentation of the context of occurrences will be updated by the findings from steps 2 to 4
regarding critical action, their characteristics and cognitive tendencies. External feedback may
result from previous incident analyses and will lead to more specified guidance regarding
steps 3 and 4. For instance, the CODA test analysis of 11 incidents (Reer 1997b) was
conducted with emphasis on those cognitive tendencies identified by the EARTH group from
an analysis of three incidents.

internal feedback

Up-dated
context

representation

1. Context of
occurrences

2. Critical
actions

4*
3. Action

characteristics
*

4. Cognitive
tendencies

5. Verification
of findings

Previous incident
analyses

external feedback

<r Specified guidance

Figure F.2: Feedback for up-dating the CODA method steps.

The predictive CODA component

The predictive (HRA) component of CODA is under development. An initial approach for
errors of commission in post-initiator scenarios is outlined in Table F.2. Two main phases can
be distinguished, (i) EOC identification (steps 1 to 3), and (ii) EOC quantification.

EOC identification

In contrast to other methods, CODA requires that the scope of actions needs to be defined in
advance (step 1). As a starting point, the list of HRA-addressed appropriate required actions
should be addressed in term of concrete intervention.
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For error identification, CODA starts with a given action and searches for scenarios where the
action is inappropriate (step 2). Other HRA methods follow the opposite way, i.e. starting
with a given scenario and searching for inappropriate actions that could be taking in it.

These first two steps are linked to the following principles of the CODA concept.

• HRA should rather aim at relative correctness - within certain boundary conditions - than at
absolute correctness.

• As a basic boundary condition, the HRA-addressed system needs to be well-defined.

• A fundamental element of a well-defined system is that the set of human action in terms of
concrete intervention possibilities should be known in advance.

• At least, the HRA should be balanced toward actions. For each action modelled as
improving, potential aggravating impacts need to be analysed. And vice versa, for each
action modelled as aggravating, potential improving impacts need to be analysed.

Step 3 concerns prioritisation of the EOCs (i.e. inappropriate scenario-action combinations).
The further analysis should focus on CDF-relevant errors. In some cases, prioritisation may
require to expand the PSA model (i.e. adding new events into the fault/event trees). However,
in most of the cases, the importance of each potential EOC can be assessed quickly on the
basis of the existing fault/event trees. Usually, the PSA models already a failure event (e.g.,.
common cause failure of all HPI pumps) with a consequence (e.g., failure of the HPI top
event) that is equivalent to the consequence of the EOC in question (e.g., shut-down of HPI).
In such a case, prioritisation can be made on the basis of the Risk Achievement Worth of this
EOC-equivalent event or by inspecting the CDF-contributing cut sets that include this EOC-
equivalent event.

EOC quantification

Of course, it is recommended to start with the most important EOC identified in step 3. After
each quantification process per EOC, it should be decided whether the contribution from the
remaining EOCs is expected to be negligible.

Similar to the EOC identification phase, the quantification phase has an elementary starting
point as well. First, the analysis unit needs to be defined (step 4), i.e. a comprehensive
description of the EOC is needed: the fundamental boundary conditions. They mainly include:

1 concrete description of the inappropriate action (intervention, change of system state,
mode of implementation of the system state change, affected man-machine interfaces),

2 the initial system state (preceding events including cueing of indications),

3 the EOC-induced system state (subsequent events if EOC including cueing of
indications),

4 other actions that are analysed together with the EOC in one process, e.g.,

4.1 eventually an alternative (required) action that would make the EOC
impossible if implemented correctly,
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4.2 eventually a subsequent action that has the potential to recover the EOC,

4.3 eventually a subsequent action that may be influenced by the EOC,

5 the timing characteristics (e.g., the time the interval where the EOC is possible, or the
time window for EOC correction), and

6 guaranteed hardware successes or failures.

Item 4.1. points to a necessary extension of the HRA framework when EOCs come into play
(see Section 2.5.2, discussion of Figure 12). The mechanism that leads to the inappropriate
action may be affected by an alternative action, e.g., factors that force the attraction of an
alternative required action may reduce the likelihood of the inappropriate action in question.
The implication is that critical action alternatives that belong to one scenario context should
be analysed together.

For the implementation of item 4 it is recommended to illustrate the actions by a simple
Markov diagram. Such a diagram provides useful information for PSA integration purposes
later on: which state probabilities are finally needed?

For the identification of error-producing conditions (EPCs) in step 5, CODA uses the action
characteristics (ACs) identified as error-driving from previous incident analyses. The
combination of inappropriate scenario with a EPC defines an error-driving sub-scenario for a
given wrong action (EOC).

A HEP quantification guide is under development. As a preliminary approach, CODA
proposes a basis reliability model using THERP HEPs (see Table F.3) and EPC-based
refinements of the tree input HEPs by expert judgement.

According to the EARTH operator model (Mosneron-Dupin et al 1998) which highlights
operator's signification of the a situation as a the key element of any operator activity,
CODA's HEP collection (for conducting step 6) emphasises several type of discrimination.
Some HEPs grouped by discrimination constraints are presented in Table F.3.

The practical conduction the likelihood specification process (step 7) may be supported by a
condition tree as illustrated in Figure F.3. Such a tree is a combination of a THERP HRA event
tree according to Swain & Guttmann (1983, Figure 5-6) and a HCRIORE decision tree
according to Moieni et al. (1994, Figure A.2).

In contrast to a THERP HRA event tree, a CODA condition tree may include events that do
not necessarily result from human performance, i.e. man-machine interactions are more
consequently addressed than in THERP. In contrast to a HCRIORE decision tree, a CODA
condition tree addresses the branches probabilistically, i.e. a reduced amount of expert
judgement is required. As illustrated at the button of Figure A.3, the overall result of a CODA
condition tree represents the mathematical model used in HEART for HEP quantifying the
effect of an EPC:

HEP = poll +p(K-l)],

where K the multiplier for the total effect of the EPC, and p is the assessed proportion (on a
scale from 0 to 1) of effect. From this equation, two conditional HEPs can be extracted,
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HEP=po[l+p(K-l)J

= Po+popK-pop

= (1 -p)po+p(poK),

HEP\EP€ = p0, if the EPC is not present, and HEP\EPC = (p0 K), if the EPC is present. In
that context, the proportion (p) of effect can be interpreted as the probability that the EPC is
present. This opens a new data-based way for applying HEART. Instead of electing p by
expert judgement, the analyst can refer to the real system conditions (e.g., by referring to the
system analysis model) in order to quantify the EPC probability/?.

As a preliminary approach (step 7), CODA proposes to use a multiplier of K-2 for each error-
driving action characteristic.

For the result (obtained by Figure A.3, for example) it is recommended to assess the error
factor (EF) on the basis of THERP Table 20-20:

• EF=5 in most of the cases;

• EF=10 in cases (not covered by Table F.3) where the HEP point estimate is smaller than
0.001.

HEPs - obtained from Table F.3 or Figure A.3 - may used as inputs to an HRA Event Tree.

Development work is still needed for specifying the concrete quantification steps. Some of the
critical implementation issues are:

• Should the modification procedure (Figure A.3) be applied for each HRA Event Tree input
or for total HEP result of the HRA Event Tree?

• How to avoid double counting? Some EPCs may already represented by the nominal HEPs.
But this information on specific EPC inclusion is usually hidden.

• How to integrate EOCs properly if some EPCs appear already as events in the fault/event
trees?
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Table F.2: CODA steps for the prediction of errors of commission in accident scenarios.

Phase
EOC
identification

EOC
quantification

Main heading
Scope of actions
{A}

Inappropriate action-scenario
combinations
(SA)

Prioritisation

Analysis units

Error-producing conditions and
their probabilities
(AC)->
{SEPCA1 -» (p(EPClS)l

Basic error likelihood assignment
{SEPCA}
-> (SEPCoA} ->po

Error likelihood specification
KS EPC A ); pn: AC ; p(EPClS)}
-> { p(A|S EPC) }
-> {p(A|S) }

Step to be conducted
1. For a given PSA, define all post-initiator human

actions to be modelled. In the first phase it is
recommended to begin with all required safety
actions addressed by EOO analyses.

2. For each action listed above, search for EOC
scenarios in which this action is inappropriate.

3. Assign a pessimistic probability to each EOC, rank
the EOC scenarios according to their CDF impact,
and select those EOC scenarios to be detailed in the
further analysis.

4. For each EOC scenario selected above, define the
analysis unit, i.e. essential boundary conditions
regarding scope of interventions, timing and further
assumptions.

5. For each EOC scenario, identify error-producing
conditions (EPC) and quantify the condition
probabilities. This may be supported by CODA's
adverse action characteristics (AC). According to
CODA results from retrospective analysis, a
condition may be error-

likelydriving if the inappropriate action
• (AC 1.1) would avoid a delay, and/or
• (AC 1.2) would inhibit a drastic side effect,

and/or
• (AC 1.3) would match something nearby,

and/or
• (AC 1.4) is likely to be harmless/needed,

and/or
• (AC2.1) is possible after a perceived

success, and/or
• (AC2.2) is possible under perceived time

constraints.

6. For each EOC scenario, estimate a basic error^
likelihood (prj or BHEP in terms of THERP) that
represents basic (or nominal) scenario conditions.
This likelihood may address the basic type of
discrimination constraints. Preliminary, the use of
THERP data (see Table F.3) is proposed here.

7. For each EOC scenario, specify (refine, modify) the
basic error likelihood by accounting for identified
scenario conditions and their probabilities. For that
purpose, the creation of a condition tree as
illustrated in Figure F.3 may be useful.

2 Error: initiating or implementing the inappropriate action.
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Table F.3: Discrimination constraints to be considered in a CODA HRA and examples of
associated HEPs.

Discrimination

Among a small number of stimuli
presented by a single display

Among stimuli presented by a panel of
controls or displays

Among a high number of stimuli
presented by a single display

Among conflicting stimuli

Among a high number of stimuli
presented in a control room

Examples of corresponding THERP
table items
20-11 (8+): interpreting the indication
from an indicator lamp, if stress level
higher than optimal
20-10 (1): reading from an analogue
meter
20-12 (2) / 20-9 (4): selection of a
control/display from an array of
similar-appearing controls/displays
20-10 (4): reading from a printing
recorder with a large number of
parameters
20-10 (7): recognise that an instrument
being read is jammed, if there are no
indications to alert the user
20-23 (k): initiate some kind of
intended corrective action as required
by one certain annunciator when of 20
annunciators are alarming closely in
time
20-25 (7a): detecting one
unannunciated deviant indicator lamp
during initial audit

Nominal HEP
median

.001

.003

.003

.05

.1

.15

.99

Figure F.3: CODA condition tree example. An EPC could be any event or circumstance that
results in one or more of the CODA ACs listed in Table F.2 under step 5.

EPCl EPC 2 Conditional HEP Path HEP

PI
yes

no

P2
yes

no

P2
yes

no

POK1K2

P0K2

P0

PI P2 P0 Kl K2

(l-Pl)P2P0K2

U-P1)(1-P2)PO

Overall sum = po [1 + PI (Ki -1)] [1 + p2 (K2 - 1)]
(equivalent to HEART)
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Retrospective CODA analysis of the Davis-Besse event

Step 1. Context of occurrences

Compile a short-story about the context of the occurrences per incident.

Ten occurrences (in the sense of deviations from an error-free and undisturbed sequence of
events) were identified. Their context is presented below (this is an identical description as in
Appendix A; here it is mentioned once again to illustrate the steps of CODA completely).

PWR NPP during power operation. Reactor trip and total loss of main feedwater (MFW) (#1)
at 1:40 (a.m.). The operators detect immediately the loss of feed of both steam generators
(SGs). They decide to initiate start-up of the auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) manually
(#2) before its pre-programmed automatic actuation to be expected after about 5 min. While
attempting this, an operator pushes a wrong pair of switches resulting in an isolation of both
SGs (#3) and subsequently in an over-speed trip of both AFWS pump turbines (1:41). At 1:42,
the shift attempts to recover the AFWS failure by control room actions, but the SG isolation
valves fail to re-open (#4). Shift opens the PZR spray valve (in order to delay the increase of
the reactor pressure), and starts re-establish the AFWS by local actions at the failed
equipment. About 7 min later (1:49), when recovery of AFWS failure is imminent, both SGs
are essentially dried out, procedure requires initiation of feed and bleed (F&B) cooling.
However, the shift supervisor decides to omit the initiation of F&B (#5), but to continue
recovery of AFWS failure. About 2 minutes later (1:51), the pilot-operated relief valve
(PORV) opens the third time and fails to close (#6). While being involved in the AFWS
recovery actions, the primary operator fails to recognise the PORV opening operation (#7).
After returning to his working place, he perceives the PORV actuation signal "CLOSED"
(front panel), but he fails to refer to the valve position signal "OPEN" (annunciated by an
acoustic monitor at the back panel). Thus he fails to detect the stuck open PORV (#8).
However, he closes the PORV block valve (#9) and the PZR spray valve as a precautionary
action (1:52). Fortunately, the PORV re-closes after this action. One minute later, the
operators succeed in AFWS failure recovery (1:53). At 1:54 an operator re-opens the PORV
block valve (#10) without knowing #6 and PORV re-closure.

This is an up-dated context presentation. It includes internal feedback from the CODA steps 2
to 4 (Figure F.2).

Step 2. Critical actions

List the occurrence-underlying actions.

Five critical actions were identified. They are grouped and listed below.

• Inappropriately omitted actions:

— Feed & bleed initiation (#5)

• Inappropriately committed actions:

— Initiation of AFWS start-up (#2 = #3 pre-condition)

— Isolation of both SGs (#3, given #2)
— Closure of PORV block valve (#9)
— Opening of PORV block valve (#10)
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In that context, the term action refers to a physical system intervention. Further documented
errors refer to temporary knowledge deficiencies, namely:

- Failure to recognise PORV opening operation (#7).

- Failure to recognise stuck-open PORV (#8)

They appear as factors contributing to subsequent of manual actions, i.e.

• #7 ^ #8 ^ #10,

• #2 ->#3.

Step 2 also addresses the selection of actions for further analysis. According to the scope
defined in app. A, the commissions #2, #9 and #10 are selected here. For simplification, #8
and #10 are analysed as one entity, i.e. a perfect correlation between failure to recognise
stuck-open PORV and opening of PORV block valve is assumed here.

Step 3. Error-driving action characteristics

Describe the action-related characteristics.

According to Figure F.3 (external feedback), this step was conducted by specified guidance
obtained from other incident analyses. In Reer (1997b) five action characteristics (ACs) were
found to be useful for reflecting error-likeliness. The current works resulted in a sixth one. All
six characteristics are grouped as follows:

• (AC1) The inappropriate action has a high attraction.

• (AC2) The operator works with reduced accuracy.

They are listed in the first column of Table F.4. Their assignments to the Davis-Besse
inappropriate actions are documented in the further columns. For that purpose, links are drawn
between each AC and one or more scenario conditions (SCs). The opposite hierarchy appears,
too. One SC is linked to more than one AC.

19 SCs are identified. Each of them appears as a quantifiable PSA event.

Step 4. Cognitive tendencies

Derive conclusions about cognitive tendencies and improvements of hazard cognition.

Step 4 concerns the derivation of conclusions regarding both insights on error-causing causing
factors and insight on future error prevention. For that purpose, the concept of cognitive
tendencies is used. This concept was developed by the EARTH group (Mosneron-Dupin et al.
1998). A cognitive tendency is defined as a typical human habit or attitude in work
performance.

In CODA, cognitive tendencies are used to model the links between human characteristics and
action characteristics. Table F.5 lists the underlying cognitive tendencies.
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Table F.4: Error-driving action characteristics (ACs) observed from the Davis-Besse incident
1985 and their specifications by error-producing conditions (EPCs).

Scenario

Action...

(ACl.l)
...avoids
delay of
time

(AC 1.2)
...inhibits
drastic side
effect

(AC1.3)
...matches a
nearby
aspect
(preceding
or actual
goal or task
or
knowledge,
adjacent
interface)

(AC 1.4)
...is likely
to be
harmless or
needed

(AC2.1)
...is
possible
after
success
perception
(AC2.2)
...is
possible
under time
constraint
perception

LossofMFW.
Before AFW signal.

(EOCla) Initiation of AFW
start-up

Yes.
(EPC1) About 5 min delay
until automated AFWS start-
up (at 27 inches SG level, see
NRC 1985, p. 3-6 in
combination with Figures 3.2
and 3.3).
Yes.
(EPC2) Reactor coolant
system (RCS) pressure is
approaching the PORV set
point.
=> PORV opening possible
before AFWS signal (see TMI
1979).
Yes.
(EPC3) Loss of MFW
diagnosed before AFW
signal.
=> Action matches diagnosis.
(EPC4) Procedure requests to
verify AFW flow if MFW
fails, cf. Swain & Guttmann
(1983, Figure 21-1).
=> Action matches an
objective stated in the loss of
MFW procedure.

Yes.
(EPC5) Correct execution of
AFW start-up is more likely
than incorrect execution.

Yes.
(EPC3) Loss of MFW
diagnosed before AFW
signal.
=> Success perception.

Yes.
(EPC2) RCS pressure is
approaching the PORV set
point.
=> Delay in AFW start-up
would cause PORV opening.

LossofMFW.
Before AFW signal.

AFW start-up decided.

(EOClb) Isolation of both
SGs

-

Yes.
(EPC6) SG isolation switch
panel = AFW start-up switch
panel.
(EPC7) Small difference
between SG isolation (SG1-
1/2 LOW STM PRESS) and
AFW start-up (SG 1-1/2
LOW WTR LVL) switch
labels.
(EPC8) SG isolation switch
pair is in the first row of the
panel.
Upper row buttons are more
likely to be pressed than
lower row buttons (Steinak &
Hacker 1966).
(EPC9) Appearance of
"PRESS" on the SG isolation
switch label.
=> This appears as a
command to press the
switches.

Yes.
(EPC10) SG isolation is
reversible.
=> Little accuracy in switch
manipulation is needed
because, usually, an error can
be corrected.

Yes.
(EPC3) Loss of MFW
diagnosed before AFW
signal.
=> Success perception.

Yes.
(EPC2) RCS pressure is
approaching the PORV set
point.
=> Delay in AFW start-up
would cause PORV opening.

LossofMFW.
AFW unavailable.

(EOC2) Closure of PORV
block valve

-

Yes.
(EPC11) RCS pressure has
been at PORV set point.
=>PORV opening can lead to
a LOCA.

Yes.
(EPC11) RCS pressure has
been at PORV set point.
=> Nearby goal: avoidance of
TMI conditions (LOCA
through open PORV).
(EPC12) AFW recovery
initiated after AFW start-up
failure.
=> Actual goal: core cooling
via AFW. If AFW recovery
succeeds, then open PORV
block valve is not needed for
RCS depressurisation.

Yes.
(EPC13) PORV block valve
closure is reversible.
=> RCS pressurisation is
possible even if AFW
recovery fails.
(EPC12) AFW recovery
initiated after AFW start-up
failure.
=> AFW recovery success is
more likely than its failure.

Yes.
(EPC14) SGs are boiling out.
=> AFW urgently needed.

LossofMFW.
AFW start-up failure

PORV stuck-open.
PORV block valve closed.

AFW recovered.
(EOC3) Opening of PORV
block valve (stuck-open
PORV not recognised)

-

-

Yes.
(EPC1S) 'PORV closed-
signal at front panel.
=> Nearby interface indicates
that PORV block valve can
be opened.
(EPC16) Pressurizer (PZR)
spray valve open during
AFW recovery,
and
(EPC12) AFW recovery
initiated after AFW start-up
failure.
=> Nearby task matching.
RCS depressurisation
through open PORV can be
attributed to RCS cooldown
due to EPC16 and initial
success of AFW recovery.
(EPC17) PORV opening
operation not recognised.
=> Nearby knowledge. There
is no nearby need to check
PORV re-closure.
Yes.
(EPC18) PORV block valve
opening is reversible.
=> PORV block valve re-
closure is possible even if
PORV stuck-open.

Yes.
(EPC19) AFW recovery
success.
=> Success perception.

-
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Although they are listed in connection with EPCs, cognitive tendencies are not equal to error
mechanisms. According to Semmer (1994), a tendency or mechanism concerns both
producing success (the most-likely case) and producing failure. This centred role of cognitive
tendencies is illustrated in Figure F.4.

Table F.5: The links between error-driving action characteristics and cognitive tendencies.

Error-driving action characteristic

Group

(AC1) Action's
attraction

(AC2) Operator's
accuracy

EOO

(AC 1.1) Appropriate action
causes a delay of time

(AC 1.2) Appropriate action
causes drastic side effect

(AC 1.3) Appropriate action
mismatches nearby aspect
(preceding/actual
task/goal/knowledge,
attracting interface)

(AC 1.4) Appropriate action
is likely to be
unrequired/wrong

(AC2.1) Appropriate action
is required after success
perception

(AC2.2) Inappropriate action
is required under time
constraint perception

EOC

(AC 1.1) Inappropriate action
avoids a delay of time

(AC 1.2) Inappropriate action
inhibits drastic side effect

(AC 1.3) Inappropriate action
matches nearby aspect
(preceding/actual
task/goal/knowledge,
attracting interface)

(AC 1.4) Inappropriate action
is likely to be
harmless/needed

(AC2.1) Inappropriate action
is possible after success
perception

(AC2.2) Inappropriate action
is required under time
constraint perception

Underlying

cognitive tendency

(CT1.1) Impatience or
curiosity

(CT1.2) Reluctance toward
something drastic

(CT1.3) Fixation on
something nearby

(CT1.4) Non-conservative
probabilistic reasoning

(CT2.1) Accuracy reduction
after perceived success

(CT2.2) Accuracy reduction
after perceived time
constraint
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Figure F.4: The central role of cognitive tendencies in high-reliable systems.

DESIRED PERFORMANCE UNDESIRED PERFORMANCE

correct action
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71

correct
action
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Given a non-adverse context, cognitive tendencies contribute significantly to high human
performance, e.g., the tendency fixation as the ability to focus on an important strategy.
However, given an adverse context, cognitive tendencies often lead to errors, e.g., again the
tendency fixation, but now as the 'inability' to abandon a wrong strategy.

Consequently, CODA's error prevention concept highlights the improvement of hazard
cognition ("Gefahrenkognition", cf. Hoyos 1980), i.e. the operator's ability in anticipating
(considering, recognising) adverse contexts. For that purpose, Table F.5 - illustrated by
specified findings such as in Table F.4 - should be implemented in the training program of
plant staff and safety managers. In view of the unique character of each past incident, this
would support self-learning regarding hazard cognition in order to prevent future incidents.

Step 5. Verification

Verify the conclusions by referring various sources (findings from behavioural
science, further or other incident analyses; interview with plant management/staff).

Findings from other incident analyses and basis findings from behavioural science provide
some validation of the cognitive tendencies linked to the actions characteristics in Table F.5.
Table F.6 presents some details.
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Table F.6: Some links between CODA's cognitive tendencies and other findings.

Subject of influence
Attraction of action

Accuracy of operator
performance

Cognitive tendency (CODA)
(CT1.1) Impatience or curiosity

(CT1.2) Reluctance toward
something drastic

(CT1.3) Fixation on something
nearby

(CT1.4) Non-conservative
probabilistic reasoning

(CT2.1) Accuracy reduction after
perceived success

(CT2.2) Accuracy reduction after
perceived time constraint

Links to other findings
• Operators tend to make ad-hoc decisions (Kauffman

1995)

• A conflict between immediate and long-term objectives
(Williams 1988)

• Risk searching behaviour in loss situations (Kahneman &
Tversky 1979)

• An incentive to use other more dangerous procedure
(Williams 1988)

• Similarity matching (Reason 1990).
• Omission of functional isolated tasks (Rasmussen 1979,

Wehner & Mehl 1986)
• Rigidity (Reason 1990; Mehl et al. 1995).
• Perceptual tunneling (Swain & Guttmann 1983)
• A mismatch between an operator's model of the world

and the imagined by the designer^ (Williams 1988).

• Frequency gambling (Reason 1990).
• Operators tend to make non-conservative decisions

(Kauffman 1995)
• Reliance on positive hits (Fraser et al. 1992)
• Incredulity response (Swain & Guttmann)

• A mismatch between perceived and real risk" (Williams
1988)

• Very low task load; reduced attention to tasks considered

as non-critical'' (Swain & Guttmann 1983)

• Time stress, heavy task load" (Swain & Guttmann 1983)
• Perceived time urgency (ATHEANA - NRC 1998)

The effect of the second group - CT2.1 and CT2.2 concerning the accuracy (alertness) of the
operator - may be questioned. For instance, success perception may lead to the reduction of
stress from a high level to an optimal level and consequently to a reduced error-likelihood.
More research is needed to specify the conditions that affect operator's accuracy in work
performance.

Predictive CODA analysis of the Davis-Besse event

Step 1. Scope of actions

For a given PSA, define the scope of actions to be addressed.

3 Reasoning: Avoiding delay is a typical immediate objective. A conflict is present if its implementation degrades
performance reliability.
4 Reasoning: The prospect of inhibition of a drastic side effect appears as an incentive to take an inappropriate action or to
reject an appropriate action.
5 Reasoning: Such a mismatch is present if the inappropriate action appears as a nearby or if the appropriate action does not.
6 Reasoning: If the inappropriate action is likely (i.e. with >50% chance) to be harmless or if the appropriate action is likely
to be unrequired, then risk-perception may appear as an error-producing factor.
7 Reasoning: After perception of success, people tend to relax, i.e. to reduce accuracy or alertness. In the widest sense, this
may be equivalent to a low task load.
8 Reasoning: Under perceived time constraint, the reduction of time-consuming performance accuracy (e.g., reading the
procedure instruction carefully) may be one source of error.
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Table F.7 contains a subset of actions that may be considered as improving (i.e. required) ones
in a Davis-Besse PSA.

Table F.7: Subset of HRA-addressed required action in a hypothetical Davis-Besse PSA.

Action

(Aj) SG Isolation

(A2) Closure of PORV block
valve

(A3) Opening of PORV block
valve

Appropriate scenario

...
Sl,ok:
• Steam line break

S2,ok:
• Loss of main feedwater (MFW)
• Pressurizer (PZR) relief valve (PORV) opens
• Auxiliary feedwater (AFW) available
• PORV fails to re-close

S3.1,ok:
• Loss of MFW
• AFW unavailable
• Pressurizer relief valve (PORV) opens
• PORV block valve is closed

S3.2,ok:
• Loss of MFW
• PORV opens
• PORV block valve is closed
• AFW available
• PORV re-closes

SG isolation is required for an SG that has experienced a steam line break.

Closure of PORV block valve is required for preventing a LOCA through a stuck-open PORV
if the SGs are available for reactor cooldown.

Opening of PORV block valve is required for RCS depressurisation if the SGs are not
available for cooldown. This action may be also required for restoring the default system state
(block valve open) after block valve closure if feedwater is available and if the PORV is
closed.

All errors of commission (inappropriate actions) are covered by the set of required
(appropriate) actions presented in Table F.7. Therefore they are identifiable by the next
CODA's step. Note that CODA avoids to denote an inappropriate action as an improvising or
extraneous one. The scope of a CODA EOC analysis emphasises those inappropriate actions
covered by the procedures, operator's training or operator's qualification.
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Step 2. Inappropriate action-scenario combinations

For each required action, identify the EOC scenarios in which this action is
inappropriate.

Table F.8 presents a subset of scenarios where the required actions (listed in Table F.7) are
inappropriate.

Table F.8: Inappropriate acrion-scenario combination identified by CODA in a hypothetical
Davis-Besse PSA.

Action
(A])SG
isolation

(A2) Closure
ofPORV
block valve

(A3)
Opening of
PORV block
valve

Appropriate scenario

• Steam line break

• 'LossofMFW
• PORV opens
• AFW available
• PORV fails to re-close

S3. l,ok:
• LossofMFW
• AFW unavailable
• PORV opens
• PORV block valve is closed

• LossofMFW
• PORV opens
• PORV block valve is closed
• AFW available
• PORV re-closes

Inappropriate action-scenario combination
• LossofMFW
• Before AFW signal
• SG isolation (EOClb)
=> One AFW train fails

• Loss of MFW
• AFW unavailable
• Closure of PORV block valve (E0C2)
• AFW remains unavailable
• Re-opening of PORV block valve fails
=> Core damage

• LossofMFW
• PORV stuck-open
• PORV block valve closed
• AFW available
• Opening of PORV block valve (E0C3)
• PORV remains stuck-open
• Re-closure of PORV block valve fails
=> LOCA

This table illustrates that the Davis-Besse errors of commission are identifiable by CODA step
2. The information known from the system analysis should be used for generating a complete
list of inappropriate action-scenario combinations. Note that only a weak version (one SG
isolated) of the real EOC1 (both SGs isolated is identifiable). This may appear as a problem in
prioritisation later on.

Fortunately, the Table F.8 events after EOC2 and EOC3 did not occur during the Davis-Besse
incident. Thus, these errors were harmless from a retrospective point of view. However, in a
predictive study, they must be analysed as contributors to system failures.

Step 3. Prioritisation

Assign a pessimistic probability for each error, rank the EOC scenarios according to
their CDF impact, and select the ones to be detailed in the further analysis.

This step cannot be illustrated with in the frame of PSA application for one incident.
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Step 4. Analysis units

For each EOC scenario selected for quantification, define the analysis unit, i.e.
essential boundary conditions regarding the scope of interventions, timing and further
assumptions.

This step serves to clarify the scope of the analysis process for each EOC. An example of an
analysis unit for the Davis Besse E0C1 (SG isolation) is illustrated in Figure F.5. The process
of developing the analysis unit is outlined below.

Three basic elements are decisive.

1. The system states (initial ones, undesired ones, desired ones) and the transitions
between them need to be detailed. The important aspects are:

• Critical alternative actions. Is there a transition to a safe state that makes the
EOC de facto impossible?

Yes, if AFW is started, E0C1 is de facto impossible. It is assumed that the
reactor protection system would inhibit such intervention.

• Decomposition. Is it necessary to include operator's intention as a state to be
modelled?

Yes, the intention to start AFW introduces a chance for an unintended SG
isolation (E0C1).

• Subsequent actions. Does the EOC impact the reliability of subsequent
performance? If yes, (a) include the subsequent performance in the analysis
unit, or (b) ensure (e.g., by writing a note) that such impact will be accounted
for in the other affected analysis units.

For simplification, no subsequent performance is included in the analysis unit
of EOC 1 (Figure F.5). Otherwise, the unit would be too complex to handle.
However, a note would be written that intended SG isolation could have an
impact on subsequent performances (E0C1 recovery by control room action,
and initiation of feed and bleed; see Appendix A).

2. The timing boundary conditions. Such conditions are:

• The exposure time, i.e. the time window where the EOC must be considered as
critical.

For EOC1 (SG isolation), the first five minutes are considered as critical. After
that time (approximately), the AFWS would start automatically, and the EOC
(in the sense of an aggravating intervention) is de factor impossible.

The 5 min window is derived from physical system behaviour. After loss of
steam for the MFW pump turbines (due to closure of main steam isolation
valves), the steam from main steam piping and moisture separator reheaters
allows to provide adequate flow for about 4.5 minutes (NRC 1985, page 3-13).
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It should be clarified how the initial power level (the Davis Besse event
started at 90 %) impacts the exposure time. Note that the TMI-2 (1979)
event started at 97 % power, and the AFWS signal occurred 20 seconds
after the reactor trip.

• The allowable time window of remaining in a transient state.

For state 1 (Figure F.5), there is no EOO-related time constraint because the
AFW would start automatically after 5 min. A time constraint would exist if
automated AFW start fails. However, this constraint would begin after the
AFW signal, and EOC1 is considered as possible for the time before (see
Appendix A).

3. The state probabilities needed for PSA model integration.

For the E0C1 analysis unit (Figure F.5), state 4 is of final interest because an
intentional SG isolation is unlikely (due the clear differences in symptoms
between a loss of feedwater event and a steam line break) and probably would
affect one SG only.

In spite of the simplifications outlined above, the analysis unit in Figure F.5 is rather complex,
especially if it is defined as a continuos Markov process, i.e. with stochastic transition times.
Even for the most simple case, exponential-distributed transition times expressed by a
constant transition rate r-,j from state / to state j , the solution for the time-dependent state 4
probability is non-trivial:

P4(t)= l(rj5rj3)/(rj5+O4-rjj-ri2)]{(l- exp[-(r1J+r]2)t])/( r13+r12)-(l- exp[-(r35+r34)t])l{r35+ri4)}

All other rates - in addition to the obvious ones (r;j and 1-34) - impact the result. The
implication is that even simple stochastic processes points to the limitations of current HRA
techniques. Partial application of dynamic simulation tools can overcome this problem.

In the Davis Besse application all analysis units were simply defined as discrete processes. For
instance (Figure F.5), EOC1 was modelled as a transition from state 1 to state 4 in two stages,
the probability of a transition to state 2 was neglected, and the probability of remaining in
state 3 was neglected as well. Thus pEocia is equal to pis, PEocit is equal to ps4 and the final
result for EOC1 is:

PE0C1 - P4= PEOCla PEOCIb = PU P54
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LossofMFW AFW start intended AFW started

Intended SG isolation
(probably one SG affected)

Unintended SG isolation
(probably both SGs affected)

Figure F.5: Analysis unit of the Davis Besse EOC1 (SG isolation).

(~5 min)

Step 5. Error-producing conditions

For each EOC scenario, identify error-producing conditions (EPC) and quantify the
condition probabilities.

For a given action, the identification and quantification of error-driving scenario conditions
(EPCs) has to be conducted in two stages:

1. Initial analysis of scenario discrimination (critical similarities between patterns of
indications) and execution interface discrimination (critical similarities between
controls). The former one related to a wrong action intentionally taken, the latter
one relates to a wrong action intentionally taken. In some cases such distinction is
already made in defining the analysis unit (see Figure F.5).

2. Detailed identification and quantification of error-driving scenario conditions by
means of CODA's error-driving action characteristics (ACs).

The initial analysis is presented in Table F.9.

Two basic error types are addressed, inappropriate scenario discrimination (including
assessment and decision-making), and inappropriate execution interface discrimination. For
simplification and due to lack of detailed information, Table F.9 addresses only the types of
errors occurred during the Davis-Besse incident, namely:

• EOClb (isolation of both SGs, given AFW start decided) due to inappropriate
execution interface discrimination;

• EOC2 (closure of PORV block valve) and EOC3 (opening of PORV block valve)
due to inappropriate scenario discrimination.

The decision to start-up AFW (EOCla) was identified by Table F.10 as a pre-condition that
introduces a chance for EOClb, see Figure F.5.

Tables F.ll to F.14 summarise the detailed identification and quantification of error-
producing scenario conditions (EPCs).
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Table F.9: Pre-analysis of error- producing condition of some inappropriate scenarios
identified in a hypothetical Davis-Besse PSA.

Action

(Aj) SG
isolation

(Aia)AFW
start-up
(decision)

<A2)
Closure of
PORV block
valve

(A3)
Opening of
PORV block
valve

Appropriate
scenario
Si,ok:
• Steam line break

S LO.ok:
• Loss of MFW
• AFW signal fails

S2,ok:
• Loss of MFW
• PORV opens
• AFW available
• PORV fails to re-

close

S3.1,ok:
• Loss of MFW
• AFW unavailable
• PORV opens
• PORV block

valve is closed

S3.2,ok:
• Loss of MFW
• PORV opens
• PORV block

valve is closed
• AFW available
• PORV re-closes

Inappropriate
scenario
Si:
• Loss of

MFW
• Before AFW

signal

S2:
• Loss of

MFW
• AFW

unavailable

S3:
• Loss of

MFW
• AFW start-up

failure
• PORV opens
• PORV fails

to re-close
• PORV block

valve closed
• AFW

recovered

Initial analysis of error-driving scenario conditions

Per definition, scenario discrimination is not addressed here
because the isolation of both SGs occurred as an error in execution
interface discrimination. Besides, in an usual loss of MFW
scenario, there are significant differences to indications of a steam
line break. Critical similarities may arise if an overcooling event
results in a loss of MFW. Plant-specific information is required to
address this.
Constraints in execution interface discrimination may arise under
the condition that manual AFW start-up is decided by the crew.
This action has been identified by the execution inteiface analysis
documented in Table F.10. The scenario discrimination for this
action is discussed below. A detailed execution interface analysis
for the isolation of both SGs after an AFW start-up decision is
presented in Table F.12.
There is a high similarity between the appropriate scenario
(S 1,0,0k) and t n e inappropriate scenario (Si). The items AFW
signal fails and before AFW signal have in common that no AFW
signal is present. A detailed scenario discrimination analysis is
presented in Table F . l l .
Constraints in Scenario discrimination may arise from the
temporary nature of the S2 item AFW unavailable (AFW recovery
may be under execution) and the multiple constraints due to the
increasing RCS pressure in S2, namely: avoiding a LOCA through
open PORV vs. using the PORV for reactor depressurisation if
AFW remains unavailable. Details are presented in Table F.I3.
Per definition, execution interface discrimination is not addressed
here because closure of PORV block valve occurred as an error in
scenario discrimination. However, execution problems may lead to
this actions as well. They may arise from the decision to re-close
the PZR spray valve. The related control is on the same panel as the
PORV block valve control.

Constraints in scenario discrimination may arise from the
similarity between S3,2,ok and S3. A failure in recognising the
stuck-open PORV may lead to the decision to restore the default
system state (PORV block valve open). Details are presented in
Table F. 14.
Per definition, execution interface discrimination is not addressed
here because opening of PORV block valve occurred as an error in
scenario discrimination. However, execution problems may lead to
this actions as well. One may arise from the decision to re-open the
PZR spray valve. The related control is on the same panel as the
PORV block valve control.
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Table F.10: The identification of one adjacent-interface-related action that defines a decision-
based pre-condition for the Davis-Besse EOClb (SG isolation) due to inappropriate execution
interface discrimination.

Action
SG
isolation

Appropriate interface

Location

SFRCS9 panel, row
1

Control label
SG1-1/2L0W STM
PRESS

Adjacent interface

Location
SFRCS panel, row
4

Control label
SG 1-1/2 LOW WTR
LVL

Adjacent-
interface-
related action
AFW start-up

Step 6. Basic error likelihood assignment

For each EOC scenario, select a basic error likelihood (po or BHEP in terms of
THERP) that represents a sub-set (EPCn) of scenario conditions.

The assigned basic human error probabilities (BHEPs) and the underlying scenario conditions
according to tables F.I 1 to F.I4 are presented below.

For the AFW start-up decision (EOCla), the success space of the THERP nominal diagnosis
model provides a reasonable basis. The underlying action (AFW start-up) stabilises the plant
conditions by interrupting the undesired RCS pressure increase (EPC2). Thus the attraction of
the action is increasing with the time after loss of MFW. Furthermore, this action is covered
by the procedure (EPC4). The resulting BHEP of 0.8 (THERP Figure 12-4, diagnosis success
probability at t=5min, cf. EPC1) refers to an error in the sense of providing a pre-condition for
inappropriate execution resulting in EOClb.

For EOClb (isolation of both SGs, given AFW start-up decision), a THERP table 20-12 HEP
of .003 for manipulating some wrong switch from a panel of similar-appearing switches
(EPC6) was found to be suitable. The respective panel include 6 rows of switch pairs. Too
little system details are known for investigating the consequences of each switch manipulation
on this panel. Therefore, a slightly pessimistic and non-informative prior probability of .5 is
estimated for operating the SG isolation switch pair, given wrong switch manipulation for
AFW start-up. Thus the EOClb BHEP is .003 x .5 = 0.0015.

For EOC2 (closure ofPORV block valve), a THERP table 20-10 BHEP of 0.1, for recognising
that an instrument being read is jammed, seems to cover the operator's basic discrimination
constraints. The THERP BHEP refers to a failure to cross-check a firstly perceived but wrong
information. This type of discrimination may be adapted to the constraints in EOC2 scenario.
The high RCS pressure condition (EPC11) introduces firstly a short-term constraint to prevent
a LOCA through an open PORV. If the operator is captured by this constraint he may fail to
cross-check the other constraint, namely that an open PORV may be needed for
depressurisation if feed and bleed cooling is required.

A less abstract adaptation of BHEP=0.1 can be made for EOC3 (opening of PORV block
valve). The RCS-pressure-dependent 'PORV-closed' signal appears on the front panel
(EPC15). This represents the first perceived but wrong information. For verification, the
operator has to check the correct PORV-position-dependent 'open' signal displayed on some
kind of back panel. This matches the discrimination constraints of THERP table item 20-10
(7).

" Steam and feedwater rupture control system.
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Table F.ll: Analysis of the conditions for scenario discrimination regarding AFW start-up
decision (EOCla) as a pre-condition for the Davis-Besse EOClb (SG isolation, EOCla). The
links between ACs and EPCs are explained in Table F.4.

Scenario

Action: AFW start-up...
(AC1.1)...avoids delay of time

(AC 1.2)...inhibits drastic side effect

(AC 1.3)...matches a nearby aspect

(AC1.4)...is likely to be harmless or
needed

(AC2.1)...is possible after success
perception

(AC2.2)...is possible under time
constraint perception

Sla=
• Loss of MFW
• Before AFW signal
Scenario condition (EPC)
(EPC1) About 5 min delay
until automated AFW start-up
(EPC2) RCS pressure is
approaching the PORV set
point
(EPC3)LossofMFW
diagnosed before AFW signal

(EPC4) Procedure requests to
verify AFW flow if MFW fails

(EPC5) Correct execution of
AFW start-up is more likely
than incorrect execution
(EPC3) Loss of MFW
diagnosed before AFW signal

(EPC2) RCS pressure is
approaching PORV set point

EPC probability, given Si
p(EPCl) = 1, certain plant response,
approximately.
p(EPC2) = 1, certain plant response.

p(EPC3|EPCl) = 0.8, THERP nominal
diagnosis model, success probability at
t=5min.
p(EPC4) = 1, adapted from the procedure
printed in Swain & Guttmann (1983,
Figure 21-1).
p(EPC5) = 1, the usual case.

p(EPC3|EPCl) = 0.8, THERP nominal
diagnosis model, success probability at
t=5min.
p(EPC2) = 1, certain plant response.

Table F.12: Analysis of the conditions for execution interface discrimination for the Davis-
Besse EOClb (SG isolation, given EOCla). The links between ACs and EPCs are explained
in Table F.4.

Scenario

Action: Isolation of both SGs...
(AC 1.1)...avoids delay of time
(AC 1.2)...inhibits drastic side effect
(AC 1.3)...matches a nearby aspect

(AC 1.4)...is likely to be harmless or
needed
(AC2.1)...is possible after success
perception
(AC2.2)...is possible under time
constraint perception

Sib:
• Loss of MFW
• Before AFW signal
• AFW start-up decided
Scenario condition (EPC)
-
-
(EPC6) SG isolation switch
panel = AFW start-up switch
panel
(EPC7) Small difference
between SG isolation and AFW
start-up switch labels
(EPC8) SG isolation switch
pair is in the first row of the
panel
(EPC9) Appearance of
"PRESS" on the SG isolation
switch label
(EPC10) SG isolation is
reversible
(EPC3) Loss of MFW
diagnosed before AFW signal
(EPC2) RCS pressure is
approaching PORV set point

EPC probability, given Si.o
-
-
p(EPC6) = 1, designed system feature.

p(EPC7) = 1, designed system feature.

p(EPC8) = 1, designed system feature.

p(EPC9) = 1, designed system feature.

p(EPC10) = 1, designed system feature.

p(EPC3) = 1, AFW start-up decision
implies loss of MFW diagnosis.
p(EPC2) = 1, certain plant response.
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Table F.13: Analysis of the conditions for scenario discrimination regarding the initiation of
the Davis-Besse EOC2 {closure ofPORV block valve). The links between ACs and EPCs are
explained in Table F.4.

Scenario

Action: Closure ofPORV block valve...
(AC1.1) ...avoids delay of time
(AC 1.2) ...inhibits drastic side effect

(AC1.3) ...matches a nearby aspect

(AC1.4) ...is likely to be harmless or needed

(AC2.1) ...is possible after success
perception
(AC2.2) ...is possible under time constraint
perception

S2:
• LossofMFW
• AFW unavailable
Scenario condition (EPC)
-
(EPC11) RCS pressure has been
at PORV set point
(EPC11) RCS pressure has been
at PORV set point
(EPC12) AFW recovery
initiated after AFW start-up
failure
(EPC 13) PORV block valve
closure is reversible
(EPC12) AFW recovery
initiated after AFW start-up
failure
-

(EPC 14) SGs are boiling out

EPC probability, given S2
-
p(EPCll) = 1, certain plant response.

p(EPCll) = 1, certain plant response.

p(EPC12) = 0.5, non-informative prior
estimate that 50 % of all AFW failures
appear as recoverable.
p(EPC13) = 1, designed system feature.

p(EPC12) = 0.5, see above.

-

p(EPC14) = 1, certain plant response.

Table F.14: Analysis of the conditions for scenario discrimination regarding the initiation of
the Davis-Besse EOC3 {opening ofPORV block valve) as a result of the failure to recognise
the stuck-open PORV. The links between ACs and EPCs are explained in Table F.4.

Scenario

Action: Closure ofPORV block valve...
(AC1.1) ...avoids delay of time
(AC1.2) ...inhibits drastic side effect
(AC1.3) ...matches a nearby aspect

(AC1.4) ...is likely to be harmless or
needed
(AC2.1) ...is possible after success
perception
(AC2.2) ...is possible under time
constraint perception

S3:
• LossofMFW
• AFW start-up failure
• PORV opens
• PORV fails to re-close
• PORV block valve closed
• AFW recovered
Scenario condition (EPC)
-
-
(EPC15) 'PORV closed' signal at
front panel
(EPC16) PZR spray valve open
during AFW recovery,
and
(EPC12) AFW recovery initiated
after AFW start-up failure
(EPC17) PORV opening
operation not recognised

(EPC18) PORV block valve
opening is reversible
(EPC19) AFW recovery success

-

EPC probability, given S3
-
-
p(EPC15) = 1, designed system feature.

p(EPC16) = 1, likely operator response
aiming at temporarily interruption of RCS
pressure increase after loss of feedwater.
p(EPC12) = 1, implied by S3.

p(EPC17) = 0.01 x 5 = 0.05, THERP table
items 20-7 (3) and 20-16 (5a): monitoring of
PORV display omitted under moderately
high stress and dynamic task conditions

(distracted due to EPC12)10.
p(EPC18) = 1, designed system feature.

p(EPC19) = 1, implied by S3.

-

5 0 Indeed, during the Davis-Besse incident, the primary side operator was involved in the AFW recovery actions when the
PORV opened.
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Step 7. Error likelihood specification

For each EOC scenario, specify (refine, modify) the basic error likelihood by
accounting for the identified scenario conditions and their probabilities.

Tables F.I5 to F.I8 present the HEP specifications made for the Davis-Besse errors of
commission. Each BHEP is considered for modification in view of the error-producing
scenario conditions identified and quantified in Tables F.I 1 to F.14.

In order to match a condition tree structure as outlined in Figure F.3, compiling of tables F.I5
to F.I8 was made by re-sorting of tables F.I 1 to F.14 according to scenario conditions (EPCs).
Each EPC is represented by its probability, p(EPC), and by a list of error-driving action
characteristics (ACs).

The conditional effect of a given EPC is quantified by a factor (i.e. BHEP multiplier) of 2 per
AC. This factor of 2 is an initial estimate. In view of the corresponding HEART data
according to Table F.6, many of the effects may be greater than a factor of 2. However, the
risk of double-counting in a multiple factor model is high. Therefore, a small but still some
kind of significant factor of 2 was found here to re-present the best preliminary quantification
of an error-driving AC.

For simplification, the HEART model was used here to quantify the combined effect of a
given EPC effect and the respective EPC probability. As shown in Figure F.3, this kind of
quantification is equivalent to the Boolean evaluation of a corresponding condition tree.

For EOCla {AFW start-up decision), no modification was made because the assigned BHEP
accounts already for the scenario condition effects. Thus, the final likelihood remains at 0.8.

For EOClb {isolation of both SGs, given AFW start-up decision), the specification resulted in
an overall BHEP multiplier of 64. So the final action likelihood is .0015 x 64 = 0.1.

A total BHEP multiplier of 10 was calculated for EOC2 {closure of PORV block valve). The
final action likelihood is .1 x 10 = 1.

The total BHEP multiplier for EOC3 {opening of PORV block valve) is 8.4, and the final
action likelihood is .1 x 8.4 = 0.84.

The high HEP results for EOCla, EOC2 and EOC3 are not surprising. These occurrences are
not classified as errors in the Davis-Besse incident report (NRC 1985).

AFW start-up initiation appears to be an adequate response after loss of MFW. However, it
introduces a chance of failure mode that would not exist if the operators would wait until the
automated AFW signal. The EOClb execution interface analyses shows that this chance is
higher, i.e. p(EOClb)=.l, that one would expect a-priori.

EOC2 and EOC3 may be classified as near misses (or non-cost errors according to the
THERP terminology), because they do not result in system failures directly.

EOC2 {closure of PORV block valve) would result in core damage if

1. the AFW remains unavailable and
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2. the PORV block valve fails to re-open.

Given a probability of

• .5 for the first event (non-informative HEP estimate for a recovery action outside the
control room), and a probability of

• .1 for the second event (pessimistic estimate for a hardware malfunction under high RCS
pressure conditions or crew's failure to initiate delayed feed and bleed cooling),

the conditional core damage probability after EOC2 is .05 - a high value in view of
p(EOC2)=l.

EOC3 {opening of PORV block valve) would result in a LOCA if

1. the PORV remains stuck-open and

2. the PORV block valve fails to re-close.

In view of possible common causes (especially high RCS pressure), a joint probability of .1
for events 1 and 2 may be a reasonable estimate. So the joint probability for EOC3 and LOCA
in the given scenario is .84 x .1 = .084.

There is a common element in analyses of all three system failures (AFW unavailable, core
damage, LOCA). The failure-chance-initiating decision (EOCla, EOC2 or EOC3) likelihood
(.8, 1 or .84, respectively) is higher than the conditional failure probability (.1, .05 or .1,
respectively). This is an indicator of an action lying near at the boundary between right and
wrong. The conclusion is that a EOC HRA should emphasis the analysis of consequences of
harmless-seeming actions. In that context, the CODA action characteristic AC1.4 {action is
likely to be harmless/required) seems to have a high impact.
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Table F.15: Likelihood specification for AFW start-up initiation as a pre-condition for the
Davis-Besse EOClb (SG isolation). The links between ACs and EPCs are explained in Table
F.4.

Scenario:

Action (= EOCla):

Scenario condition
(EPC)
(EPC1) About 5 min delay
until automated AFW
start-up
(EPC2) RCS pressure is
approaching the PORV set
point

(EPC3)LossofMFW
diagnosed before AFW
signal

(EPC4) Procedure
requests to verify AFW
flow if MFW fails

(EPC5) Correct execution
of AFW start-up is more
likely than incorrect
execution

• Loss of MFW
• Before AFW signal
• AFW start-up

(decision)
EPC probability

p(EPCl) = 1, certain plant
response, approximately.

p(EPC2) = 1, certain plant
response.

p(EPC3|EPCl) = 0.8,
THERP nominal diagnosis
model, success probability
at t=5min.

p(EPC4) = 1, adapted
from the procedure printed
in Swain & Guttmann
(1983, Figure 21-1).
p(EPC5)= 1, the usual
case.

Overall

EPC effect on...

...action characteristics

1. (AC 1.1) ...avoids delay
of time

1. (AC1.2) ...inhibits
drastic side effect

2. (AC2.2) ...is possible
under time constraint
perception

1. (AC1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

2. (AC2.1) ...is possible
after success
perception

1. (AC1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

1. (AC 1.4) ...is likely to
be harmless or needed

...action (EOC) likelihood

Input to BHEP
calculation. BHEP
accounts for this effect.
BHEP accounts for this
effect.

BHEP = p(EPC3|EPCl) =
0.8

BHEP accounts for this
effect.

BHEP accounts for this
effect.

p(EOCla)= BHEP = 0.8
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Table F.16: Likelihood specification for the Davis-Besse EOClb (SG isolation), given
EOCla (AFWstart-up initiation). The links between ACs and EPCs are explained in Table
F.4.

Scenario:

Action (=EOClb):
Scenario condition
(EPC)
(EPC2) RCS pressure is
approaching the PORV set
point
(EPC3)LossofMFW
diagnosed before AFW
signal
(EPC6) SG isolation
switch panel = AFW start-
up switch panel

(EPC7) Small difference
between SG isolation and
AFW start-up switch
labels
(EPC8) SG isolation
switch pair is in the first
row of the panel
(EPC9) Appearance of
"PRESS" on the SG
isolation switch label
(EPC 10) SG isolation is
reversible

• Loss of MFW
• Before AFW signal
• AFW start-up decided

• Isolation of both SGs
EPC probability

p(EPC2) = 1, certain plant
response.

p(EPC3) = 1, AFW start-
up decision implies loss of
MFW diagnosis.
p(EPC6) = 1, designed
system feature.

p(EPC7) = 1, designed
system feature.

p(EPC8)= 1, designed
system feature.

p(EPC9) = 1, designed
system feature.

p(EPC10)= 1, designed
system feature.

Overall

BHEP: basic error likelihood

M(EPC) = 1 + p(EPC) (2 n - 1) = BHEP multiplier

n = number of action characteristics

EPC effect on...
...action characteristics

1. (AC2.2) ...is possible
under time constraint
perception

1. (AC2.1) ...is possible
after success
perception

1. (AC1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

1. (AC1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

1. (AC1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

1. (AC1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

1. (AC1.4) ...is likely to
be harmless or needed

...action (EOC) likelihood

M(EPC2) = 2

M(EPC3) = 2

BHEP =
P(EOC) P(EOC1|EOC)
= .003 x .5 = .0015,
P(EOC): THERP table
20-12(2),
P(EOC1|EOC): non-
informative estimation.
M(EPC7) = 2

M(EPC8) = 2

M(EPC9) = 2

M(EPC10) = 2

p(EOClb) = BHEP n[M(EPQ] =.0015 x 64 = 0.1
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Table F.17: Likelihood specification for the Davis-Besse EOC2 (closure ofPORV block
valve). The links between ACs and EPCs are explained in Table F.4.

Scenario:

Action (= EOC2):

Scenario condition
(EPC)
(EPC11) RCS pressure has
been at PORV set point

(EPC 12) AFW recovery
initiated after AFW start-
up failure

(EPC13) PORV block
valve closure is reversible
(EPC14)SGs are boiling
out

• Loss of MFW
• AFW unavailable

• Closure ofPORV
block valve

EPC probability

p(EPCll)= 1, certain
plant response.

p(EPC12) = 0.5, non-
informative prior estimate
that 50% of all AFW
failures appear as
recoverable.
p(EPC13) = 1, designed
system feature.
p(EPC14)= 1, certain
plant response.

Overall

BHEP: basic error likelihood

M(EPC) = 1 + p(EPC) (2n - 1) = BHEP multiplier

n = number of action characteristics

EPC effect on...
...action characteristics

1. (AC 1.2) ...inhibits
drastic side effect

2. (AC 1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

1. (AC 1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

2. (AC 1.4) ...is likely to
be harmless or needed

1. (AC1.4) ...is likely to
be harmless or needed

1. (AC2.2) ...is possible
under time constraint
perception

...action (EOC) likelihood

BHEP = 0.1,
THERP table 20-10 (7)

M(EPC12) =
l + .5x(2 2 - 1)
= 2.5

M(EPC13) = 2

M(EPC14) = 2

p(EOC2) = BHEP n[M(EPQ] =.1 x 10 = 1
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Table F.18: Likelihood specification for the Davis-Besse E0C3 {opening of PORV block
valve) as a result from the failure to recognise the stuck-open PORV. The links between ACs
and EPCs are explained in Table F.4.

Scenario:

Action (= EOC3):

Scenario condition
(EPC)
(EPC15) 'PORV closed'
signal at front panel
(EPC 16) PZR spray valve
open during AFW
recovery,
and
(EPC12) AFW recovery
initiated after AFW start-
up failure
(EPC 17) PORV opening
operation not recognised

(EPC 18) PORV block
valve opening is reversible
(EPC 19) AFW recovery
success

• LossofMFW
• AFW start-up failure
• PORV onens
• PORV fails to re-close
• PORV block valve

closed
• AFW recovered
• Opening of PORV

block valve
EPC probability

p(EPC15) = 1, designed
system feature.
p(EPC16) = l, likely
operator response aiming
at temporarily interruption
of RCS pressure increase
after loss of feedwater.
p(EPC12) = l, implied by
scenario definition.
p(EPC17) = 0.01 x 5 =
0.05, THERP table items
20-7 (3) and 20-16 (5a):
monitoring of PORV
display omitted under
moderately high stress and
dynamic task conditions
(distracted due to EPC 12).
p(EPC18)= 1, designed
system feature.
p(EPC19) = 1, implied by
scenario definition.

Overall

BHEP: basic error likelihood

M(EPC)= l+p(EPC)(2 n - 1) = BHEP multiplier

n = number of action characteristics

EPC effect on...
...action characteristics

1. (AC1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

1. (AC1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

1. (AC1.3) ...matches a
nearby aspect

1. (AC1.4) ...is likely to
be harmless or needed

1. (AC2.1) ...is possible
after success
perception

...action (EOC) likelihood

BHEP = 0.1,
THERP table 20-10 (7).
M(EPC16EPC12) = 2

M(EPC17) =
l + .05(2- 1)= 1.05

M(EPC18) = 2

M(EPC19) = 2

p(EOC3) = BHEP n[M(EPC)] =.1 x 8.4 = 0.84
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Conclusions

Various insights for the quantification of errors of commission in HRA result from CODA
analysis of the Davis-Besse incident.

There is a very close relation between a retrospective and a predictive CODA analysis. As
shown in Table F.4, the pre-defined list of error-driving action characteristics allow for a
systematic identification of specified error-producing scenario conditions (EPCs). These EPCs
have a high level of specification meaning they are quantifiable in PSA.

The CODA's EOC identification process may characterised as a deductive search for a
scenario where a give action would lead to a system failure. Each credible action (e.g.,
complement of an EOO) is specified by respective system state to be achieved. Then a check
is performed in order to find the parts of the plant safety model (fault/event trees) where this
state appears as a system failure. Each system failure identified in this manner defines the
scenario of interest.

The process involves both inductive (action is addressed before system failure, i.e. matching
of real-world timing) and deductive (action is addressed before scenario, i.e. mismatch of real-
world timing) search strategies. Overall, the CODA search process reduces the judgmental
component. The identification is not more a process of judging whether a more or less
extraneous action can occur in a specific situation or may contribute to a system failure, but it
is a simple cross-check for matching of given state with another state modelled in the fault
and event trees. The price for this judgmental reduction is that only the system states
addressed by the required actions (EOO complements) appear as candidates of EOC-affected
system failures. Thus CODA rather claims internal completeness on the basis of critical
actions than absolute completeness.

It may be beneficial to combine the EOC search processes of the CODA and Borssele
methods. For each EOC (identified by CODA as an inappropriate scenario-action
combination), specific error modes (that lead to this EOC) may be identified by reviewing
those procedural decision points (as proposed by the Borssele method) that are relevant for
this EOC. This would ease the analysis in two ways. The analyst can focus his attention (a) on
selected parts of the procedures, and (b) on one selected error consequence (i.e. performance
of the inappropriate action in question). Furthermore, the error modes identified can be used
later on as an input for quantification.

In contrast the ATHEANA case studies (NRC 1998, app. A) that stress error-forcing contexts
(EFCs) that occur with a relatively low probability (e.g., instrumentation failure), the CODA
Davis-Besse case study focuses on error-driving scenario conditions (e.g., 'PORV closed'
signal at front panel) that are certain or that occur with a relatively high probability, see Tables
F.I 1 to F.14. In CODA (step 5), the identification of error-driving scenario conditions results
from various perspectives of the scenario regarding action characteristics.

Of course, significant EPC (or EFCs in term of ATHEANA) may be overlooked by CODA.
To overcome this problem, guidance for EOC-specific task analysis is needed. Two important
issues might be:
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• How useful is the existing guidance that has been practised for EOO analysis purposes.
Which modifications are needed? For instance, the EOO analysis guidance covers factor
like location access that hinder the required action. However, in EOO analysis, the
guidance should cover factors that force the inappropriate action. Some orientations are
presented in Table F.5.

• How to make insights from retrospective event evaluation applicable for EPC
identification? This issue concerns a taxonomy of EPCs that can be used for compiling an
overview table of findings from various past events.

It is obvious that the lack of directly adaptable basic HEPs hinders the quantification of errors
of commission. As a preliminary approach, CODA (step 6) circumvents this hindrance by
more or less abstractive adaptations of HEPs from the THERP data base. Two types of
adaptations were made in the predictive CODA case study,

1. by re-finding comparable discrimination constraints in the THERP data base, and

2. by a neutral action-time correlation perspective of THERP's diagnosis model.

The concept of discrimination constraints is based on the EARTH operator model that
highlights the key role of human signification among a variety of stimuli in real world
situations. The error-driving scenario conditions identified in step 5, e.g.,

• (EPC6) appropriate switch pair is located on the same panel as the EOC-causing
switch pair, or

• (EPC15) misleading 'PORV closed' signal is displayed on the front panel,

point at discrimination constraints. A re-presentation of THERP HEPs in terms of the
underlying type discrimination (Table F.3) allows for re-finding suitable HEPs, e.g.,

• (EPC6) -> discrimination among stimuli presented by a panel of controls, or

• (EPC15) -> discrimination among conflicting stimuli.

This type of re-finding may also be supported by other data bases. In that context, the CAHR
data base may appear as useful because of its close relation to empirical observations.

In CODA's neutral action-time correlation perspective, the probability of taking a considered
action, irrespective whether it is appropriate or inappropriate, increases with the time.
Regarding the shape of the probability time curve, the distinction between appropriate and
inappropriate is of little relevance. Such distinction results from the definition of an out-
standing person (e.g., an analyst). The attraction of an action (according to the Table F.2
characteristics AC1.1 to AC1.4) is one of the main factors that drives the curve, e.g., an
attractive correct action will be taking very fast by the operator as well as an attractive but
wrong action.

The THERP diagnosis model refers to a desired action-time correlation, i.e. the probability of
taking the appropriate action increases with the time. From this curve, the probability for
taking action was used to quantify one Davis-Besse EOC {AFW start-up initiation). The
attraction of this action (AFW start-up) was found to be very high in a loss of MFW scenario.
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CODA's neutral action-time correlation perspective has an important implication for data
collection. Action timing data should be grouped according patterns that defined the attraction
of an action irrespective whether the action is right or wrong. This seems to be an promising
approach for extending the EOC data base.

For error likelihood specification (i.e. accounting for the identified EPCs), CODA proposes a
preliminary BHEP multiplier of 2 per error-driving action characteristic (AC) under a given
EPC. The estimation of this factor is based on a compromise between two constraints,

1. as low as possible in order to avoid double-counting,

2. but high enough in order to express some non-negligible impact.

The CAHR data base may provide an option for an empirical estimation of the effects of the
CODA action characteristics.
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Appendix 6: Characteristics of Method Developments on Errors of Commission

This appendix summarizes the investigated methods in a more detailed fashion and gives an
overview of their features.

Table G.I defines the characteristics used to describe the methods. Table G.2 presents the
criteria that were used to comment the methods. The descriptions based on these
characteristics and the comments on each of the methods are presented in Tables G.3 and G.4,
respectively. Assessing the characteristics of the methods, each rating was based on the
experience the authors gained during this work. A number of the assessments are subjective.
The aspects of accuracy, quality of HEP estimates or consistency (inter-analyst), for instance,
were difficult to assess because each method was applied only by one analyst. The item
"Acceptability" also was difficult to assess and raised a large amount of discussion.

The comments on CREAM are oriented to its use for predictive analyses; the substantial part
of CREAM intended for retrospective analyses is not considered in this work.

Finally, Figure G.I shows the probabilities for the EOCs obtained with the methods. The
overview shows that significant differences in the quantitative results. The results for EOCla
are essentially within one order of magnitude. As discussed in App. B, the particularly low
result from CREAM result can be attributed to the implicit assumption in the method of a
modern, economically reviewed interface. (The nominal failure probability for execution
errors is assigned the THERP value for well-defined mimic layouts.) Given the known
deficiencies of this interface at the plant in 1985 (a redesign was scheduled for the following
plant shutdown), a value two orders of magnitude higher can probably be justified (THERP
labels-only interface combined with violation of populational stereotypes).

Accounting for these, the spread of the quantitative results is just over one order of magnitude.
With values on the order of or exceeding 0.1, the quantitative results for all three EOCs (EOC
1, EOC 2, and EOC 3) would then generally reflect the error-forcing characteristics identified
for these contexts. The INTENT results, particularly for EOC 2 and EOC 3, are lower. The
authors readily admit having some difficulties applying this method because the brief
description of the method (Gertman et al., 1992) leaves significant ambiguities, particularly in
the definitions of the "source categories".
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Table G.I: Characteristics of the Methods

Criteria Description

Closed Characteristics

Required input

Purpose of Analysis

Reasoning within the Approach

Error-Scope

Action categories,
Performance Situations

Search strategy

Search Output

Assessment Output

Quality of Assessment

Task-analysis, PSA-Model

qualitative, quantitative /

predictive (prospective), retrospective

inductive, deductive

EOC / EOC and EOO

pre-initiator, initiator, post-initiator

action, system-failure, scenario (procedure) /

Error identification, error cause identification

errors, error mechanisms, error forcing contexts, PSFs, EPCs

Error identification, qualitative Data, quantitative Data

screening data, detailed assessment, error reduction statements

Open Characteristics

Underlying cognitive model

Relation to previous works,
e.g. similarity to THERP

Key aspects

(free text)

(free text)

(free text)
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Table G.2: Criteria for commenting the Methods

Criteria

Method external Criteria

objectivity/adequacy

validity/accuracy

reliability/reproducibility

Method internal Criteria

scope (range/confinement)

consistency

tractability/audibility

Criteria of Practicability/
Acceptability

usability

usefulness

required effort/resources

Description

System Emanate Criteria concern everything about the quality
of measuring the correct external issue of interest (i.e. EOCs)

Does the method address adequately the problem of EOC and is it
complete for treating EOCs?

Will the method measure what it is supposed to measure
(qualitatively and quantitatively) and does the data correlate to
reality?

Will the method lead to consistent qualitative and quantitative
results for different users at different times?

System Immanent Criteria concern everything about the
internal logic of the method.

What are the features of the method and what are the gains
compared to existing methods?

Are there inconsistencies or contradictory statements and is the
method self-consistent?

Is an outstanding user able to follow the procedure of the method
(e.g., procedure, applications, analysis)?

Criteria of Practicability concern everything about the
applicability of the method

Is the method self contained and are the helps for the user
adequate? (e.g. description how to perform expert judgement or
links to observable characteristics)

Implementing the method, is the problem of EOC addressed
adequately?

Can the method be performed with reasonable effort
(small/moderate/large/excessive)?
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Table G.3: Application of Characteristics and Criteria to the Methods

Methods
Closed
Characteristics
Required input

Purpose of Analysis

Reasoning within the
Approach

Error-Scope

Action categories,
Performance
Situations
Search strategy

Search Output

Borssele

Plant safety model

predictive, screening of
EOCs on the basis of
consequence, recovery
chance and EFC
likelihood
mainly inductive

EOC

post-initiators

global: scenario - task -
action (=error) - system
failure;
local: scenario system
failure - action (=error)

erors (transitions into
wrong procedures; slips
and mistakes in
procedure following),
recovery factors,
contextual factors
(instrumentation failures,
misleading information,
other PSFs)

ATHEANA

Task analysis
PSA model
qualitative, quantitative
predictive, retrospective

mainly inductive

EOC and EOO

mainly post-initiators

mainly system-failure also
action
error and error cause
identification

errors, error mechanisms,
error forcing context

CREAM

Task analysis-critical
PSA models-optional
identification of likely error
modes,
quantification
(retrospective)

performance conditions
-> control mode & likely
errors, -> adjusted HEPs
EOO and EOC

any tasks (pre-ini, initiator,
post-ini)

performance conditions &
required cognitive
functions -> failure of
cognitive functions

likely failures in cognitive
functions (failures that
comprise the main
contributors to the failure
of the nominal tasks)

CAHR

detailed event
descriptions
qualitative, quantitative
predictive, retrospective

mainly inductive

EOC and EOO

pre- initiators, initiators,
post-initiators

mainly action related,
system-failure or
scenario related search
possible,
error and error cause
identification
errors, error
mechanisms, error
forcing context (set of
multiple PSFs),
dependencies between
all of these

CODA

Plant safety model,
EOOs
qualitative, quantitative,
predictive, retrospective

mainly deductive

EOC and EOO

retrospective: no
restrictions;
predictive: post-initiator
action - system failure -
scenario

errors, involved
cognitive tendencies
(CTs), CT-producing
performance conditions
(PCs)
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Table G.3: Application of Characteristics and Criteria to the Methods (cont)

Methods
Assessment Output
(quantification)

Quality of
Assessment
Open
Characteristics
Underlying cognitive
model

Relation to previous
works, e.g. similarity
to THERP

Key aspects

Borssele
EFC likelihoods

detailed

slip/mistake dichotomy

CES, highlights the
quantification of EFCs
rather than HEPs

global vs. local EOC, error-
producing condition
(EPC«EFC)

ATHEANA
error identification,
qualitative data,
quantitative data

detailed assessment

processing stages

quantification partially
based on HEART or
INTENT

EFC (and there
between PSF and PC),
EM, UA and HFE

CREAM
qualitative:
likely cognitive function
failures, contributing
performance conditions
Quantitative:
HEPs for these failure
modes
detailed assessment

Four-stage information
processor (observ., interp.,
planning, execution)
Contextual Control Model
(COCOM) relates
performance conditions to
processing.
Nominal CREAM HEPs
based on 1) THERP data
tables, 2) expert estimates
compiled in INTENT
Common Performance
Conditions (~PSFs
assessed for whole
scenario/task)

CAHR
error identification,
qualitative data,
quantitative data

detailed assessment

system ergonomic
classification

calibration function uses
THERP as reference

MMS, multiple relations
between actions, errors
and PSFs

CODA
PC probabilities, conditional
HEPs; proposals for error
prevention and their
quantitative effects

detailed

cognitive tendencies,
activity-oriented
ergonomics

EARTH, THERP,
ATHEANA

critical actions, closed
systems (analysis units),
error-driving CTs, action
characteristics (ACs) and
performance conditions
(PCs)
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Table G.4: Application of Characteristics and Criteria to the Methods (cont)

Methods
Criteria

Borssele

Method external Criteria
objectivity/adequacy

validity/accuracy

reliability/reproducibility

not tested

not tested

not tested
Method internal Criteria
scope
(ange/confinement)

consistency

tractability/audibility

insights into EOC-forcing
contexts

slight inconsistencies due to
imprecise guidance in using
the slip/mistake dichotomy

moderately high, analysis
subjects not always clear, full-
scope PSA application
indicates tractability/ audibility

Criteria of Practicability/ Acceptability
usability

usefulness

required
effort/resources

moderately high,
sophisticated evaluation
required for each decision
point (global) and procedure
step (local), full-scope PSA
application indicates
feasibility
fairly high, especially for EFC

identification

moderate (see usability), little
resources required (PSA
model, procedure,
instrumentation
redundancy/layout)

ATHEANA

yes

currently not addressed

no exper ience^

insights into EOC

some inconsistencies about
use of human error
classification in search and
assessment
low, many unclear steps in
the document make it
difficult to follow them

low, difficult with many steps
for search and quantification

fairly high

cumbersome analysis and
extensive data generation
suggested (i.e. simulator
experiments)

CREAM

incomplete for EOC
identification
validity moderate-high
accuracy moderate
moderate-high

large potential for
systematically describing
failures and the contributing
causes
high

high

high

usability - high
usefulness - moderate

low-moderate, (excluding very
high level of effort for the
comprehensive task analysis
on which the CREAM analysis
depends)

CAHR

only observed EOCs

validation possible by
reference studies
not measured yet

explicit representation of
dependencies between
errors and PSFs (context
dependencies),
the fact that it is an open
method, this may lead to
inconsistencies

fairly high, every
assessment can be traced
back to the events that are
underlying it

medium, depending on the
complexity of the events

gives an additional/
complementing input for
assessment of errors
extensive in event analysis,
fairly low for generating
assessments

CODA

not tested

not tested

not tested

dependencies between
errors, CTs, ACs and PCs

not detected yet; no
experience with full-scope
PSA application

moderately high, links to
observable PCs

moderate, error search de
facto without judgment; no
experience with full-scope
PSA application

moderate, experience
needs to be gathered

moderate (see usability)
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Figure G.I: Comparison of the different predictions with the investigated methods.

In Figure G.I, EOC la refers to the operators' decision to start AFWS manually. EOC lb is the inadvertent isolation of both SG, given the operators
decision to manually start the AFWS. EOC 2 is the closure of the PORV block valve (see Appendix A) and EOC 3 is the Opening of the PORV
block valve.
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